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ABSTRACT 
Technology development for production methods of new varieties and for disease control 
has been widely explored throughout agriculture including the apple industry. Recent progress 
has been made to fight against apple fire blight, which cost the Michigan apple industry nearly 
$42 million in the 2000 fire blight outbreak. Researchers are currently working to control fire 
blight through development of a microencapsulated chemical and bio-control agents as well as 
genetically modified (GM) varieties based on current fire blight resistant varieties. This thesis 
uses dynamic simulations to evaluate the impact of those new technologies on consumption and 
production as well as world trade. Through development of a dynamic temporal and spatial 
partial equilibrium model, I am able to evaluate the welfare impact to the apple industry. This 
thesis shows the overwhelming benefits of GM technology over other methods such as 
microencapsulation of chemicals and biological agents where the cost-reduction benefits of the 
technology outweigh the yield-increase benefits. If no hesitation by producers and consumers 
towards GM crops existed, technology would be readily adopted and society would benefit 
overall. In the choice between GM and the bio-control technologies of this study, GM 
technology is adopted with minimal market adjustments. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Technological advances continue to shape industries and markets from basic production 
methods to new varieties for consumption or use. The apple industry has not been immune to 
such advances and has seen significant growth and production shifts from it. In 2007, the United 
States produced 4.1 million metric tons (MT) of apples in nearly 2,500 different varieties and 
covered more than 0.363 million acres (ERS 2011). The shape of the apple industry has changed 
as consumer preferences have shifted from Golden and Red Delicious to Pink Lady and 
Honeycrisp varieties. As these newer varieties are highly susceptible to diseases such as fire 
blight, producers are forced to rely more on science for their production.  
Fire blight can cause serious damage to apple producers through the losses associated 
with an outbreak. In 2000, the southwest part of Michigan lost more than 250,000 trees, 
experienced a reduction of yield by 35 percent and total economic loss of nearly $42 million 
(Longstroth 2003). As a result, researchers are exploring ways to chemically and genetically 
reduce fire blight devastation.  The current control methods include streptomycin and copper 
based products, however, new methods of microencapsulated bio-control agents and genetic 
modification of susceptible varieties with the genes of resistant varieties are being developed. 
This thesis analyzes what the technological advances mean to the apple industry, 
including the benefits and costs to the grower and industry implications before and after 
technological adoption. When analyzing the new fire blight control technologies, consumers and 
society must also be considered. This thesis will evaluate the potential of the technology and 
through the evaluation of those benefits and costs I will be able suggest ways to market each 
technology to the growers as well as to consumers.  
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The general objective of this thesis is to evaluate the impact of the adoption of bio-
control methods and GM fire blight resistant varieties on the U.S. apple industry.  This thesis has 
three specific objectives. The first objective is to develop an empirical framework of the U.S. 
apple industry for further analysis. The second is to model optimal orchard management 
decisions of planting and removal for a 40-year horizon with the introduction of bio-control 
micro capsulation methods and new GM varieties. The third is to analyze technological adoption 
scenarios to understand the impact on producers, consumers and trade. Through this analysis, I 
will identify the economic impacts of bio-control methods and fire blight resistant varieties.  
To fulfill my objectives, I develop a model of the U.S. apple industry and explore the 
impact of two specific technologies currently under development in conjunction with the 
Integrated Genomics and Management Systems for Control of Fire Blight research project. 
Through this analysis, I will generate an understanding of what the technology means to the U.S. 
apple industry, and also to producers and consumers abroad. This research and results will fill a 
current gap in the basic understanding of the use and impact of apple production technology.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
My analysis of the impact of technology on the U.S. apple industry starts with examining 
the apple industry’s production and consumption patterns. Through this background and 
literature review I explore the essential components of production, fire blight and trends in 
consumption, which will help develop the theory behind my model. I then explore previous 
studies in the area of technology adoption, benefits and costs, and consider the consumer 
perspective to appropriately develop the technology component and scenarios for analysis.  
2.1 Apple Industry 
Through changing varieties to meet new consumer preference trends and the use of low 
cost production methods to meet the consumer budget, producers and consumers are continuing 
to reshape the apple industry for the 21st century. From apple pies to fruit juices and GM 
technology to bio-control methods, the apple industry continues to grow and adapt through 
scientific research, especially in addressing fire blight concerns. To evaluate the impact of 
research I must: consider current apple production methods and factors, understand fire blight 
conditions and costs to capture the value that advances against the infection, and explore apple 
consumption to understand the demand producers face. 
2.1.1 Production  
Apples are a deciduous fruit that is grown across the world and consumed fresh or 
processed as food or drink. In 2008, there were more than 11.8 million acres of apple trees 
producing nearly 42.5 million MT (ERS 2011). The United States and China were the largest 
producers with more than double the production of other major countries. Along with Germany, 
France, Italy and Turkey, the top 6 producing nations accounted for 41.5 percent of total world 
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production. The United States produces 2,500 of approximately 7,500 different varieties grown 
worldwide (University of Illinois Extension 2011).   
 Apples are grown in all 50 states, yet nearly 90 percent of 2008 production was focused 
in six states: Washington with 59.4 percent, New York with 12.8 percent, Michigan with 6.2 
percent, Pennsylvania with 4.5 percent, California with 3.8 percent and Virginia with 2.4 percent 
(ERS 2011). The 2008 production totaled more than 9.5 million utilized pounds of apples for 
fresh and processed consumption. These apples were produced on more than 350,000 acres. 
 Commercial growers typically use asexual reproduction methods of budding and grafting 
to grow stock for their orchards. These processes enable the growth of plants identical to the 
parents, which allows growers to ensure the type and underlying quality of the product. Grafting 
is where “the upper part (scion) of one plant grows on the rootstock of another,” while budding 
uses the bud of one plant to grow on another (NC Cooperative Extension 2011). These 
reproduction methods can be costly and intensive but ensure that the apple contains the exact 
traits producers demand. Many producers, therefore, purchase their stock from commercial 
nurseries.  
 Apple production can be challenging for growers because of the perennial nature of the 
crop. Growers make decisions based not only on the economic benefits but also the 
environmental and biological conditions from year to year. Apple trees vary on the length of 
nonbearing years after initial establishment: a standard apple tree takes six to ten years, a semi-
dwarf takes four to six years and the commercially common dwarf trees bear apples at two to 
three years of age (University of Arizona Extension 2011). These differences in the length of 
nonbearing years increase the difficulty of orchard establishments with heavy initial costs and no 
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revenues from those trees. The nonbearing years occur at the beginning and the end of the life of 
an orchard. The life expectancy also varies by size as the standard apple tree ranges from 35 to 
45 years, the semi-dwarf tree ranges from 20 to 25 years and the dwarf tree ranges from 15 to 20 
years (University of Arizona Extension 2011). These time frames for bearing years and life 
expectancy can also vary by variety. The decision of tree size and variety defines an orchard. 
 The most common varieties grown today in the United States include: Red Delicious, 
Gala, Golden Delicious, Granny Smith and Fuji which made up nearly 70 percent of U.S. 
production in 2008 (ERS 2011). Each variety has different environmental needs. For example, 
Red Delicious apples are hearty and highly fire blight resistant while Fuji and Granny Smith 
apples are highly susceptible to fire blight (Ferree, David and Warrington 2003). Red Delicious 
and Gala are the most produced apples in Washington with New York producing mainly 
McIntosh and Empire (NASS-Washington 2006; NASS-Virginia 2006; NASS-Michigan 2007; 
NASS-New York 2007; NASS-Pennsylvania 2010).  
Other important issues to be considered when selecting the appropriate variety are: 
market, business plan, yields and maintenance. Washington State University Cooperative 
Extension completed an economic analysis of Washington orchards. Their study found that 
establishment costs could vary from $4,762 to $10,279 with maintenance costs varying from 
$1,993 to $4,618 in the years following establishment, depending on orchard system, variety and 
rootstock (Bechtel, Barritt, Dilley and Hinman 1995). In some cases, it took six years for the 
orchard to get out of debt in a per acre consideration and in a few of the orchard systems even 
longer. 
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 Growers must also consider other maintenance decisions from pruning trees, to training 
personnel and density of planting. Hester and Cacho (2002) evaluated the impact of thinning on 
apple orchard systems. By removing some apples in the early stages of development, the tree is 
able to provide a better quality fruit. On average, it takes the energy from 50 leaves to produce 
one apple (University of Illinois Extension 2011). The study found that maximum net present 
value was not realized at maximized price or yield.  The tradeoffs between price and yield, 
therefore, were important. The grower also faces stock changes such as the deterioration of 
production in yield and quality as the tree ages as well as the eventual removal of the tree. The 
grower has to evaluate the possible value left in the orchard and decide the optimal time to 
remove or whether to remove and replant. Each decision made by a grower allows them to 
maximize the profit of their orchard.  
The grower profit maximization is the central component of this thesis. In the model I 
consider cost and maintenance practices explored by Hester and Cacho (2002) as well as the 
costs and establishment practices of the Washington study (Bechtel, Barritt, Dilley and Hinman 
1995). The basic principles of apple production are used to build the foundation of the model 
from age and time horizon to densities and constraints. 
2.1.2 Fire Blight  
 Fire blight can be a devastating bacterial infection especially for pears and apples 
worldwide. In Yugoslavia in 1989, an outbreak of the disease cost more than $30 million and 
devastated nearly 1,000 acres of pears (Panic and Arsenijevic 1993). In the United States in 
2000, Michigan lost more than 600 acres of orchards and more than 220,000 trees of age 2 to 5 
years to the disease. The 2000 epidemic caused a loss of more than $42 million to the region. 
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Annual losses due to fire blight are more than $100 million in the United States (Norelli, Jones 
and Aldwinckle 2003). Fire blight can affect various parts of the plant at different growth stages, 
including the blossom, fruit, roots and shoots.  Three important advances have been achieved in 
the past century to help control fire blight:  rootstock breeding programs showing resistance to 
fire blight, genetically engineered cultivars for fire blight resistance and advances in chemical 
treatments (Norelli, Jones and Aldwinckle 2003).  
Currently, growers use chemical sprays such as streptomycin and oxytetracycline.  
Growers, however, are turning to current research for alternatives, as there is a growing 
resistance to streptomycin and few alternative treatments.  Streptomycin provides a control of 90 
percent for the strains that it is effective against (Norelli, Jones and Aldwinckle 2003) while 
oxytetracycline is only partially effective in most cases. The bacteria thrive in rain and heavy 
dews in areas of high humidity and a single infected tree can spread fire blight to the entire 
orchard as the bacterium residing in the ooze from a trunk canker can be spread by insects and 
rain to the blossoms of other trees (Ellis 2008). 
 The disease continues to thrive even with current technology advances related to 
planting. High-density planting systems use dwarfing rootstock (Norelli, Jones and Aldwinckle 
2003). Dwarfing rootstock is highly susceptible to fire blight and high-density planting increases 
the probability of the disease infecting more trees and spreading to areas that that might not be 
prone to the disease otherwise. Recently introduced varieties are highly susceptible to fire blight 
compared to older varieties such as Red Delicious. These newer varieties include favorites such 
as: Fuji, Gala, Braeburn and Pink Lady. The most popular new varieties have seen significant 
devastation from fire blight, as much as a 5 percent production loss annually (Gianessi, Silvers 
and Carpenter 2002). 
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2.1.3 Consumption 
Most apple producing countries experienced decreases in apple consumption during the 
1990s.1 The major exceptions were China with an increased production by 400 percent, Brazil 
with an increase by 40 percent and Turkey with an increase by 20 percent (Ferree, David and 
Warrington 2003, 23). While in general, apple consumption in net importing countries increased 
in the early 1990s before widespread economic issues.  
U.S. fruit consumption has not changed significantly since the mid 1970s, yet apple 
consumption continues to grow. In 2009, 18.1 percent of all fruit consumed were apples, an 
increase of more than 4 percent from 1980 (ERS 2011). Apples are the third most consumed fruit 
behind oranges and grapes. Apple consumption, however, has increased faster than orange or 
grape consumption.  From 1980 to 2009 orange per capita consumption decreased from 95.3 lbs 
to 62.6 lbs, while apple per capita consumption increased from 39.8 lbs to 48 lbs. Banana per 
capita consumption increased by less than 4 lbs in the same time frame.  
 The growth in U.S. apple consumption is not limited to fresh apples but also processed 
apples from juices to canned or even frozen apples. In 1980, fresh apple consumption per capita 
was 19.2 lbs and processed apple juice consumption per capita was 13 lbs (ERS 2011).  As of 
2009, fresh apple consumption per capita has decreased to 16.4 lbs while juice consumption per 
capita has increased to 25.1 lbs. The change in consumption patterns led to changes in the apple 
industry in the United States.  In 1980, fresh apple consumption was 48.2 percent of total apple 
consumption and juice consumption was 32 percent.  In 2009, however, fresh apple was only 
34.2 percent of total apple consumption, while juice consumption increased to 52.2 percent.   
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 This text analysis includes 20 of 32 USDA GAIN reported countries 
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 Perex, Lin and Allshouse (2001) studied the changes in the demographic profile of U.S. 
apple consumption, noting similar changes as mentioned above. The authors found stronger fresh 
apple consumption in the Western region of the United States while processed apple 
consumption was stronger in the Northeast. They discussed the growth of the processing sector, 
especially of apple juice and the decline in fresh consumption. The article found that juice 
consumption continues to grow for young children from the ages of two to five years and 
especially for young boys and older girls. The findings suggest that consumption of fresh U.S. 
apples is declining as competition from Chilean fruits like grapes, peaches, nectarines and plums 
increases.  This growth in imports is mainly found in the U.S. fruit off-season months from 
November to March. Off-season consumption as well as the increased demand for tropical fruits 
and the growing immigrant population lead fresh apple consumption to remain flat in the United 
States (Perez, Lin and Allshouse 2001).  
2.2 Technology 
The technology that is the base for this thesis focuses on short-term and long-term 
adjustments to production. The scientists involved in the Integrated Genomics and Management 
Systems for Control of Fire Blight research project are evaluating viral inhibitors and 
microorganisms to work against the bacterium that causes fire blight. The scientists will generate 
a bio-control method that is environmentally safe. The second component to the research is 
exploring the genomics of fire blight resistant apples to develop fire blight resistant cultivars of 
preferred varieties that are currently highly susceptible. To evaluate the impact of this research I 
must explore previous literature on technology adoption, costs and benefits of technology and 
consumption of technologically advanced goods to develop the technological component of my 
model. 
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2.2.1 Technology Adoption 
Technological innovations in agriculture have been thoroughly studied through the years. 
These innovations have been evaluated not only for what they bring to the farm but also to 
consumers. Adoption is one of the key factors that determine the success of a technology.   
Communication about the specific benefits of the technology is a critical player in technology 
adoption (Feder, Just and Zilberman 1984). Communication can help fill the voids of uncertainty 
and drive the diffusion of the technology. The acceptance of the given information impacts each 
producer in a different way and the decision is specific to the producer, the farm, the field and 
the risk involved with the technology.  
 Risk is part of the adoption process and is defined by the aversion of and uncertainty to 
technology and the underlying uncertainty in agricultural production. “Risk aversion changes the 
dynamics of adoption and crop planting,” (Annou, Wailes and Thomsen 2005, 170). In their 
herbicide resistant rice article, the authors explain producers’ use of technology as a way to 
diversify portfolios. Producers add the new technology to their decision mix as a risk reducing 
strategy. The article identifies those risk-averse farmers as the early adopters of new 
technologies.  
 When analyzing the impact of new technology, the risk aversion of consumers is also 
included, especially in the areas concerning GM goods. Giannakas and Fulton (2002) studied 
scenarios of consumer aversion to GM technologies. They determined that if consumers perceive 
GM goods as different, then bans on GM goods and labeling requirements were rational as there 
was a defined loss in consumers’ welfare from introduction of new GM goods.  
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 Genetic modification is a specific biotechnological process that has other areas of 
concern and evaluation in adoption. When the technology is released patents and subsequent 
pricing will be of concern to producers. Cost savings are important to producers and the passing 
on of the savings is important to consumers (Giannakas and Fulton 2002). It gives the cost weary 
consumers another reason to consider the GM good. Giannakas and Fulton also emphasize the 
need for the costs associated with marketing and segregation to be incorporated in the mix. 
2.2.2 Benefits and Costs  
Benefits and costs must be fully explored when evaluating biotechnology. Much of the 
literature in the area of biotechnology evaluates what a new variety or new resource will do to 
the market during the testing phase. Specifically when analyzing new varieties’ contributions, the 
changes in production must be explored. This change in production enables an evaluation of 
technology adoption, and further analyzes the shift in varieties produced and impact to the 
market.  
Brennan (1984) suggested that a successful evaluation of new varieties consists of the 
analysis of the change in farm production varieties and inputs used. Brennan also identified the 
significance of the difference in farm and experimental yields. Pest resistance and government 
regulations are major obstacles in production and consumption of GM commodities.  Yet, the 
potential benefits to society can be significant.  Barnett and Gibson (1999) suggested that the 
benefits include: reduction of yield loss, introduction of desirable traits and a positive 
environmental footprint.  
Once benefits of the new technology are identified, the costs must also be considered. 
The direct costs from yield to quality as well as disease outbreak costs and production costs must 
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be considered when analyzing a technology used to address a production concern such as fire 
blight. Zhao, Wahl and Marsh (2007) evaluated the economic effects of apple maggot. They 
explicitly modeled the quarantine, pest control and yield costs as well as the economic costs from 
lost opportunities in the markets. The authors found that “the effects on welfare and prices of a 
crisis or policy are only partially evident in short-term market outcomes” (Zhao, Wahl and 
Marsh 2007, 500). They suggested that the more substantial impact may come in the long run 
because of the lag between the investment decision and revenue generation is a critical factor.  
Zhao, Wahl and Marsh (2007) considered other apple markets for their evaluation of the 
impact of apple maggot spread. Within the market study, there is a significant need to include 
tariffs and technical barriers as costs in the analysis of fire blight bio-control methods, especially 
in the case of new GM varieties. Calvin, Gray and Krissoff (1997) found that removal of tariffs 
and phytosanitary trade barriers for U.S. apples removes the price wedge between global and 
local prices. It also increases apple consumption in the respective countries. The inclusion of 
these measures creates a complete picture of the apple industry and combined with the adoption 
evaluation criteria creates a comprehensive analysis of the impact of new biotechnology 
introduced to combat fire blight. 
Brookes and Barfoot (2005) evaluated the cost and impact of the first years of GM 
technology use. They found that GM crops such as soybeans, corn, cotton as well as canola had 
an overall beneficial impact on farm income in the first nine years. The benefits included 
increased productivity and efficiency gains.  The authors also included indirect benefits in 
increased knowledge and new techniques from the use of the GM varieties. These indirect 
benefits are important to include in a full evaluation of all new technologies.  
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  Moschini (2001) analyzed the benefits and costs associated with Roundup Ready 
technology in his theoretical paper. He discusses the intellectual property rights of the innovator 
as well as the pricing of the innovation, which is determined by market power. Farmers’ net 
benefit could be positive or negative under competitive pricing. This is why it will be important 
to evaluate a pricing strategy in the marketing of the technology through an analysis of the prices 
of apples, via supply and demand.  
Through careful model construction and evaluation, the use of new technologies in the 
U.S. apple industry can be analyzed. Some of the benefits of the new technology include the 
reduction in production costs to growers and increase in production of susceptible apple varieties 
like Gala, Fuji, Jonathan, Pink Lady, Granny Smith and Honeycrisp.  	  
2.2.3 GM Consumption 
Moschini (2001) evaluated the welfare impact on consumers of the use Roundup Ready 
soybeans. He found that ex post benefits are reduced by the exercise of market power because an 
innovative product or process is not used as widely as is socially desirable. The consumers tend 
to gain less from the introduction of an innovation because consumers’ acceptance of the new 
technology itself is an issue. Consumers’ changing preferences and perceived costs and benefits 
continually shape the market and production. If society decides a good is undesirable or the 
method of production is undesirable, the production and use diminishes if not disappears and the 
market and producers need to find a new direction. Moschini concluded that large societal 
benefits are possible with biotechnology, but they may not be realized or may be realized at a 
large cost to society from the costs of new marketing systems due to product segregation or 
identity preservation (Moschini 2001, 16).  
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 Giannakas and Fulton (2002) analyzed the impact of GM goods on consumers. 
Specifically, they analyzed the labeling and marketing of GM goods to society. They found that 
“if consumers perceive GM as different than their traditional counterparts, GM affects consumer 
welfare and, thus, consumption decisions” (Giannakas and Fulton 2002, 97). They conclude that 
these consumer decisions along with introduction decisions for the new technology can have a 
significant effect on the demand for the GM good.  
 Kaye-Blake, Bicknell and Saunders (2005) evaluated New Zealand consumer opinion on 
GM food. This research focused on consumer reaction and whether it was more a reaction to the 
process of the technology or just to that of GM foods. The authors found support for consumer-
oriented benefits rather than producer-oriented benefits. Kaye-Blake, Bicknell and Saunders 
(2005) studied the following attributes: price, genetic modification, chemical insecticide use, 
antioxidants and flavor. They found that insecticide use and flavor were valued independently of 
the GM goods, while antioxidants were valued but the GM perception negated the perceived 
benefits. The GM-adverse consumers, 41.1 percent of the sample, were not willing to consume 
GM foods even at no cost. However, specific GM food attributes determined consumption for 
consumers who were more favorable to GM goods, which made up 33 percent of the sample 
(Kaye-Blake, Bicknell and Saunders 2005). The study also found that different consumer 
segments have different willingness to pay for GM goods; this finding is similar to previous 
research in the UK (Burton et al. 2001; Rigby and Burton 2003,2004), the United States (Han 
and Harrison 2007) and Australia (James and Burton 2003). This willingness to pay is driven by 
the “large negative value they place on GM technology” for some GM-averse groups (Kaye-
Blake, Bicknell and Saunders 2005, 416).  
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Han and Harrison (2007) cited the reasoning for U.S. consumer decisions similar to those 
papers discussed earlier (Kaye-Blake, Bicknell and Saunders 2005; Burton et al. 2001; Rigby 
and Burton 2003,2004; James and Burton 2003; Giannakas and Fulton 2002; Moschini 2001) 
specifically in the case of urban consumers. Consumers willing to consume GM goods believe 
GM foods are safe, while those not willing to consume GM goods cited ethical concerns, for 
example, that the production of such goods was harmful to the environment and wildlife (Han 
and Harrison 2007, 700). Consumer concerns varied depending on product types and risk 
perceptions of such foods whether meat or crop. 
Consumer opinion will have an important effect on consumption numbers following the 
release of technologically advanced foods. This thesis evaluates the technological advancement 
potential for the apple industry. The first step that I have taken to address the consumer portion 
of the model is through a producer technology adoption rate. Here, I am considering how the 
producers perceive consumer acceptance or hesitation through producer price expectations 
relative to the demand for apples. This assumption helps to analyze the potential technological 
impact to the industry. Further study will explore the consumer component more directly on the 
demand side based on previous research in the area. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHOD, MODEL AND DATA 
This chapter describes the methods behind the model development, as well as the details 
of the model including the data used. I construct a dynamic temporal and spatial partial 
equilibrium model based on a 40-year horizon and data from the most recent series of state apple 
production surveys. The General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) model that is developed 
maximizes total welfare of the system components to reach an equilibrium level. Supply, 
demand and cost functions as well as market clearing balance constraints are included. The 
technological impact for this thesis is based on expectations and is evaluated through scenario 
analysis. 
3.1 Method 
Research in the area of fruit production and perennial crops has expanded through the 
decades and has usually been of a bio-economic nature (Hester and Cacho 2003, 137). Biological 
factors like variety, rootstock, thinning practices, and tree densities continue to shape yield and 
quality of apples.  These biological factors not only impact prices received by farmers, but also 
the end product (fresh or processed apples).  The biological factors can define the value of the 
orchard and, thus, must be considered in apple orchard analysis. Economists use scenario 
analysis to address biological components of industries. This provides a fair and proper 
evaluation of the impact of specific management decisions. Hester and Cacho (2003) used such a 
model to evaluate the management decision of thinning rates. Zhao, Wahl and Marsh (2007) 
used a similar model to evaluate the economic effects of apple maggot spread in Washington. 
This bio-economic model allows me to answer the research question of the economic effects of 
new technology adoption.  
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 In evaluating the impact of new technology adoption on the U.S. apple industry, I 
developed a dynamic temporal and spatial partial equilibrium model. The model appraises the 
apple industry over a 40-year horizon and through scenario analysis generates a picture of the 
industry once the technology becomes available and is adopted. The model is optimized as 
partial equilibrium as only the apple market is considered.  Using a partial equilibrium approach 
is adequate to answer my research question as this approach enables me to evaluate the change 
away from equilibrium from an outside event (Baumol and Blinder 1991, G-3). Partial 
equilibrium allows for the base evaluation of status quo and the measurement of the addition of 
the new technologies. Through examining this research question in a state of partial equilibrium I 
assume the changes to the apple industry will not impact other industries. This assumption is 
valid as my research question is about the impact specifically to the apple industry. The prices in 
the model are endogenously determined. 
Prices are determined at the equilibrium point where supply equals demand. Fixed or 
exogenous prices are inappropriate over the apple production horizon as output and input 
purchases are anticipated to influence price (McCarl and Spreen 2007, 13-1). To properly 
analyze the apple industry for this thesis, the basics of apple production for one homogeneous 
good had to be evaluated and assessed including the perennial nature of the crop, the investment 
planting decision of the growers and the integration of the U.S. industry in the world market. The 
simulations performed through the technology component phase of the model are viewed as a 
substitution of large-scale physical experiments (Hester and Cacho 2003, 138). Results from 
scenario analysis can be invaluable as such experiments can take decades for perennial crops. 
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3.1.1 Dynamics 
Through the use of mathematical programming and specifically the GAMS solver Minos 
(version 22.7) I am able to evaluate the complex decision of technology adoption from a market 
equilibrium standpoint considering the welfare-maximizing levels of each scenario. The model 
incorporates the producer’s decision variables: planting acres and removal acres for each year. 
McCarl and Spreen (2007) suggested the incorporation of a dynamic component in optimization 
models. This is especially the case when decision makers face “a production situation in which 
current actions impact the productivity of future actions” (McCarl and Spreen 2007, 8-1) as well 
as with future uncertainty. This dynamic component is an essential feature for perennial crops 
and requires the model of the apple industry to center on a dynamic horizon to fully grasp the 
impact of new technology adoption. The time component structure allows for the understanding 
of short-and long-term market outcomes. “While the effects on welfare and price of a crisis or 
policy are only partially evident in short-term market outcomes, the ripple effect over the long 
term may yield a more substantial economic impact” (Zhao, Wahl and Marsh 2007, 500), thus 
providing a complete picture of the impact of the technological change. 
An important assumption in dynamic equilibrium models is that “the resource, 
technology and price data are constant” and that “a long-run ‘steady state’ solution is acceptable” 
(McCarl and Spreen 2007, 8-2). A concern with using a state of equilibrium may rest in ignoring 
other dynamics within the problem, yet the application of the specification of a state of 
equilibrium within the model assumes “repetitive decision making with equal initial and final 
inventory…and a constant resource base” (McCarl and Spreen 2007, 8-2).  
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 Within the dynamic component, it is important to consider the end of the horizon and 
define the model to have the most accurate accounting throughout the entire horizon. The time 
horizon must be explicit, but must also consider what McCarl and Spreen (2007) define as a 
“terminal condition” or remaining value for those trees that have years remaining at the end of 
the defined horizon. As the age of the trees in year 40 span from newly planted to 35, the 
remaining value must be defined in the model as well as considering the future costs in those 
remaining years of a tree. This remaining value must be discounted appropriately to give a true 
present value of those trees. It will adequately evaluate the value of the investment decisions 
made by the grower. The final price that is used in the remaining value of the trees is difficult to 
specify but it is key to the meaningful modeling of the dynamics (McCarl and Spreen 2007, 8-4).  
To capture an accurate final year’s acres and remaining value of the 40-year horizon, I introduce 
a series of GAMS programming runs into the model. Once the model solves for an optimal level 
it amends the final price in the remaining value equation with the shadow price of the previous 
run and resolves to find the optimal level considering the new price level.  
3.1.2 Markets and Space 
The United States continues to be a major player in the world export market for apples, 
residing in the top five exporting countries since the late 1970s. In 2008, the top five exporting 
countries were China, Chile, United States, France and Italy while the major importing countries 
were Russia, Germany, the United Kingdom, Netherlands and Spain. Considering the strong 
spatial diversity in apple production as well as consumption, it is important to view the impact of 
one country’s technological changes on other important apple markets. This model incorporates 
the other important apple markets through a spatial equilibrium component.  
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 The spatial component is driven by each supply and demand function included for the 
major apple producing or consuming countries. These countries include: United States, Canada, 
Mexico, Chile, New Zealand, Argentina, Brazil, Taiwan, India, China, Japan, Russia, France, 
Italy, Germany, Spain, the United Kingdom, Poland and the rest of the world. Each country was 
selected as either a major producer or major importer with special focus on important importers 
of U.S. apple varieties. The rest of the world captures other production and consumption that 
enables the model to generate an equilibrium point for production and consumption. The 
endogenous prices found in the model help to define the trade between countries when 
considered against the cost of transportation for apples. Endogenous price “addresses the 
questions of who will produce and consume what quantities and what level of trade will occur” 
(McCarl and Spreen 2007, 13-4) which enables the results to give a total valuation of the new 
technology in the apple industry domestically as well as internationally. 
 While each country’s market is considered separately, there is an underlying aggregation 
across countries. McCarl and Spreen (2007) described the underlying presences of firms 
submodels in the sector when developing a supply model. As it is not practical to do so 
explicitly, an aggregate response across groups is appropriate. U.S. costs are used in my 
modeling specifically for the function of scenario modeling with the changes in costs occurred 
by the various production technologies. 
French and Matthews (1971) used the aggregate approach for their analysis of asparagus. 
Their perennial crop research “attempts to explain the behavior of producers as a group” (French 
and Matthews 1971, 479). They assumed homogeneous: products, production functions, factor 
prices and the maximization of profits. They also assume that the behavior of one grower is 
defined by the expected actions of other growers. These assumptions enable the aggregation of 
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the United States in the analysis of asparagus production. Some previous apple research has used 
a disaggregated approach, through the creation of as many as four regions in the United States 
(Roosen 1999).  
Roosen (1999) evaluated the regional and national impacts of pesticide cancellations due 
to USDA regulations. This disaggregation enabled the author to capture the different responses 
and heterogeneity of the United States through the use of elasticities specific to the different 
regions as the markets within the United States differ greatly (Roosen 1999, 1). Aggregating the 
United States into one market is, however, appropriate for this thesis, as described by the 
assumptions in French and Matthews (1971). An extension to this thesis could be to disaggregate 
the United States into different regions as in Roosen (1999) and French and Matthews (1971). 
3.2 Model 
GAMS solves for the model’s equilibrium through aggregate welfare maximization, 
using supply, demand, cost and value functions. These functions are evaluated over time (40-
year horizon) and countries for all markets in the model. The 40-year horizon was chosen to 
capture the cycle of an orchard, as apple trees are usually productive for at most 35 to 45 years 
with the last years highly unproductive, I also include density of the orchard and the new 
technologies in the U.S. functions. The base year for the model is 2005, which is the most recent 
series of statewide apple production surveys compiling age and variety specific orchard data. The 
net present value (NPV) of the results is calculated and is used in the analysis of the 
technological impact to the industry. Model variables, descriptions and sources are described in 
table 1. 
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3.2.1 Objective Function 
The objective function maximizes welfare for the apple industry to find the equilibrium 
level. I specify demand functions for each of the countries in the model for fresh (demF) and 
processed apples (demP). The cost function (TotalCost) characterizes the U.S. supply while 
supply functions are directly simulated for all other countries.2 I use a cost function for U.S. 
supply to be able to incorporate the technology component.  As the technology is not available 
yet, this allows me to use cost approximations of the new technologies and calculate input-cost 
changes associated with technology adoption. Transportation costs (Transportation) are included 
according to the volume traded (Trade), which is endogenously determined in the model. The 
remaining value (RemainingValue) captures the value of U.S. trees at the end of the model 
horizon. The objective function is: 
1    !!,!!"#$ ∗ !!!"#$ + 0.5 ∗ !!!"#$ ∗ !!,!!"#$!,!                                                                           +    !!,!!"#$ ∗ !!!"#$ + 0.5 ∗ !!!"#$ ∗ !!,!!"#$!,!                                                                                               − !!,!!"# ∗ !!!"# + 0.5 ∗ !!!"# ∗ !!,!!"#!,! − !"#$%&"'#!!                             − !!"#$%&!'"'(&#! ∗ !"#$%!!,! + !"#$%&%&'($)*"  !,!!,!     
      
where T is the year in the time horizon, C is the country, F is the designated trade flow from an 
exporter to an importer, A is the age of the trees and D is the density. Here, Q is quantity, ! is 
the constant and ! is the slope for the respective linear supply and demand functions. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Relationship between supply functions and cost curves is shown in figure 1. 
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There has been an increase in high-density plantings especially in the Northwest region in 
the past 10 years and, therefore, density choice is included in the U.S. components of the model. 
The model determines the equilibrium quantities for demand of fresh apples (QdemF), demand for 
processed apples (QdemP), and total supply of apples (Qsup). I assume a linear supply and demand 
functions where price (P) is P=α+0.5βQ is used to simulate the respective supply and demand 
functions for each country. This allows the constant (α) and the slope (β) to define the respective 
linear functions and calculate each endogenous variable “Q” accordingly. This approach is based 
on the method originally used in 1952 by Samuelson and again in 1964 by Takayama and Judge. 
Further analysis of this approach by McCarl and Spreen in 1980 analyzed producer level and 
aggregate models with endogenous price. This approach takes a profit-focused objective of 
individual producers and turns it into a net social benefit maximization problem measuring the 
area between the supply and demand curves.  
Total cost is composed of initial planting costs (PlantCost), yearly maintenance costs 
(MaintCost) and eventual removal costs (RemovalCost): 
2       !"#$%&"'#!= !"#$%&'(%!! ∗ !"#$%!,"!"#  !  !"##$",! + !"#$%&'(%!   !,!∗ !"#$%!,!,! + !"#$%&'($)*! ∗ !"#$%"&!,!,! 
where !"#$%!,!,!  and !"#$%"&!,!,!  are the endogenous variables for acres in production and 
removed from production, respectively. The total cost equation (2) calculates each year’s total 
cost of U.S. apple production. Costs are fixed for this thesis, using aggregate values. This 
assumption can be easily adapted in future research to capture varied establishment and 
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management decisions. These costs remain fixed under the assumption of perfect competition for 
the horizon of the model. It is understood that these values can and most likely will vary over the 
horizon of the orchard, yet this assumption of fixed costs is appropriate for our scenario analysis 
of the technology adoption as stated previously in the methods subsection.  
The transportation cost segment of the objective function captures a picture of world 
apple trade. The transportation cost is calculated by the multiplication of transportation cost 
(!"#$%&'"(#()'$!) and the endogenously determined trade quantity (!"#!"!).  
The dynamic component of this model relies on the remaining value at the end of the 
specified horizon. This segment of the objective function allows for future value of trees to be 
considered as part of the growers’ investment at the termination of the model horizon. The 
remaining value of U.S. orchards is calculated in equation (3) based on the acres of orchards in 
year 40 and the remaining value of each tree from ages 1 to 35. 
3     !"#$%&%&'($)*"!,!   =   !"#$%"!!!"",!,! ∗ ((!"#$% ∗ !"#$%!!,!  !"!!!!                                                                                                  −!"#$%&'(%!!,! − !"#$%&'($)* ∗   1 1+ !"#$%&'()*(+ !!!!) 
  
where Ai is the remaining life of the trees for all Ai greater than A. Note that A for this equation 
is the age of the tree in year 40 only. The remaining value equation (3) uses a fixed price (Price) 
in its calculation based on the final year of the horizon and the yields (!"#$%!!,!  ) depending on 
the age of each tree as well as the maintenance costs (!"#$%&'(%!!,!) and removal costs 
(!"#$%&'($)*) that will be incurred in the remaining years. The remaining value is discounted 
to give a present value of the total value of all the trees remaining in year 40 summed by the 
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remaining life of each. This fixed price variable is updated with the shadow price from the U.S. 
market clearing equation (4) from previous runs, which enables accurate final acres and 
remaining value of the tree crop in the final run of the model. 
3.2.2 Constraints and Balances 
Some constraints are needed to find the equilibrium quantity variables (QdemF, QdemP and 
Qsup). To balance the U.S. sector of the model I add the following market clearing condition:   
4     !!,"!""!"#$ + !!,"!""!"#$ + !"#$%&'()!                                                             =    (!"#$%!,! ∗!,! !"#$%!,!,!)+ !"#$%&' !! 
where !"#$%&'()! is the exported quantities from the United States to other countries and !"#$%&'() is the imported quantities from other countries into the United States. This constraint 
defines demand equal to supply for the United States only. In equation (4) the quantities 
demanded of processed and fresh apples combined with the total exports of U.S. apples to all 
other countries is equal to U.S. supply. The U.S. supply is the U.S. apple production calculated 
as exogenous yield multiplied by endogenously determined acres added to the total imports from 
other countries. This constraint balances supply and demand in the United States.   
A similar constraint is needed for the rest of the countries in the model: 
5     !!,!!"#$ +     !!,!!"#$ + !"#$%&'! =   !!,!!"# + !"#$%&'!  
where !"#$%&'!  is the total exported quantities for a specified country and !"#$%&'!  is the total 
imported quantities for that same country. This market clearing condition for countries other than 
the United States generates equilibrium by constraining total supply to equal total demand. In 
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equation (5) the sum of the fresh quantities demanded, processed quantities demanded and a 
country’s total exports is equal to the quantity that is produced in the country plus apple imports  
 A third constraint was added to ensure that the dynamic perennial component of the 
model was working appropriately. It serves as a balance of acres from year to year. This acres 
year-to-year constraint is: 
6     !"#$%!,!,! + !"#$%"&!,!,! = !"#$%!!!,!!!,! 
 
where I consider the acres of last year (!"#$%!!!,!!!,!) in relation to the current year. This 
constraint creates a balance from one year to the next. It requires last year’s acres (T-1) to equal 
the acres remaining this year (T) and the acres removed this year for each age and density. Acres 
removed are limited to those trees over the age of 10. This limitation was added to mimic 
rational decision making of the growers’ perception of the need to recover costs incurred for 
current production acres. Without this restriction the model immediately begins uprooting young 
trees and producers are hit with costs that take years to recover. Once added, this restriction 
allowed for cost recovery and still allowed planting of new trees, which mimics rational 
decision-making of growers to recover costs incurred before changing regimes. This constraint is 
important to the initial acres and the scenarios under the no adoption restriction simulation. 
 The final constraint that is included in the base model is that of an acreage constraint. For 
this thesis I am evaluating the potential technological impact to the current apple industry. As 
such I include the acres constraint in the following manner: 
   7    !"#$%!,!,! ≤!,! !"#$%  !"#$%  !"#$%       
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where Total Acres Given is the initial bearing and non-bearing acres. Here the sum of the all 
acres is less than or equal to Total Acres Given. This constraint can be easily expanded to 
suitable acres for apple production, however for this thesis to simply address total production 
acreage is appropriate. 
3.2.3 Technology  
The technology component of the model centers on the growers’ planting decision. 
Growers choose between conventional rootstock (BASE), conventional rootstock with the 
application of bio-controls (BIO) and GM rootstock (GM). The variables described before 
remain the same except for a newly defined technology (S), which allows for the selection of the 
three different technology choices (BASE, BIO and GM) to the U.S. variables of the model. The 
GAMS code used in this thesis is included in the Appendix. 
 The different technologies are incorporated into the model through differences in planting 
and maintenance costs, and yield. Current scientific research data related to costs and yield 
associated with the new technologies are unavailable at this time, however, this information will 
be available in the next year through experimental plots in the Integrated Genomics and 
Management Systems For Control Of Fire Blight project. I will use this information to update the 
current model when it becomes available. 
 Through the technological component, a constraint is added to capture gradual adoption 
of the new technologies. This constraint is added as a way to evaluate hesitation in adoption of 
new technologies by growers through their own uncertainty, but also in their uncertainty of the 
demand and social consideration for the technology. The adoption constraint is: 
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8   !"#$%!,"!!!",!,"GM"! +   !"#$%!,"!!!",!,"BIO"!≤ !"#$%&#'()%* ∗   !"#$%!,"!!!",!,"BASE"!  
where D is the density, T is the year in the horizon, A is age of 1 or new plantings, GM is the 
new GM technology, BIO is the use of bio-controls, and base is the conventional rootstock. 
Adoption rate is defined as a fixed rate dependent on time. For this thesis I use AdoptionRate = 
0.01*T. Where in year two the technology can be adopted at a rate of 2 percent of the acres 
planted and by year 40 of the model as much as 40 percent of the acres planted can be of the new 
technologies. However, as the technology is not yet released, I have also lagged the introduction 
of the bio-control methods to year six and a year 11 introduction of the GM technology. This 
corresponds to current research status for the technologies.   
In this thesis, I consider different scenarios for the model to further evaluate the impact of 
the bio-control methods and GM rootstocks. For each of the following scenarios the model 
determines the production mix as specified. Scenario 1 evaluates the current industry under 
conventional rootstock production. Scenario 2 introduces the bio-control technology and gives 
growers the choice between bio-control technology and conventional rootstock. Scenario 3 gives 
growers the choice between the GM rootstock and conventional. Scenario 4 introduces both bio-
control and GM technology into the industry. Scenario 5 lifts the adoption restriction for both 
technologies. All other data pertaining to yields and costs remain as assumed. Scenario 5 
captures the impact of the technologies when there is no hesitation by producers or by 
consumers. Scenario 6 evaluates the impact of removing the adoption restriction for the model 
based on the bio-control technology introduction only. Scenario 7 takes a closer look specifically 
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at the GM technology and the assumed yield increase. This scenario reduces specified GM 
varieties yield increase of 5 percent to 3 percent. This reduces the impact of the GM rootstock to 
only recover production equivalent to annual fire blight loss as found in Gianessi, Silvers and 
Carpenter (2002). All other assumptions for both technologies remain. Scenario 8 evaluates the 
impact of maintenance cost for the GM technology. In this scenario, the GM rootstock 
maintenance cost is equivalent to that of the conventional rootstock while holding all other 
assumptions as specified.  Finally, in scenario 9 I do a sensitivity analysis of the supply elasticity 
of the other countries in the model. The supply elasticity is now 1 instead of 0.2.  
3.3 Data 
Data for this thesis consist of current apple production values in the United States and 
abroad from prices to costs as well as current trends in consumption and production. The demand 
functions are calculated using data from the Production, Supply and Distribution Online dataset, 
specifically the fresh and processed quantities for the base year in the model, 2005 (FAS 2010). 
This dataset includes production information for the United States and other key countries. This 
information is updated from attaché reports from U.S. embassies, USDA-Foreign Agricultural 
Service (FAS) and USDA-Economic Research Service (ERS) commodity analysts.  
Base prices and elasticities are used in the calculation of the supply and demand 
functions. These prices are the producer prices from the Food and Agricultural Organization 
(FAO) statistics website (www.faostat.fao.org). The own-price demand elasticities for fresh 
apples for all countries come from the USDA-ERS International Food Consumption Patterns 
dataset for each country’s apple elasticity, fresh fruit elasticity, or fresh fruit and vegetable 
elasticity. This dataset evaluates “total and marginal budget shares and income and price 
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elasticities, using 2005 data, for nine broad consumption groups and eight food subgroups across 
144 countries which are summarized by income group” (ERS 2010). Own-price demand 
elasticities for processed apples are calculated as twice the own-price elasticities for fresh apples 
for all countries. I use U.S. demand elasticity estimations by Bergtold, Akobundu and Peterson 
(2003) to calculate this parameter. I assume a constant own-price supply elasticity of 0.2 for all 
countries. This number is based on the perennial nature of apples and inability of growers to 
adjust production directly in response to price. The elasticities used in the model are presented in 
table 2. In scenario 9, I evaluate the impact of foreign supply elasticities when I change the 
elasticity from 0.2 to 1. 
The most recent apple production surveys by state were conducted in 2005. In the 
surveys, the apple orchards in the most productive states were counted in acres, and also by age 
and variety (NASS-Washington 2006; NASS-Virginia 2006; NASS-Michigan 2007; NASS-New 
York 2007; NASS-Pennsylvania 2010). Through evaluation of the top producing states I was 
able to calculate the number of trees in the United States from newly planted to more than 35 
years for nearly 90 percent of U.S. apple production. These percentages were used to find the 
division of total U.S. acres for 2005. The initial acres used in the model are shown in table 3. 
The final data needed in the model are yield, planting costs, maintenance costs, 
transportation costs, and removal costs. The yields, planting costs and maintenance costs come 
from Zhao, Wahl and Marsh (2007).  These costs are shown in tables 4, 5 and 6. The 
transportation cost is calculated as the price difference between domestic producer prices in each 
country. Due to limited data availability, this method was used to capture the cost of 
transportation between countries. Domestic producer prices come from the FAO dataset. The 
final cost at the end of the tree cycle is that of removal. Removal costs can vary by age and 
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variety; however, I used the management budget in the Pennsylvania Tree Fruit Production 
Guide of an average of $1,125 per acre (Pennsylvania State University 2011). 
The technology costs assumptions are based on discussions with the researchers on the 
Integrated Genomics and Management Systems For Control Of Fire Blight project as well as my 
own calculations. Planting costs are the same for the bio-control microencapsulation and the 
conventional rootstock, as the rootstock does not change in this case. The GM technology 
planting cost is calculated at 1.5 times that of conventional rootstock. This calculation 
encompasses an increased cost of technology production as well as market trends for rootstock. 
It mimics the cost of introduction of other GM technologies (Gianessi, Silvers and Carpenter 
2002). The maintenance cost for the bio-control microencapsulation is calculated at $45 more per 
acre. This number is based on market trends and anticipated decreased demand for the other 
control methods of fire blight of 7 percent of current costs (Pennsylvania State University 2005). 
GM technology maintenance costs decrease by $220 per acre per year, which is the cost of the 
current fire blight control methods (Pennsylvania State University 2005). The actual planting and 
maintenance costs used are found in tables 5 and 6.  
The yield calculations are based on the percent of current loss due to fire blight. If fire 
blight was not an issue for producers, yield would be 5 percent higher for more susceptible 
varieties (Gianessi, Silvers and Carpenter 2002). That is equivalent to 3 percent more in total 
apples produced in 2005 values. The 3 percent increase is used for the bio-control yield and a 5 
percent increase for the GM yield. These yield values are found in table 4.  
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS 
This chapter describes and analyzes the results of the model scenarios. Through these 
results, I am able to evaluate the economic impact of the introduction of bio-control methods and 
GM technologies under given assumptions for a 40-year horizon. Results describe the base 
simulation for introducing the technologies, the simulation without adoption, the simulation with 
changes in assumptions about GM technology holding bio-control assumptions equal and a 
scenario with a change in the foreign supply elasticity. The results include descriptions of the 
impact of management decisions on the U.S. industry and the world market. 
4.1 Base Simulation of Technology Adoption 
The base model simulation for this thesis evaluates the production decisions of growers 
and the impact of those decisions on the U.S. apple industry. The four base scenarios describe 
the U.S. apple industry for a 40-year horizon under conventional planting, introduction of bio-
controls, introduction of GM technology and the introduction of both technologies in their lagged 
release timeframe. The assumptions used for the GM technology component of the model 
include the increased planting cost of 1.5 times that of the conventional rootstock, the 
maintenance cost decrease of about 7 percent, and the yield increase of 5 percent. The 
assumptions used in the bio-control component differ from the conventional rootstock 
component and include a maintenance cost increase of 1.5 percent and a yield increase of 3 
percent. Base simulation results are described in table 7a. 
4.1.1 Scenario 1: Conventional Production 
In the first scenario, I consider conventional rootstock planting under the assumption of 
no release of new technologies. This scenario creates a foundation for technology analysis by 
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describing the industry before any technology is introduced. In this 40-year horizon growers 
plant more than 484,000 acres of conventional rootstock averaging more than 372,000 acres in a 
given year. Growers do not plant high-density acres and mainly remove trees at age 34 or 35. 
These grower decisions are based on an average of $290.24 per MT price for apples. Domestic 
producer prices are shown for all ages and scenarios in table 8a. 
 The industry average annual profits are $267.52 million for the 40-year horizon with the 
NPV of the horizon profits at $4,802 million.3 Figure 2 compares all scenarios average annual 
profit levels. These profits are equivalent to  $315 per acre per year depending on the age, 
density, rootstock and variety of the trees. Maximum benefits are seen in year 10 with a price of 
$286.60 per MT and no new plantings. The minimum profit is found in year 39 with a price of 
$293.21 per MT and a high planting acreage of 38,000 acres. Table 9a compares the producer 
profits in the model scenarios. That same year acres are removed earlier at the age of 33 and 
beyond. Total average cost to the industry is $1,257 million annually and the total NPV of the 
remaining value at the end of the horizon is $410 million over the following 30 years. These 
values are described by year and scenario in detail in table 10a for total cost and table 11a for 
remaining value. 
 For the 40-year time horizon, total U.S. supply, fresh apple demand, and processed 
demand were 204.8, 97.4, and 66.4 million MT. Table 12a shows supply quantities for the 
United States in each year of the scenario while tables 13a and 14a do the same for fresh demand 
and processed demand respectively. Net World demand for fresh apples is 2,378 million MT 
with processed demand at 747 million MT. World supply for this horizon is around 3,119 million 
MT with trade accounting for 271 million MT. importing countries such as Taiwan and the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 NPV is calculated as value/((1+0.05)^(T) and as (T+40) for remaining value components that are calculated.  
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United Kingdom experienced average domestic prices in U.S. terms of $672.41 per MT and 
$767.21 per MT. Net exporting countries such as New Zealand and Chile had domestic prices of 
$211.64 and $158.73 per MT.  These price differences represent the difference in production 
costs, transportation costs, supplies as well as currency exchange levels in comparison to the 
U.S. dollar for the base year of the thesis. The differences in prices also represent the differences 
in government intervention in each country as well as the respective apple production 
efficiencies and levels. See table 15 for average world prices for this scenario. 
 This initial set of information provides a foundation to gauge the impact of the 
introduction of the technologies. It enables a careful evaluation of the GM technology and bio-
control introduction into the apple industry through the various scenarios. It describes the 
direction of the industry in each scenario and defines the growth potential that the technologies 
bring to the current U.S. apple industry. 
4.1.2 Scenario 2: Bio-Control Introduction Only 
The second scenario evaluates the impact to the industry of the choices made by growers 
when introducing bio-control methods for fire blight infections in year six. In this scenario, the 
growers have the choice of implementing the management strategy of using a microencapsulated 
biological agent and chemical mix or using traditional antibiotics. In this 40-year horizon 
growers plant more than 461,000 acres with 402,000 of the acres planned for conventional 
management practices and 58,400 acres intended for use of the bio-control technology, as shown 
in figure 3. As with conventional management, the growers do not plant high-density acres, and 
acres are removed around the age of 35. However, in this scenario, there are around 381,000 
average annual acres with no new bio-control acres planted beyond year 35. These grower 
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decisions are based on $290.13 per MT for fresh and processed apples. Domestic prices are 
shown for all ages and scenarios in table 8a. 
 The industry average profits are $276.04 million annually with a NPV of $4,868 million 
for the 40-year horizon. Figure 2 compares average annual profit levels for all scenarios. These 
profits are equivalent to $319 per acre each year depending on the age, density, rootstock and 
variety of the trees. The maximum profit for the model is $346.61 million in year 10 with a price 
of $286.60 per MT, and no new plantings. Minimum profit for the horizon is found in year 39 
with a price of $293.21 per MT. In that year, more than 38,000 acres are planted with trees ages 
33 and older being removed from the orchards. Table 9a compares the producer profits of the 
model scenarios. The annual cost for apple industry growers averaged $1,258 million and is 
described in table 10a. The remaining value for the conventional and bio-control acres in year 40 
is $343.62 and $57.78 million for the 30 years following the end of the model in the horizon. 
These values are described in detail by year and scenario in table 11a. 
For the 40-year time horizon, total U.S. supply, fresh apple demand, and processed 
demand were 210.5, 97.4 and 66.4 million MT. Table 12a shows supply quantities for the United 
States in each year of the scenario while table 13a and table 14a do the same for fresh demand 
and processed demand respectively. World demand for fresh and processed apples in the 40-year 
horizon is 2,378 million MT and 747.1 million MT respectively. World supply encompassed 
3,125 million MT of which 280 million MT accounts for world trade. Net importing countries 
such as Taiwan and the United Kingdom experienced average domestic prices in U.S. terms of 
$672.41 per MT and $767.21 per MT. Net exporting countries such as New Zealand and Chile 
had domestic prices of $211.64 and $158.73 per MT. See table 15 for average world prices for 
this scenario. 
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In this scenario, the introduction of the bio-control method for fire blight control 
introduces acres of this technology into the industry in year six. This introduction causes a 
decline in conventional acres beyond the switch to the technology. Approximately 13,000 acres 
are lost to the apple industry.  Production, however, increases because of an increased yield or 
recovered fire blight loss as the U.S. quantity supplied increases by six million MT for the 40-
year horizon. Fresh and processed demand increases slightly by 160,000 and 60,000 MT, thus 
increased supply by the U.S. must enter the global market and total trade increases by 9.5 million 
MT. Price decreases in this scenario by $0.11 per MT as the demand has only minimally 
increased to meet supply. The profit to the industry has increased from this growth in production 
even with the higher maintenance cost of the bio-control technology. The technology’s benefits 
highly outweigh the costs. This fact is supported by the horizon gains of $66 million. Another 
strength for the introduction of the biotechnology is the stability it provides producers as the 
difference between the maximum and minimum average annual production profit is reduced by 
$5 million.  
4.1.3 Scenario 3: GM Introduction Only 
The third scenario introduced the GM technology to the industry in year 11 of the model 
and provided producers the option to plant conventional or GM acres. In this 40-year horizon 
growers plant 454,600 acres with 397,600 conventional and 57,000 GM acres as shown in figure 
4. As with conventional and the introduction of the bio-control, no high-density acres are planted 
and acres are removed around age 35.  Here, no GM acres are planted after year 35, no acres are 
planted of the conventional in years 9 or 10 and average annual acres are around 381,000. These 
grower management decisions are based on $381.01 per MT for fresh and processed apples. 
Domestic prices are shown for all ages and scenarios in table 8a. 
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 The industry grower profits are an average of $276.04 million annually at a NPV of 
$4,868 million over the 40-year horizon. Figure 2 compares average profits for all scenarios. 
These profits are equivalent to $315 per acre each year depending on the age, density, rootstock 
and variety of the trees. Maximum profit for this run of the model is $357.41 million in year 10 
with a price of $286.60 per MT and no new plantings. Minimum profit for the horizon is $219.34 
million in year 29, with more than 15,000 acres planted and trees removed in year 35. Domestic 
producer price in year 29 is $293.21 per MT. Table 9a compares the producer profits in the 
model scenarios. Annually total cost for the apple industry averaged $1,253 million. Detailed 
costs by year and scenario are found in table 10a. The remaining NPV of the industry in year 40 
is $384 million for the 30 years following the model termination. This remaining value is $56.81 
million for the GM technology acres and $327.18 million for conventional apple orchards. These 
values are described in detail in table 11a. 
For the 40-year time horizon, total U.S. supply, fresh apple demand, and processed 
demand were 210.8, 97.4, and 66.4 million MT. Table 12a shows supply quantities for the 
United States in each year of the scenario while table 13a and table 14a do the same for fresh 
demand and processed demand respectively. World demand for fresh and processed apples in the 
40-year horizon is 2378.4 million MT and 747.1 million MT respectively. World supply 
encompassed 3,125.5 million MT, of which world trade accounts for 302.5 million MT. Net 
importing countries such as Taiwan and the United Kingdom experienced average domestic 
prices in U.S. terms of $672.41 per MT and $767.21 per MT. Net exporting countries such as 
New Zealand and Chile had domestic prices of $211.64 and $158.73 per MT. See table 15 for 
average world prices for this scenario. 
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Results from the introduction of GM technology only are similar to the results from the 
adoption of bio-control methods. When GM rootstock is adopted even fewer acres of 
conventional acres are planted with fewer acres of technology as compared to the bio-control 
introduction, by 1,400 acres, which comes from the 5 percent GM yield increase. Demand 
increases slightly around 140,000 MT for fresh and 60,000 MT for processed. The average 
annual profits are identical to the grower average of the bio-control method release even with 
fewer overall planted acres and the difference between that maximum profit and minimum profit 
reduces even more. This scenario brings more stability to the industry for producers. 
4.1.4 Scenario 4: Bio-Control and GM Introduction 
The final base scenario of the model describes the impact to the U.S. apple industry from 
the release of bio-control in year 6 and GM technology in year 11. In this 40-year horizon 
growers plant 453,600 acres consisting of 395,100 conventional, 1,500 bio-control and 57,000 
GM acres as shown in figure 5. There are no high-density acres as with the other base runs and 
trees are removed at age 34 or 35. Bio-control acres are only planted in the years between its 
release and the release of the GM technology. GM acres are planted from year 11 until year 35 
and no conventional acres are planted in years 9 or 10. Total acres of apples average around 
381,000 annually. These decisions are based on $290.24 per MT for fresh and processed apples. 
Domestic prices are shown for all ages and scenarios in table 8a. 
 The industry grower profits are an average of $276.13 million annually with a NPV of 
$4,869 million over the model horizon. Figure 2 compares all scenarios average annual profit 
levels. These profits are equivalent to $315 per acre each year depending on the age, density, 
rootstock and variety of the trees. Maximum profit for the release of both technologies is 
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$357.40 million in year 10 when there are no new plantings or age two years and when trees are 
removed after age 35. Minimum profits for the horizon are seen in year 29 at $219.34 million 
with a price of $286.60 per MT. In that year, more than 15,000 acres are planted, trees are 
removed at age 35 and price is $293.21 per MT. Table 9a compares the producer profits in the 
model scenarios. Total cost for the apple industry averaged $1,253 million annually and is 
described by year and scenario in table 10a. The remaining NPV of the industry in year 40 is 
$384.01 million with $56.82 million in the GM acres remaining and $382.09 million in the 
conventional acres remaining. These values are described by year and scenario in detail in table 
11a. 
For the 40-year time horizon, total U.S. supply, fresh apple demand, and processed 
demand were 210.8, 97.4 and 66.4 million MT. Table 12a shows supply quantities for the United 
States in each year of the scenario while table 13a and table 14a do the same for fresh demand 
and processed demand respectively.  World demand for fresh and processed apples in the 40-
year horizon is 2,378.4 million MT and processed demand is 747.2 million MT. World supply is 
3,125.5 million MT of which 289.8 million MT accounts for world trade. Net importing 
countries such as Taiwan and the United Kingdom experienced average domestic prices in U.S. 
terms of $672.41 per MT and $767.21 per MT. Net exporting countries such as New Zealand and 
Chile had domestic prices of $211.64 and $158.73 per MT.  See table 15 for average world 
prices for this scenario. 
 This model scenario generates an industry nearly identical to that of the GM technology 
introduction. Conventional, bio-control and GM acres are planted.  Bio-control acres, however, 
are only planted in the time after release and prior to GM technology release. When compared to 
the release of the GM technology only, conventional acres decrease slightly, about 1,000 acres, 
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as acres switch to bio-control plantings. Trade volume decreases as domestic demand for 
domestic production increases. All other quantities of supply and demand remain similar to that 
of the GM introduction and above that of conventional and bio-control introduction base runs. 
Grower average annual profit increases by just under $100,000 with the difference between the 
maximum and minimum profit years narrowing even more. This scenario creates more stability 
to the industry, and horizon benefits continue to increase by about $1 million.  
4.2 No Adoption Restriction Simulation 
The economic model describes an industry where technology adoption is a gradual 
process based on grower hesitation, which is especially the case for GM technology and when 
there are concerns with consumer response. To evaluate the potential of the new technologies, 
without grower adoption hesitation, I have defined a scenario with no adoption restrictions while 
holding all other assumptions as stated previously. Results for the no adoption restrictions 
simulation are described in table 7b. 
4.2.1 Scenario 5: Both Technologies Introduced With No Adoption Restriction  
This initial no adoption restriction scenario describes the impact to the apple industry of 
the release of bio-control in year 6 and GM technology in year 11 with no adoption restriction. In 
the 40-year horizon, growers plant 392,600 acres consisting of 369,800 GM acres and 22,900 
conventional, shown in figure 6. In this scenario, there are no high-density planting acres and 
after year one there are no conventional acres planted until year 35 when just more than 11,000 
acres comes into production. Acres are generally removed just before or after age 35. GM acres 
begin to enter the planting mix in year 11 with more than 83,000 acres given no adoption 
restrictions.  GM acres increase anywhere from 3,500 to nearly 30,000 in the 20 years following 
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the release of the technology. No acres using the bio-control technology are ever planted in the 
model. Total apple acres average is around 381,000 each year for this scenario as well. These 
grower decisions are based on an average $289.74 per MT. Domestic producer prices are shown 
for all ages and scenarios in table 8b. 
 Industry profits are an average of $339.64 million annually and there is a NPV of profits 
to the industry of $5,371 million in the 40-year horizon. Figure 2 compares all scenarios average 
annual profit levels. These profits are equivalent to $360 per acre each year depending on the 
age, density, rootstock and variety of the trees. Maximum profit for the release of both 
technologies with no adoption restriction is $587.86 million in year 40 where producer price for 
fresh and processed apples is $277.78 per MT and there are no new plantings. There are no trees 
under age five or older than 30 years. Table 9b compares the producer profits in the model 
scenarios. Minimum profits of $12.13 million are realized in year 11 when GM technology is 
introduced to the market. Year 11 is the highest total cost of all scenarios in the thesis at $1,422 
million and drives the average total cost of the 40-year horizon to $1,195 million annually. Total 
cost by year and scenario is found in table 10b. The minimum year’s price is $295.42 per MT 
and more than 83,000 GM acres are introduced. The NPV of the remaining life of the trees in 
year 40 is $217.44 million with $16.78 million remaining in the conventional acres and $200.66 
million remaining from the GM acres. These remaining values are described by year and 
scenario in detail in table 11b. 
For the 40-year time horizon, total U.S. supply, fresh apple demand, and processed 
demand were 212.3, 97.5, 66.4 million MT. Table 12b shows supply quantities for the United 
States in each year of the scenario while table 13b and table 14b do the same for fresh demand 
and processed demand respectively. World demand for fresh and processed apples in this model 
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is 2,379.1 and 747.5 million MT. World supply in this run is 3,126.5 million MT with 273.9 
million MT introduced into the world market. Net importing countries such as Taiwan and the 
United Kingdom experienced average domestic prices in U.S. terms of $672.41 per MT and 
$767.21 per MT. Net exporting countries such as New Zealand and Chile had domestic prices of 
$211.64 and $158.73 per MT.  See table 15 for average world prices for this scenario. 
 This scenario generates a price increase for the introduction of bio-control and GM 
technology by $0.50 per MT even with average acres in production decreasing by more than 
8,000 annually when no adoption restriction is implemented. To evaluate the impact of this 
scenario, I compare it to the base run of the introduction of both technologies with an adoption 
restriction. In this scenario, conventional planted acres and GM planted acres swap production 
share with 23,000 in conventional rootstock and 370,000 in GM technology compared to the 
release of both technologies with an adoption restriction. However, no bio-control acres are 
planted and total planted acres is reduced by 61,000 acres. Here, GM technology increases apple 
production to the most productive acres and increases U.S. production by nearly 3 million MT.  
Trade increases by 5 million MT and demands worldwide adjust slightly to an increased 
production. Total U.S. grower average annual profit increases by more than $63 million and 
horizon benefits increase by more $500 million. Under a no adoption restriction scenario, profit 
per acre increases by more than $40 compared to earlier scenarios. This scenario continues to 
strengthen the industry through the benefits to producers but at a $0.50 per MT cost increase to 
consumers at a cost of 106.5 million to consumers for the 40-year horizon. A concern also arises 
that in the year the GM production is introduced more than 83,000 acres are planted of the 
technology and total costs jump to $1,422 million for the industry. The significant strain to the 
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industry cannot be ignored nor can the impact to consumers through price, even with benefits to 
the GM technology through reduction in maintenance costs and increased yield. 
4.2.2 Scenario 6: Bio-Control Technology Introduced With No Adoption Restriction 
As there were no bio-control acres planted when both technologies were adopted, a 
second run of the no adoption restriction scenario was completed with only a bio-control 
introduction to evaluate its potential impact on the industry. In this 40-year horizon run growers 
planted 461,200 acres of which 369,800 is of the bio-control technology shown in figure 7. The 
remaining 91,500 acres are planted in conventional rootstock. Here again, there are no high-
density acres planted and total average acres are around 381,000. Bio-control acres are not 
planted in year eight thru year 10 or years 35 and beyond. Base acres are not planted from year 
two to year 34. In year 35, conventional acres are planted with more than 11,000 acres, and are 
planted through year 39. These planting and maintenance decisions are based on $289.69 per MT 
for fresh and processed apples. Domestic producer prices for all scenarios are in table 8b. 
 The industry grower profits are an average of $277.15 million annually with a NPV of 
$4,864 million for the profits over the entire horizon. Figure 2 compares all scenarios average 
annual profit levels. These profits are equivalent to $319 per acre each year depending on the 
age, density, rootstock and variety of the trees. Maximum profit for the release of the bio-control 
with no adoption restrictions is in year 10 at $354.39 million when there are no new plantings 
and price is $284.40 per MT. There are also no trees age two or three. Minimum profit is 
experienced in the industry in year 39 when domestic producer price is $293.21 per MT. This is 
the year that conventional acres enter back into the planting mix at more than 38,000 acres and 
that trees age 33 and beyond are removed from production. Table 9b compares the producer 
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profits in the model scenarios. Total cost for this run averaged $1,253 million annually and is 
described in table 10b. The remaining NPV of the industry in year 40 in this model run is 
$391.13 million. Bio-control remaining value accounts for $268.70 million of that value while 
conventional acres accounts for $122.43 million. These remaining values are described by year 
and scenario in table 11b. 
For the 40-year time horizon, total U.S. supply, fresh apple demand, and processed 
demand were 213.1, 97.5, 66.4 million MT. Table 12b shows supply quantities for the United 
States in each year of the scenario while table 13b and table 14b do the same for fresh demand 
and processed demand respectively. World demand for fresh and processed apples in the 40-year 
horizon is 2,379.5 million MT and processed demand is 1747.61 million MT. World supply is 
3,127.1 million MT of which 294.8 million MT enters the world market. Net importing countries 
such as Taiwan and the United Kingdom experienced average domestic prices in U.S. terms of 
$672.41 per MT and $765 per MT. Net exporting countries such as New Zealand and Chile had 
domestic prices of $211.64 and $158.73 per MT.  See table 15 for average world prices for this 
scenario. 
This scenario generates a price decrease for the introduction of bio-control methods by 
$0.44 per MT when no adoption restriction is implemented compared to when it is. To evaluate 
the impact of this scenario, I compare it to the base run of the introduction of bio-control 
methods with an adoption restriction. In these two scenarios, total planted acres remains the 
same, but conventional acres and bio-control acres swap. U.S. quantities supplied and trade 
increase similarly, however, demand does not quite meet the increased production levels and 
price decreases. The increased yield outweighs the increased maintenance cost as average annual 
profits for the U.S. grower increase even with the same acres in production annually; however, 
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there is a profit decrease without an adoption restriction in the 40-year horizon of more than $4 
million. Yet the overall benefit to society is strengthened, as the gains to consumers are more 
than $93 million from the decreased price for the 40-year time frame. Also in this run of the no 
adoption restriction scenario, the difference between the maximum benefits and minimum 
benefits to growers narrows even more adding stability to the industry given assumptions in the 
model. 
4.3 GM Technology Assumption Changes Simulation 
This section evaluates the impact of changes in GM assumptions.  The first assumption 
change is a change in the GM yield increase from 5 percent to 3 percent. The second change is 
the GM maintenance cost decrease of 7 percent to no decrease in maintenance cost. This allows 
me to capture the individual impacts of change in yield and cost to the industry. GM technology 
assumption change simulation summary results are described in table 7b 
4.3.1 Scenario 7: GM Yield Increase Change  
Through a change in the yield of the GM technologies from a 5 percent increase to a 3 
percent increase, I am able to evaluate the impact of the technology if it only recovers production 
lost annually to fire blight. All other assumptions for GM and bio-control technologies are held 
as discussed in the fourth scenario. In this 40-year horizon, growers plant 453,600 acres 
consisting of 395,100 conventional acres, 57,000 GM acres, and 1,500 bio-control acres shown 
in figure 8. No high-density acres are planted and trees are removed mainly after age 34. No 
conventional acres are planted in years nine or ten, while there are no GM acres planted beyond 
year 35. Total average acres for the model drop to 381,000 annually when the yield benefits 
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decrease. These decisions are based on an average $290.24 per pound for fresh and processed 
apples. Domestic producer prices are shown for all ages and scenarios in table 8b. 
 Grower profits are an average of $274.6 million annually with a NPV for the entire 
horizon of $4,856 million. Figure 2 compares all scenarios average annual profit levels. These 
profits are equivalent to $318 per acre each year depending on the age, density, rootstock and 
variety of the trees. Maximum profit for the yield reduction in GM technology is $357 million in 
year 10 when there are no trees planted and producer price is $286.60 per MT. Minimum profit 
for the GM yield increase change from 5 percent to 3 percent is $217.02 million in year 29 which 
has the lowest U.S. supply of the horizon. In year 29, domestic producer price for the United 
States is $293.21 per MT. Table 9a compares the producer profits in the model scenarios. 
Average total cost for this scenario is $1,253 million annually and is further described in table 
10b. The remaining NPV of the industry at the end of the horizon is $385.05 million with $56.96 
million GM acres of and $328.09 million for conventional. These remaining values are described 
in table 11b. 
For the 40-year time horizon, total U.S. supply, fresh apple demand, and processed 
demand were 210.6, 97.5, and 66.4 million MT. Table 12b shows supply quantities for the 
United States in each year of the scenario while table 13b and table 14b are fresh demand and 
processed demand respectively. World demand for fresh apples in the 40-year horizon is 2,378 
million MT and processed demand is 747.1 million MT. World supply is 3,125.4 million MT of 
which 290.4 million MT in world trade. Net importing countries of Taiwan and the United 
Kingdom experienced average domestic prices in U.S. terms of $672.41per MT and $767.21 per 
MT. Net exporting countries of New Zealand and Chile had domestic prices of $211.64 and 
$158.73 per MT.  Average world prices are found in table 15. 
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 The industry picture is nearly identical to the fourth scenario with both technologies 
introduced. In this scenario, however, demand and supply quantities are slightly reduced 
throughout the world. Trade increases by nearly 1 million MT and producer profits decrease by 
nearly $2 million in the United States as the yield is reduced on the productive acres.  The U.S. 
market must find other trade outlets such that production meets demand. Total remaining value 
at the end of the horizon is slightly greater than the bio-control and GM technology introduction 
for scenario 4. This is especially the case when analyzing the value of the conventional acres, as 
there is an increase in production at the end of the horizon when compared to scenario 4. 
4.3.2 Scenario 8: GM Maintenance Cost Change  
In this scenario, I assume that the maintenance cost for GM technology is the same as the 
conventional technology. In this scenario, growers plant 461,300 total acres in the 40-year time 
frame. Those acres include: 402,000 in conventional, 31,500 in GM and 26,800 in bio-control 
shown in figure 9. There are no high-density acres planted and trees are removed by year 35 and 
total acres of apples average around 381,000 annually. Conventional acres are not planted in year 
10 while GM acres are not planted beyond year 27. Bio-control acres are not planted from year 
10 to 26 or from years 35 and beyond. These decisions are based on an average domestic 
producer price of $291 per MT for fresh and processed apples. Domestic producer prices are 
shown for all ages and scenarios in table 8b. 
 The industry average grower profits are $268.991 million annually with a NPV of $4,806 
million over the model horizon. Figure 2 compares all scenarios average annual profit levels. 
These profits are equivalent to $315 per acre each year depending on the age, density, rootstock 
and variety of the trees. Maximum profit for the maintenance cost change is $346.61 million in 
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year 10 when no new acres are planted and price is $286.60 per MT. Minimum profits for the 
horizon are in year 39 at $200.76 million with a price of $293.21 per MT. That year 38,000 
conventional acres are planted and all trees ate 31 and older are removed from production. Table 
9b compares the producer profits in the model scenarios. Average total cost for the model is 
$1,253 million annually and is described in table 10b. The remaining NPV of the industry is year 
40 is $400.77 million with $20.89 million in GM acres remaining, $36.81 million in bio-control 
acres remaining and $343.08 million in conventional acres remaining. These values are described 
by year and scenario in detail in table 11b. 
 For the 40-year time horizon, total U.S. supply, fresh apple demand and processed 
demand were 210.7, 97.4 and 66.4 million MT. Table 12b shows supply quantities for the United 
States in each year of the scenario while table 13b and table 14b do the same for fresh demand 
and processed demand respectively. World demand for fresh and processed apples in the 40-year 
horizon is 2378.3 million MT and processed demand is 747.1 million MT. World supply is 
3125.4 million MT of which 287.4 million MT accounts for world trade. Net importing countries 
such as Taiwan and the United Kingdom experienced average domestic prices in U.S. terms of 
$672.41 per MT and $767.21 per MT. Net exporting countries such as New Zealand and Chile 
had domestic prices of $211.64 and $158.73 per MT.  See table 15 for average world prices for 
this scenario. 
 To analyze this scenario, I compare it to the fourth scenario with the introduction of both 
technologies. In scenario 9, price decreases by $0.11 per MT and planted acres increases by 
8,300 acres compared to the fourth scenario. Another important difference is that bio-control 
acres increase by more than 25,000 acres. This acreage comes from a loss in acres of GM 
technology. This change in acreage shows that without the cheaper maintenance cost, the bio-
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control technology is on a more level field with GM technology even with the increased yield 
benefits. Quantities demanded and supplied in the United States and worldwide only experience 
minimal changes and trade decreases by 2 million MT.  Producer average annual profit decreases 
by $8 million, but the gains to consumers are more than $23 million from the price decrease of 
$0.11 per MT. The difference between maximum and minimum profit years widens in this 
scenario when compared to the fourth scenario with both technologies introduced, by $7 million. 
This difference reduces industry stability slightly.  This scenario drops per acre profit back to the 
level of the conventional before technology was introduced. The minimum average annual profit 
is still more than $200 million and even the minimum level is considerably higher than other 
scenarios and model runs for the industry.   
4.4 Scenario 9: Supply Elasticity Change 
The final scenario of the model describes the impact to the U.S. apple industry from a 
change in the supply elasticity for countries in the model excluding the United States. In this 40-
year horizon growers plant 490,800 acres consisting of 420,000 low-density conventional acres, 
7,500 bio-control acres and 55,700 GM acres. High-density conventional acres are planted in this 
scenario at 6,800 in year 13, but no other high-density acres are planted. This planting acre 
summary is found in figure 10. The trees are removed at age 34 or 35. Bio-control acres are only 
planted in the years between its release and the release of the GM technology, from years six to 
ten and again in year 35 at 4,800 acres. GM acres not planted in year 14 or year 35 and beyond. 
There are no low-density conventional acres planted in years 13 or 14. Total acres of apples 
average around 381,000 annually. These decisions are based on $339.46 per MT for fresh and 
processed apples. Domestic producer prices are shown in table 8b. 
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 The industry grower profits are an average of $524.74 million annually with a NPV of 
$9,331 million over the model horizon. Figure 2 compares all scenarios average annual profit 
levels. These profits are equivalent to $612 per acre each year depending on the age, density, 
rootstock and variety of the trees. Maximum profit for the release of both technologies is 
$638.07 million in year 14. This year price is $337.31 per MT when no new trees are planted and 
it follows the year when 6,800 acres of high-density conventional rootstock was planted. 
Minimum profits for the horizon are seen in year 39 at $331.85 million when more than 60,000 
acres are planted of conventional rootstock. In this year trees are removed at age 27 and price is 
$343.92 per MT. Table 9b compares the producer profits for all model scenarios. Total cost for 
the apple industry averaged $1,254 million annually and is described by year and scenario in 
table 10b. The remaining NPV of the industry in year 40 is $678.21 million with $1.39 million in 
the GM acres remaining, $17.57 million in the bio-control acres remaining and $659.25 million 
in the conventional acres remaining. These values are described by year and scenario in detail in 
table 11b. 
For the 40-year time horizon, total U.S. supply, fresh apple demand, and processed 
demand were 209.6, 95.9, and 64.4 million MT. Table 12b shows supply quantities for the 
United States in each year of the scenario while table 13b and table 14b do the same for fresh 
demand and processed demand respectively. World demand for fresh and processed apples in the 
40-year horizon is 2,284.2 million MT and processed demand is 707.6 million MT. World supply 
is 2991.9 million MT of which 275.6 million MT accounts for world trade. Net importing 
countries such as Taiwan and the United Kingdom experienced average domestic prices in U.S. 
terms of $886.25 per MT and $817.91 per MT. Net exporting countries such as New Zealand and 
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Chile had domestic prices of $213.85 and $160.93 per MT.  See table 15 for average world 
prices for this scenario. The Supply elasticity change results are summarized in table 7b. 
 This scenario generates an industry completely different from scenario 4 with the 
introduction of bio-control and GM technology. In scenario 9, U.S. growers plant 40,000 more 
acres and 6,800 of the acres are high-density conventional acres. U.S. price increases with the 
supply elasticity change by nearly $50 per MT. The price increase drives world demand down by 
more than 100 million MT and world supply down by 15 million MT. In the United States, these 
quantities decrease as well by 1 to 2 million MT each. However, U.S. average annual grower 
profits increases by more than $250 million. This nearly doubles the per acre profit when 
compared to all scenarios and doubles the profit for the horizon in comparison to scenario 4. As 
annual profits increase, so does annual volatility.  Highest annual profits are almost twice as 
lowest annual profits. Although it is important to note that the minimum industry benefit in this 
scenario is still $331 million and near the maximum profits in the other scenarios.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
This thesis provides evidence that through technology adoption the apple industry can 
thrive and consumers can benefit. In the adoption of the GM and bio-control technologies, fewer 
acres are required to fit the current industry demand. This thesis shows that maintenance cost 
reductions and the recovering of production lost to fire blight are important to both producers 
and consumers. The release of bio-control methods benefits growers and consumers when there 
is producer adoption hesitation due to consumer concerns about GM products, and when this 
technology is fully accepted.  
 One of the consequences of technology adoption is acre reduction, and there exists a 
concern as to where the acres are lost. In technology adoption, the two main groups that are 
considered are early and late adopters. The early adopters typically see the greatest benefit that 
the technology has to offer.  Benefits usually decrease for late adopters. It is those late adopters 
who will see strain in withstanding market pressures and see an even further delay in recouping 
costs when considering the perennial nature of apples. These late adopters could experience a 
decrease in market share and capital strains and thus a reduction in acres. Another group that will 
see a reduction in acres is the small grower. Small growers will face challenges to adopt 
technologies from the high initial costs, specifically in regards to the adoption of GM 
technology. They may not be able to find the capital to invest and could be forced out of the 
market if the market favors technology. If these growers could find an apple demand niche in 
their regions, they would have the chance for great success on a small scale while avoiding the 
larger U.S. or world market when technology is preferred. However, if no niche market exists, 
these small growers will see a reduction in acres and orchards. 
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The adoption of GM technology generates great profit to growers especially when there 
are no restrictions on GM adoption. The adoption or planting scenario comparisons can be found 
in figure 11. In the case that GM technology only increase yield by 3 percent, however, welfare 
is lost to the industry as fewer acres are planted and fewer apples are produced on each acre. A 
decrease in welfare to producers is also visible when there is no GM maintenance cost reduction. 
In this case, it becomes a 50/50 choice for growers to plant the bio-control or GM acres. While 
growers experience a welfare loss from the 50/50 choice, consumers benefit from the decrease in 
price. Overall, the GM technology benefits have the potential to outweigh and outperform those 
benefits of the release of the bio-control method if both producers and consumers can accept it. 
This benefit is visible in the profits for each scenario depicted in figure 12. 
The introduction of a new technology changes the picture of the U.S. apple industry. 
Figure 13 shows the shift in supply from the introduction. The new technology has the potential 
to reduce costs associated with fire blight management as well as increase production of apples 
through yield. This shifts the supply curve outward. With no direct change in consumer demand 
evaluated for this thesis, the direct impact of the supply shift is an increase in quantity supplied 
and a decrease in price. A similar picture is drawn if the technology were to be released into the 
world market. Figure 14 shows the introduction to both the U.S. market and the Chinese market. 
The introduction of the technologies would shift both supple curves outward and thus increasing 
overall production of apples. This creates a world price drop, which accounts for the increased 
production, but with the demand for apples remaining the same. This demand is likely to change 
and the full impact to world price and quantity produced would change accordingly as well as in 
each specific country in the model. 
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There could be concerns about the level of discount rate used in this model.  I did a 
sensitivity analysis of the discount rate by using 2 percent and 10 percent as alternatives to the 5 
percent assumed in the model.  When the discount rate was valued at 10 percent, total acres 
planted reduced slightly by 60,000 acres over the 40-year horizon compared to the values of the 
assumed 5 percent level. The largest reduction of 30,000 acres appeared near the end of the 
horizon. The adoption decision also changed as the acres shifted toward more conventional 
rootstock plantings. When the discount rate was reduced to 2 percent, the planting mix differed 
even more from the values with a discount rate of 5 percent. This change increased production of 
higher density acres for GM and conventional rootstocks and increased total planting acres by 
146,000 for the 40-year horizon. The largest increase was a planting of 123,000 more 
conventional acres in year 39 compared to scenario 4 with the original 5 percent rate. This shows 
the model and management decisions are sensitive to the discounted value in apple production 
with the higher value for the current dollar encouraging a greater mix of acres in the horizon. 
GM and bio-control technologies have the potential to make a great impact on the current 
apple industry. Through careful marketing as well as consumer and grower appeal, the 
technologies can increase the net value of the U.S. apple industry. This does depend on the 
demand elasticity of apples. Typically demand for fruit and vegetables is inelastic and needs a 
substantial change in price to impact quantity demanded. However, consumption of fresh fruits 
and vegetables in the United States is limited for families in the lower income brackets. This may 
be a big driver in the inelasticity for the demand of apples. If demand elasticity changes as 
consumer trends, incomes or preferences change, price could play a more important role in 
demand of all apples as well as particular varieties. It is important to note that the perennial 
nature of apples makes it difficult to respond to price changes in the short run for producers, 
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while at the same time adds some stability to apple supply.  Even with the challenges of demand, 
a careful evaluation of the GM and bio-control technologies and their benefits will enable the 
industry to introduce the technology as a way to recover production while not distorting the 
market and prices only reshaping the industry price levels through changes in supply and 
demand.  Technology adoption can be marketed as a way for industry stabilization through less 
volatility from weather and fewer fire blight outbreaks in those years. Careful consideration must 
be made in the approach to consumers. Generating appeal for consumer benefits will be critical 
compared to benefits to growers if the market for technology is to exist.  
 When addressing consumer concerns, it will be important to emphasize the consumer 
benefits from the technology adoption. Consumer concerns such as their taste preferences, their 
ability to get the apples they want at different times of the year and their health concerns 
outweigh their considerations for production costs and grower profits. It will be important to 
highlight benefits for consumers even if the technology has a production focus from reducing the 
impact of fire blight on the industry. A focus on stability in the production chain, keeping 
consumer preferred apples on the shelf, increased production and lower consumer price are just a 
few concepts that could be appropriate and should be further explored for the marketing of this 
new technology. These focus points along with the emphasis on calling apple genetic 
modification the process of an apple gene transfer or genetic grafting could enhance the appeal to 
consumers and growers.  
Consumer concerns for the GM technology are inevitable, especially from parents buying 
food for their children’s school lunches. Worldwide acceptance for GM soybeans, corn and 
cotton is limited while the U.S. consumers have come to accept these products. However, an 
apple for direct consumption may be different story. Concerns are expected and research should 
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be done to ensure the safety of the consumers eating the GM apple varieties. This technology 
transfers a gene from one apple to another, a genetic grafting between currently produced apple 
varieties instead of between crop species as is done in many other GM technologies. This 
technology from apple to apple may be easier for the consumer to understand and accept as the 
apple is directly consumed as well as processed.  
The GM and bio-control technologies prove to be attractive to the industry with or 
without adoption hesitation in the minds of growers due to consumer concerns about GM 
products. Further evaluation of these technologies with experimental data from the scientists’ 
trials will be important in defining a more detailed account of the impact to the industry and 
society. The inclusion of specific experimental data of yield impact and production costs will 
generate a more accurate impact analysis. 
Other improvements in future research include the model disaggregation when 
considering varieties and regions. This disaggregation will enable the model to more accurately 
reflect U.S. production and fire blight impact. Production and fire blight impact can vary greatly 
depending on region due to weather and variety due to differing susceptibility to the infection. 
The model is designed to easily be adapted to those new components and data. One way that this 
can be done is to treat each variety as a separate commodity with specific costs, yields and 
lifetimes. The region designation can be explored within each variety to further define the 
respective costs and yields as that new commodity of apple. Some examples of this designation 
might be a Northwestern Golden Delicious or a Northeastern Jonathan apple. The demands and 
supplies for each specific variety would be included. 
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The research on the impact of GM and bio-control technologies on U.S. apple production 
should continue with further analysis on different supply elasticities and on the inclusion of trade 
barriers. These components and evaluations will give this research more definition in the trade 
values and a more robust idea of what the technologies mean to the supply around the world. The 
global component is currently basic, but further research will generate a better perspective of the 
global impact from the U.S. release of these new technologies. Through exploring this area, the 
estimation of specific supply and demand elasticities for the different varieties will be necessary 
and more information will be needed in regards to land, prices, consumer preferences and 
growing seasons will be needed for the countries included in the model. This information needed 
will also include any protectionist stances that governments use in terms of phytosanitary 
barriers or quotas or other trade restrictions that are in place that help to shape apple demand and 
prices.  
The last focus for future research resides on the consumer demand side of the objective 
function. I believe future study in this area could lead to a component that could capture 
consumer preferences and aversions to the introduction of the GM and bio-control technologies. 
The consumer aversion component is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, the model 
currently captures technology aversion including the uncertainty of consumers’ reactions and 
grower hesitation in adopting new technologies in the planting decision through an adoption rate. 
This adoption rate considers producers price expectations relative to the consumer demand for 
the good. A more direct acceptance rate (similar to the adoption rate on the production side ) on 
the demand side will enable a more accurate estimation of the impact to consumers of the 
technology and separate grower lagged adoption from consumer preference or GM and 
technology aversion. 
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This thesis has implications beyond the U.S. apple industry as it provides evidence of the 
true impact that government funding can have on an industry beyond production. There is a 
strong need for government support to help strengthen the industries that provide our sustenance, 
a public good. The value of the impact and designations of beneficiaries help policy makers 
understand the impact that they can make. Further research in this area will define the policy 
makers’ impact even more and applications of these principles can be expanded to other 
industries and evaluate potential impacts for future research areas.  
This thesis builds the base for modeling the U.S. apple industry and through further 
research the true shape of the industry can be defined and examined to evaluate impacts of future 
research in the industry. Through further analysis of impacts to the industry, researchers can 
determine areas of focus and explore the science that can enable the industry to grow and thrive 
properly. This thesis opens the door to further GM and biotechnology development that 
strengthens an industry without distorting it and provides a sound base for policy decisions and 
federal or state funding distributions.  
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FIGURES  
 
Figure 1. Relationship Between Supply and Cost Functions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Scenario comparison of the average annual profit for U.S. apple industry. 
(million USD) 
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Figure 3: Total 40-year horizon planted acre results for scenario 2 where only the 
bio-control technology is introduced. (1,000 acres) 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Total 40-year horizon planted acre results for scenario 3 where only GM 
technology is introduced. (1,000 acres) 
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Figure 5: Total 40-year horizon planted acre results for scenario 4 where both bio-
control and GM technologies are introduced. (1,000 acres) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Total 40-year horizon planted acre results for scenario 5 where both bio-
control and GM technologies are introduces and no adoption restriction is used. 
(1,000 acres) 
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Figure 7: Total 40-year horizon planted acre results for scenario 6 where only the 
bio-control technology is introduced and no adoption restriction is used. (1,000 
acres) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: Total 40-year horizon planted acre results for scenario 7 where both bio-
control and GM technologies are introduced, but the GM yield increase is reduced 
to 3 percent. (1,000 acres) 
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Figure 9: Total 40-year horizon planted acre results for scenario 8 where both bio-
control and GM technologies are introduced, but the GM maintenance cost decrease 
assumption is removed. (1,000 acres) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Total 40-year horizon planted acre results for scenario 9 where the 
supply elasticities for all foreign countries in the model are changed from 0.2 to 1. 
(1,000 acres) *Planted conventional high is high-density planting acres. 
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Figure 11. Scenarios acres comparison (1,000 acres) 
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Figure 13. Supply and Demand With Technology Change 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 14. Supply and Demand World Market Technology Example  
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TABLES 
Table 1. Variable Description 
Variable                   Description Source 
Planting Cost Fixed cost by technology and density Zhao, Wahl and Marsh (2007) 
Maintenance Cost Fixed cost by technology and density Zhao, Wahl and Marsh (2007) 
Yield Average yield by age and density Zhao, Wahl and Marsh (2007) 
Removal Cost Average used as a fixed cost for all trees Zhao, Wahl and Marsh (2007) 
Fresh Demand 
Elasticity  Own-price elasticity for fresh apples ERS-Food Demand Dataset 
Processed Demand 
Elasticity  
Own-price elasticity for processed 
apples 
Calculated based on fresh 
demand elasticity 
Supply Elasticity Supply elasticity for all other countries Assumed 
Base Supply Quantity supplied by all countries in base year 
FAS-Production, Supply and 
Distribution Online Database 
Base Fresh 
Demand 
Demand quantity by all countries in 
base year 
FAS-Production, Supply and 
Distribution Online Database 
Base Processed 
Demand 
Processed Demand quantity for all 
countries in base year  
FAS-Production, Supply and 
Distribution Online Database 
Producer Price Average producer price by country in base year FAOSTAT.fao.org 
Transport Cost Cost to transport apples in trade Initial producer prices difference  
Initial Inventory Inventory by age and density in base year NASS state-wide surveys 
Acres Acres of apples by age, density and type Endogenously determined 
Trade Exports and imports from country A to country B Endogenously determined 
Removed Acres Acres removed through optimization Endogenously determined 
Qsupply Quantity supplied by countries other than the United States Endogenously determined 
Qdemand Fresh Fresh quantity demanded by all countries  Endogenously determined 
Qdemand 
Processed 
Processed quantity demanded by all 
countries Endogenously determined 
Price Lambda Price used in remaining value calculation Endogenously determined 
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Table 2. Demand Elasticities From USDA-ERS 
Country Elasticity Source 
   
ARGENTINA -0.349 Seale et. al. (2003) 
BRAZIL -0.431 Seale et. al. (2003) 
CANADA -0.276 Lee et. al. (1992) 
CHILE -0.406 Seale et. al. (2003) 
CHINA -0.693 Han et. al. (1998) 
FRANCE -0.225 Seale et. al. (2003) 
GERMANY -0.209 Seale et. al. (2003) 
HONG KONG -0.173 Seale et. al. (2003) 
INDIA -0.460 Fabiosa et. al. (2003) 
INDONESIA -0.460 Fabiosa et. al. (2003) 
ITALY -0.217 Seale et. al. (2003) 
JAPAN -0.199 Seale et. al. (2003) 
MEXICO -0.408 Seale et. al. (2003) 
NEW ZEALAND -0.269 Seale et. al. (2003) 
POLAND -0.400 Seale et. al. (2003) 
RUSSIA -0.428 Seale et. al. (2003) 
SPAIN -0.300 Seale et. al. (2003) 
TAIWAN -0.173 Seale et. al. (2003) 
UNITED KINGDOM  -0.224 Seale et. al. (2003) 
UNITED STATES -0.122 Voorthuizen, H.V. (2001) 
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Table 3. Initial Acres (acres) 
 
  
Age Initial Acres    
1 11,435    
2 11,435    
3 11,435    
4 11,435    
5 11,435    
6 15,246    
7 15,246    
8 15,246    
9 15,246    
10 15,246    
11 15,246    
12 15,246    
13 15,246    
14 15,246    
15 15,246    
16 11,435    
17 11,435    
18 11,435    
19 11,435    
20 11,435    
21 7,623    
22 7,623    
23 7,623    
24 7,623    
25 7,623    
26 7,623    
27 7,623    
28 7,623    
29 7,623    
30 7,623    
31 7,623    
33 7,623    
33 7,623    
34 7,623    
35 7,623    
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Table 4. Yield (lbs/acre) 
 
Age 
 
Conventional 
Low Density 
 
Conventional 
High Density 
 
Bio-Control 
Low Density 
 
Bio-Control High 
Density 
1 0 0 0 0 
2 2,000 4,000 2,060 4,120 
3 4,000 12,000 4,120 12,360 
4 12,000 20,000 12,360 20,600 
5 16,000 32,000 16,480 32,960 
6 20,000 36,000 20,600 37,080 
7 24,000 36,000 24,720 37,080 
8 28,000 36,000 28,840 37,080 
9 32,000 36,000 32,960 37,080 
10 36,000 36,000 37,080 37,080 
11 36,000 36,000 37,080 37,080 
12 36,000 36,000 37,080 37,080 
13 36,000 36,000 37,080 37,080 
14 36,000 36,000 37,080 37,080 
15 36,000 36,000 37,080 37,080 
16 36,000 36,000 37,080 37,080 
17 36,000 36,000 37,080 37,080 
18 36,000 36,000 37,080 37,080 
19 36,000 36,000 37,080 37,080 
20 36,000 36,000 37,080 37,080 
21 36,000 36,000 37,080 37,080 
22 36,000 36,000 37,080 37,080 
23 36,000 28,000 37,080 28,840 
24 36,000 20,000 37,080 20,600 
25 36,000 12,000 37,080 12,360 
26 36,000 4,000 37,080 4,120 
27 36,000 0 37,080 0 
28 36,000 0 37,080 0 
29 36,000 0 37,080 0 
30 36,000 0 37,080 0 
31 36,000 0 37,080 0 
32 36,000 0 37,080 0 
33 36,000 0 37,080 0 
34 36,000 0 37,080 0 
35 28,000 0 28,840 0 
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Table 4. Yield (lbs/acre) Continued… 
 
Age 
 
GM 
Low Density 
 
GM High 
Density 
GM Assumption 
Change 
Low Density 
(Scenario 7) 
GM Assumption 
Change 
High Density 
(Scenario 7) 
1 0 0 0 0 
2 2,100 4,200 2,060 4,120 
3 4,200 12,600 4,120 12,360 
4 12,600 21,000 12,360 20,600 
5 16,800 33,600 16,480 32,960 
6 21,000 37,800 20,600 37,080 
7 25,200 37,800 24,720 37,080 
8 29,400 37,800 28,840 37,080 
9 33,600 37,800 32,960 37,080 
10 37,800 37,800 37,080 37,080 
      11        37,800         37,800         37,080         37,080 
12 37,800 37,800 37,080 37,080 
13 37,800 37,800 37,080 37,080 
14 37,800 37,800 37,080 37,080 
15 37,800 37,800 37,080 37,080 
16 37,800 37,800 37,080 37,080 
   17 37,800   37,800 37,080   37,080 
18 37,800 37,800 37,080 37,080 
19 37,800 37,800 37,080 37,080 
20 37,800         37,800 37,080 37,080 
21 37,800 37,800 37,080 37,080 
22 37,800 37,800 37,080 37,080 
23 37,800 29,400 37,080 28,840 
24 37,800 21,000 37,080 20,600 
25 37,800 12,600 37,080 12,360 
26 37,800 4,200 37,080 4,120 
27 37,800 0 37,080 0 
28 37,800 0 37,080 0 
29 37,800 0 37,080 0 
30 37,800 0 37,080 0 
31 37,800 0 37,080 0 
32 37,800 0 37,080 0 
33 37,800 0 37,080 0 
34 37,800 0 37,080 0 
35 29,400 0 28,840 0 
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Table 5. Annual Planting Costs ($/Acre)  
Technology Low Density High Density 
   
Conventional 3,094.52  5,886 
GM 4,641.78 8,829 
Bio-Control 3,094.52 5,886 
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Table 6. Annual Maintenance Costs ($/acre) 
 
Age 
 
Conventional 
Low Density 
 
Conventional 
High Density 
 
Bio-Control 
Low Density 
 
Bio-Control High 
Density 
1 0 0 0 0 
2 1,672.5 2,038.89 1,717.5 2,083.89 
3 1,983.54 2,673.48 2,028.54 2,718.48 
4 2,582.54 3,065.52 2,627.54 3,110.52 
5 2,860.23 3,801.24 2,905.23 3,846.24 
6 3,065.14 3,528.85 3,110.14 3,573.85 
7 3,160.14 3,528.85 3,205.14 3,573.85 
8 3,255.14 3,528.85 3,300.14 3,573.85 
9 3,350.14 3,528.85 3,395.14 3,573.85 
10 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
11 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
12 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
13 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
14 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
15 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
16 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
17 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
18 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
19 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
20 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
21 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
22 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
23 3,445.14 3,340.85 3,490.14 3,385.85 
24 3,445.14 3,152.85 3,490.14 3,197.85 
25 3,445.14 2,964.85 3,490.14 3,009.85 
26 3,445.14 2,776.85 3,490.14 2,821.85 
27 3,445.14 2,776.85 3,490.14 2,821.85 
28 3,445.14 2,776.85 3,490.14 2,821.85 
29 3,445.14 2,776.85 3,490.14 2,821.85 
30 3,445.14 2,776.85 3,490.14 2,821.85 
31 3,445.14 2,776.85 3,490.14 2,821.85 
32 3,445.14 2,776.85 3,490.14 2,821.85 
33 3,445.14 2,776.85 3,490.14 2,821.85 
34 3,445.14 2,776.85 3,490.14 2,821.85 
35 3,257.14 2,776.85 3,302.14 2,821.85 
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Table 6. Annual Maintenance Costs ($/acre) Continued… 
 
Age 
 
GM 
Low Density 
 
GM High 
Density 
GM Assumption 
Change 
Low Density 
(Scenario 8) 
GM Assumption 
Change 
High Density 
(Scenario 8) 
1 0 0 0 0 
2 1,672.5 2,038.89 1,717.5 2,083.89 
3 1,983.54 2,673.48 2,028.54 2,718.48 
4 2,582.54 3,065.52 2,627.54 3,110.52 
5 2,860.23 3,801.24 2,905.23 3,846.24 
6 3,065.14 3,528.85 3,110.14 3,573.85 
7 3,160.14 3,528.85 3,205.14 3,573.85 
8 3,255.14 3,528.85 3,300.14 3,573.85 
9 3,350.14 3,528.85 3,395.14 3,573.85 
10 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
11 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
12 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
13 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
14 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
15 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
16 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
17 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
18 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
19 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
20 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
21 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
22 3,445.14 3,528.85 3,490.14 3,573.85 
23 3,445.14 3,340.85 3,490.14 3,385.85 
24 3,445.14 3,152.85 3,490.14 3,197.85 
25 3,445.14 2,964.85 3,490.14 3,009.85 
26 3,445.14 2,776.85 3,490.14 2,821.85 
27 3,445.14 2,776.85 3,490.14 2,821.85 
28 3,445.14 2,776.85 3,490.14 2,821.85 
29 3,445.14 2,776.85 3,490.14 2,821.85 
30 3,445.14 2,776.85 3,490.14 2,821.85 
31 3,445.14 2,776.85 3,490.14 2,821.85 
32 3,445.14 2,776.85 3,490.14 2,821.85 
33 3,445.14 2,776.85 3,490.14 2,821.85 
34 3,445.14 2,776.85 3,490.14 2,821.85 
35 3,257.14 2,776.85 3,302.14 2,821.85 
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Table 7a. Summary of U.S. Results: Base Scenarios 
Year Conventional Bio-Control Introduction 
GM 
Introduction 
Bio-Control & 
GM Introduction 
Price $/lb 0.1317 0.1316 0.1317 0.1317 
Price $/MT 290.24 290.13 290.24 290.24 
Avg. Acres (1,000) 372.80 381.19 381.01 381.01 
     
Planted Acres     
Conventional Low  484.09 402.88 397.61 395.12 
 Conventional High 0 0 0 0 
Bio-Control Low  NA 58.38 NA 1.49 
Bio-Control High NA 0 NA 0 
GM Low  NA NA 57.01 57.01 
GM High NA NA 0 0 
Planted Acres 484.09 461.26 454.62 453.62 
     
World Horizon 
(million MT)     
Q demand Fresh  2,378.08 2,378.24 2,378.38 2,378.39 
Q demand Process  747.03 747.09 747.15 747.15 
Q supply  3,119.73 3,124.93 3,125.53 3,125.54 
     
Trade (million 
MT) 271.12 280.65 302.51 289.77 
     
US Horizon  
(million MT)     
Q demand Fresh  97.44 97.44 97.44 97.44 
Q demand Process 66.41 66.42 66.42 66.42 
Q supply  204.81 210.52 210.81 210.83 
     
Producer Profits 
($million)     
U.S. Grower Avg.  
Annual Profit  267.52 276.04 276.04 276.13 
Total U.S. Grower 
Profit Horizon  4,802 4,868 4,868 4,869 
Max Profit 346.65 346.61 357.41 357.40 
Min Profit 191.23 196.33 219.34 219.34 
Average Total 
Cost ($million) 1,257 1,258 1,253 1,253 
     
Remaining Value 
($million)     
Total 5,218 5,111 4,961 4,961 
Total NPV 410.02 401.39 383.99 384.01 
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Table 7b. Summary of U.S. Results: Other Scenarios 
Year 
Bio & GM No 
Adopt. 
Restrict. 
Bio-Control No 
Adopt. 
Restrict. 
GM 3% Total 
Yield Increase 
GM No 
Maint. Cost 
Decrease 
Price $/lb 0.1314 0.1314 0.1317 0.1316 
Price $/MT 289.74 289.69 290.24 290.13 
Avg. Acres (1,000) 372.59 381.18 381.00 381.19 
     
Planted Acres     
Conventional Low  22.87 91.47 395.13 402.88 
 Conventional High 0 0 0 0 
Bio-Control Low  0 369.75 1.49 26.87 
Bio-Control High 0 0 0 0 
GM Low  369.7 NA 57.01 31.51 
GM High 0 NA 0 0 
Planted Acres 392.57 461.22 453.63 461.26 
     
World Horizon 
(million MT)     
Q demand Fresh  2,379.09 2,379.49 2,378.29 2,378.32 
Q demand Process  747.45 747.61 747.11 747.13 
Q supply  3,126.54 3,127.10 3,125.40 3,125.45 
     
Trade (million 
MT) 294.82 273.91 290.42 287.44 
     
US Horizon  
(million MT)     
Q demand Fresh  97.46 97.45 97.44 97.44 
Q demand Process 66.44 66.44 66.42 66.42 
Q supply  213.07 212.26 210.62 210.68 
     
Producer Profits     
U.S. Grower Avg.  
Annual Profit 
($million) 339.64 277.15 274.60 268.99 
Total U.S. Grower 
Profit Horizon  5,371 4,864 4,856 4,806 
Max Profit 587.86 354.39 357.40 346.61 
Min Profit 12.13 219.11 217.02 200.76 
Average Total 
Cost ($million) 1,195 1,253 1,253 1,253 
Remaining Value 
($million)     
Total 3,519 4,978 4,975 5,103 
Total NPV 217.44 391.13 385.05 400.77 
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Table 7b. Summary of U.S. Results: Other Scenarios Cont. 
Year Foreign Supply Elasticity 1    
Price $/lb 0.1540    
Price $/MT 339.46    
Avg. Acres (1,000) 381.18    
     
Planted Acres     
Conventional Low  420.83    
 Conventional High 6.75    
Bio-Control Low  7.52    
Bio-Control High 0    
GM Low  55.69    
GM High 0    
Planted Acres 490.79    
     
World Horizon 
(million MT)     
Q demand Fresh  2,284.21    
Q demand Process  707.67    
Q supply  2,991.88    
     
Trade (million MT) 275.64    
     
US Horizon  
(million MT)     
Q demand Fresh  95.92    
Q demand Process 64.43    
Q supply  209.64    
     
Producer Profits 
($million)     
U.S. Grower Avg.  
Annual Profit  524.74    
Total U.S. Grower 
Profit Horizon  9,331    
Max Profit 638.07    
Min Profit 331.85    
Average Total Cost 
($million) 
 
1,253    
     
Remaining Value 
($million)     
Total 9,151    
Total NPV 678.21    
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Table 8a. Annual Average Producer Prices ($/MT): Base Scenarios 
  
Year Conventional Bio-Control Introduction 
GM 
Introduction 
Bio-Control & GM 
Introduction 
1 291.01 291.01 291.01 291.01 
2 291.01 291.01 291.01 291.01 
3 291.01 291.01 291.01 291.01 
4 288.81 288.81 288.81 288.81 
5 288.81 288.81 288.81 288.81 
6 288.81 288.81 288.81 288.81 
7 288.81 288.81 288.81 288.81 
8 286.60 286.60 286.60 286.60 
9 286.60 286.60 286.60 286.60 
10 286.60 286.60 286.60 286.60 
11 286.60 286.60 286.60 286.60 
12 286.60 286.60 286.60 286.60 
13 286.60 286.60 286.60 286.60 
14 286.60 286.60 286.60 286.60 
15 286.60 286.60 288.81 288.81 
16 288.81 288.81 288.81 288.81 
17 288.81 288.81 288.81 288.81 
18 288.81 288.81 288.81 288.81 
19 288.81 288.81 291.01 291.01 
20 291.01 291.01 291.01 291.01 
21 291.01 291.01 291.01 291.01 
22 291.01 291.01 291.01 291.01 
23 293.21 291.01 291.01 291.01 
24 293.21 293.21 293.21 293.21 
25 293.21 293.21 293.21 293.21 
26 293.21 293.21 293.21 293.21 
27 293.21 293.21 293.21 293.21 
28 293.21 293.21 293.21 293.21 
29 293.21 293.21 293.21 293.21 
30 293.21 293.21 293.21 293.21 
31 293.21 293.21 293.21 293.21 
32 293.21 291.01 291.01 291.01 
33 291.01 291.01 291.01 291.01 
34 291.01 291.01 291.01 291.01 
35 291.01 291.01 291.01 291.01 
36 291.01 291.01 291.01 291.01 
37 291.01 291.01 291.01 291.01 
38 288.81 288.81 288.81 288.81 
39 293.21 293.21 293.21 293.21 
40 291.01 291.01 291.01 291.01 
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Table 8b. Annual Average Producer Prices ($/MT): Other Scenarios 
Year Bio & GM No Adopt. Restrict. 
Bio-Control No 
Adopt. Restrict. 
GM 3% Total 
Yield Increase 
GM No Maint. 
Cost Decrease 
Foreign Supply 
Elasticity 1 
1 291.01 291.01 291.01 291.01 339.51 
2 291.01 291.01 291.01 291.01 339.51 
3 288.81 291.01 288.81 291.01 339.51 
4 288.81 288.81 288.81 288.81 339.51 
5 288.81 293.21 288.81 288.81 339.51 
6 288.81 291.01 288.81 288.81 339.51 
7 288.81 291.01 288.81 288.81 337.31 
8 291.01 286.60 291.01 286.60 337.31 
9 291.01 286.60 291.01 286.60 337.31 
10 293.21 284.40 293.21 286.60 337.31 
11 295.42 284.40 295.42 286.60 337.31 
12 295.42 284.40 295.42 286.60 337.31 
13 295.42 286.60 295.42 286.60 337.31 
14 293.21 286.60 293.21 286.60 337.31 
15 293.21 286.60 293.21 286.60 337.31 
16 291.01 286.60 291.01 288.81 337.31 
17 291.01 288.81 291.01 288.81 337.31 
18 291.01 288.81 291.01 288.81 337.31 
19 288.81 288.81 288.81 288.81 339.51 
20 291.01 288.81 291.01 291.01 339.51 
21 293.21 291.01 293.21 291.01 339.51 
22 293.21 291.01 293.21 291.01 339.51 
23 295.42 291.01 295.42 291.01 341.72 
24 295.42 291.01 295.42 293.21 341.72 
25 295.42 291.01 295.42 293.21 341.72 
26 295.42 293.21 295.42 293.21 341.72 
27 295.42 293.21 295.42 293.21 341.72 
28 293.21 293.21 293.21 293.21 341.72 
29 293.21 293.21 293.21 293.21 341.72 
30 293.21 293.21 293.21 293.21 341.72 
31 291.01 291.01 291.01 293.21 339.51 
32 286.60 291.01 286.60 291.01 339.51 
33 284.40 291.01 284.40 291.01 339.51 
34 282.19 288.81 282.19 291.01 339.51 
35 282.19 288.81 282.19 291.01 339.51 
36 279.99 288.81 279.99 291.01 339.51 
37 279.99 288.81 279.99 291.01 339.51 
38 277.78 288.81 277.78 288.81 339.51 
39 277.78 293.21 277.78 293.21 343.92 
40 277.78 291.01 277.78 291.01 341.72 
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Table 9a. Total Average Annual Grower Profit ($million): Base Scenarios 
 
  
Year Conventional Bio-Control Introduction 
GM 
Introduction 
Bio-Control & 
GM Introduction 
1 245.50 245.50 245.50 245.50 
2 250.52 250.52 250.52 250.52 
3 278.68 278.68 278.68 278.68 
4 280.42 280.42 280.42 280.42 
5 294.18 294.18 294.18 294.17 
6 303.81 303.81 303.81 303.81 
7 312.79 312.77 312.79 312.77 
8 308.80 308.77 317.37 317.34 
9 323.85 323.82 341.78 341.75 
10 346.65 346.61 357.41 357.40 
11 337.06 337.07 322.29 322.32 
12 337.45 337.47 333.45 333.49 
13 334.09 334.12 327.94 328.01 
14 323.67 323.73 318.71 318.80 
15 299.04 299.15 303.49 303.61 
16 304.12 304.24 296.75 296.89 
17 290.26 290.42 283.31 283.45 
18 280.00 280.24 273.61 273.75 
19 269.91 270.23 279.05 279.20 
20 271.92 272.36 273.40 273.55 
21 251.85 252.41 253.03 253.18 
22 239.85 240.52 241.89 242.03 
23 240.51 230.13 232.30 232.45 
24 233.30 234.29 237.38 237.53 
25 225.39 226.57 230.63 230.77 
26 218.73 220.11 225.19 225.34 
27 213.73 215.33 221.50 221.65 
28 210.40 212.24 219.55 219.70 
29 208.74 210.84 219.34 219.49 
30 213.03 215.40 225.16 225.31 
31 229.94 232.61 245.05 245.20 
32 240.41 232.22 245.84 245.99 
33 239.79 243.09 257.91 258.05 
34 248.57 252.19 268.18 268.33 
35 252.12 256.04 277.80 277.94 
36 250.52 254.86 277.33 277.47 
37 278.68 283.40 306.49 306.63 
38 246.12 251.07 283.11 283.25 
39 191.23 196.33 254.20 254.20 
40 275.14 280.36 325.27 325.27 
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Table 9b. Total Average Annual Grower Profit ($million): Other Scenarios  
Year Bio & GM No Adopt. Restrict. 
Bio-Control No 
Adopt. Restrict. 
GM 3% Total 
Yield Increase 
GM No 
Maint. Cost 
Decrease 
Foreign Supply 
Elasticity 1 
1 254.08 245.50 245.50 245.50 495.89 
2 301.05 250.52 250.52 250.52 500.57 
3 315.35 278.11 278.68 278.68 532.92 
4 340.15 257.57 280.42 280.42 550.08 
5 358.18 229.51 294.18 294.18 567.69 
6 371.77 264.36 303.81 303.81 579.79 
7 381.70 299.24 312.77 312.77 578.76 
8 398.33 318.49 317.34 308.77 588.60 
9 398.28 351.63 341.75 323.82 596.48 
10 395,88 354.39 357.40 346.61 602.40 
11 12.13 349.83 322.32 335.90 605.19 
12 250.59 343.64 333.49 336.25 605.27 
13 230.25 339.27 327.99, 332.84 595.15 
14 247.57 350.81 318.74 322.43 638.07 
15 253.29 335.91 303.51 296.29 627.59 
16 237.18 311.36 296.73 302.16 621.08 
17 256.37 305.84 283.22 288.34 601.23 
18 278.70 291.86 273.42 278.21 589.24 
19 273.34 283.91 278.75 268.26 569.22 
20 221.97 276.06 272.96 270.48 509.73 
21 242.79 268.79 252.45 249.60 495.64 
22 229.66 257.55 241.15 237.83 467.88 
23 229.25 244.60 231.40 227.58 464.11 
24 235.46 235.23 236.27 231.92 454.34 
25 242.86 228.58 229.30 224.39 448.80 
26 248.62 234.41 223.64 218.14 448.20 
27 263.74 230.73 219.71 218.62 449.68 
28 276.43 228.78 217.50 215.77 453.25 
29 296.83 228.56 217.02 214.60 458.89 
30 330.35 234.35 222.55 219.35 464.83 
31 409.55 241.46 242.14 236.71 476.78 
32 450.86 253.44 242.65 236.44 491.63 
33 488.97 265.57 254.41 247.40 506.50 
34 505.88 264.14 264.38 256.56 511.32 
35 506.89 269.01 273.71 260.45 495.86 
36 543.14 267.78 272.96 259.27 505.33 
37 565.37 296.63 301.87 287.81 538.81 
38 571.90 276.09 278.33 255.46 501.16 
39 582.89 219.11 249.04 200.76 331.85 
40 587.86 303.43 320.03 284.76 469.73 
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Table 10a. U.S. Producer Total Cost ($million): Base Scenarios 
	   	  
Year Conventional Bio-Control Introduction 
GM 
Introduction 
Bio-Control & 
GM Introduction 
1 1,256 1,256 1,256 1,256 
2 1,249 1,249 1,249 1,249 
3 1,246 1,246 1,246 1,246 
4 1,255 1,255 1,255 1,255 
5 1,263 1,263 1,263 1,263 
6 1,268 1,268 1,268 1,268 
7 1,271 1,271 1,271 1,271 
8 1,272 1,272 1,264 1,264 
9 1,265 1,265 1,275 1,275 
10 1,276 1,276 1,263 1,263 
11 1,288 1,288 1,299 1,299 
12 1,285 1,285 1,279 1,280 
13 1,281 1,281 1,275 1,275 
14 1,287 1,287 1,284 1,285 
15 1,280 1,280 1,280 1,280 
16 1,267 1,268 1,267 1,267 
17 1,262 1,263 1,262 1,262 
18 1,260 1,261 1,260 1,260 
19 1,259 1,259 1,258 1,258 
20 1,262 1,263 1,262 1,262 
21 1,260 1,261 1,261 1,261 
22 1,253 1,254 1,253 1,253 
23 1,247 1,248 1,247 1,247 
24 1,244 1,246 1,244 1,244 
25 1,242 1,243 1,241 1,241 
26 1,241 1,242 1,239 1,239 
27 1,240 1,241 1,237 1,237 
28 1,239 1,241 1,235 1,235 
29 1,239 1,240 1,234 1,234 
30 1,234 1,236 1,229 1,229 
31 1,236 1,238 1,228 1,228 
32 1,242 1,245 1,234 1,234 
33 1,248 1,250 1,239 1,239 
34 1,251 1,254 1,242 1,242 
35 1,258 1,260 1,243 1,243 
36 1,249 1,252 1,234 1,234 
37 1,246 1,249 1,230 1,231 
38 1,289 1,292 1,265 1,265 
39 1,244 1,246 1,230 1,230 
40 1,208 1,210 1,205 1,205 
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Table 10b. U.S. Producer Total Cost ($million): Other Scenarios 
Year Bio & GM No Adopt. Restrict. 
Bio-Control No 
Adopt. Restrict. 
GM 3% 
Total Yield 
Increase 
GM No 
Maint. Cost 
Decrease 
Foreign 
Supply 
Elasticity 1 
1 1,248 1,256 1,256 1,256 1,256 
2 1,227 1,249 1,249 1,249 1,249 
3 1,222 1,247 1,246 1,246 1,246 
4 1,213 1,278 1,255 1,255 1,255 
5 1,197 1,258 1,263 1,263 1,263 
6 1,178 1,229 1,268 1,268 1,268 
7 1,156 1,237 1,271 1,271 1,271 
8 1,133 1,261 1,264 1,272 1,272 
9 1,109 1,280 1,275 1,265 1,274 
10 1,092 1,300 1,263 1,276 1,275 
11 1,422 1,306 1,299 1,289 1,277 
12 1,170 1,306 1,280 1,287 1,277 
13 1,179 1,290 1,275 1,282 1,287 
14 1,213 1,277 1,285 1,289 1,279 
15 1,230 1,281 1,280 1,283 1,294 
16 1,244 1,282 1,267 1,270 1,293 
17 1,239 1,275 1,262 1,265 1,291 
18 1,237 1,270 1,260 1,263 1,279 
19 1,257 1,268 1,258 1,261 1,284 
20 1,268 1,271 1,262 1,265 1,271 
21 1,216 1,269 1,261 1,264 1,247 
22 1,199 1,263 1,253 1,257 1,241 
23 1,194 1,257 1,247 1,252 1,240 
24 1,182 1,254 1,244 1,249 1,238 
25 1,179 1,253 1,241 1,247 1,237 
26 1,177 1,252 1,239 1,246 1,236 
27 1,170 1,252 1,237 1,240 1,236 
28 1,165 1,252 1,235 1,239 1,235 
29 1,164 1,252 1,234 1,239 1,235 
30 1,147 1,248 1,229 1,235 1,230 
31 1,127 1,250 1,228 1,236 1,229 
32 1,143 1,258 1,234 1,243 1,235 
33 1,165 1,264 1,239 1,249 1,240 
34 1,193 1,267 1,242 1,252 1,250 
35 1,186 1,274 1,243 1,259 1,241 
36 1,176 1,265 1,234 1,251 1,223 
37 1,184 1,262 1,231 1,248 1,221 
38 1,194 1,305 1,265 1,291 1,294 
39 1,199 1,258 1,230 1,245 1,217 
40 1,201 1,221  1,205  1,209 1,149 
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Table 11a. U.S. Remaining Values After Year 40 ($million): Base Scenarios 
	   	  
Age Conventional Bio-Control Introduction 
GM 
Introduction 
Bio-Control & 
GM Introduction 
1 - - - - 
2 422.12 409.85 318.61 318.62 
3 99.71 97.16 94.74 94.75 
4 112.22 109.60 107.12 107.13 
5 246.84 241.50 236.46 236.46 
6 199.04 194.99 191.16 191.17 
7 208.64 204.57 200.73 200.74 
8 213.72 209.67 205.84 205.85 
9 214.06 210.06 206.27 206.28 
10 209.42 205.50 201.79 201.80 
11 272.73 267.61 262.77 262.78 
12 265.92 260.91 256.19 256.19 
13 258.76 253.88 249.27 249.28 
14 251.25 246.50 242.01 242.02 
15 243.36 238.75 234.38 234.39 
16 235.08 230.60 226.38 226.39 
17 226.38 222.06 217.97 217.98 
18 217.25 213.08 209.14 209.15 
19 207.67 203.66 199.88 199.88 
20 197.60 193.77 190.15 190.15 
21 140.28 137.40 134.95 134.96 
22 131.95 129.36 126.90 126.91 
23 123.21 120.77 118.46 118.46 
24 114.03 111.74 109.58 109,59 
25 104.40 102.27 100.27 100.28 
26 125.70 123.10 120.64 120.65 
27 55.77 54.59 53.48 53.48 
28 48.33 47.28 46.29 46.29 
29 40.52 39.60 38.74 38.74 
30 32.32 31.55 61.63 61.63 
31 - - - - 
32 - - - - 
33 - - - - 
34 - - - - 
35 - - - - 
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Table 11b. U.S. Remaining Values After Year 40 ($million): Other Scenarios 
 
	  
     
Year Bio & GM No Adopt. Restrict. 
Bio-Control No 
Adopt. Restrict. 
GM 3% Total 
Yield Increase 
GM No 
Maint. Cost 
Decrease 
Foreign Supply 
Elasticity 1 
1 - - - - - 
2 - 399.76 319.84 408.96 1,450.43 
3 - 95.05 95.06 96.97 182.87 
4 - 107.44 107.45 109.41 197.51 
5 - 237.12 237.13 241.11 420.55 
6 158.31 191.66 191.67 194.69 389.58 
7 - 201.23 201.24 204.28 340.90 
8 - 206.34 206.35 209.38 345.52 
9 - 206.76 206.78 209.77 344.36 
10 52,03 202.27 202.29 205.22 337.13 
11 225.12 263.40 263.42 267.24 439.38 
12 230.97 256.80 256.82 260.55 428.76 
13 218.83 249.87 249.88 253.53 417.61 
14 232.59 242.59 242.61 246.15 405.90 
15 229.93 234.95 234.97 238.41 393.61 
16 210.66 226.93 226.94 230.28 380.70 
17 213.24 218.50 218.56 221.75 367.14 
18 227.69 209.65 209.67 212.78 352.91 
19 203.10 200.37 200.38 203.37 337.97 
20 211.24 190.61 190.63 193.49 322.28 
21 291.50 135.29 135.30 137.34 458.73 
22 109.10 127.22 127.23 129.17 216.39 
23 98.62 118.75 118.76 120.59 202.77 
24 91.02 109.86 109.87 111.58 188.47 
25 83.05 100.52 100.54 102.12 115.63 
26 49.78 60.48 120.97 122.91 105.12 
27 43.92 53.62 53.62 54.50 - 
28 37.77 90.68 46.42 47.20 9.49 
29 31.31 40.65 38.85 39.54 - 
30 269.78 30.91 61.82 31.49 - 
31 - - - - - 
32 - - - - - 
33 - - - - - 
34 - - - - - 
35 - - - - - 
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Table 12a. U.S. Supply Quantities (1,000 MT): Base Scenarios 
Year Conventional Bio-Control Introduction 
GM 
Introduction 
Bio-Control & 
GM Introduction 
1 5,162 5,162 5,162 5,162 
2 5,155 5,155 5,155 5,155 
3 5,241 5,241 5,241 5,241 
4 5,318 5,318 5,318 5,318 
5 5,394 5,394 5,394 5,394 
6 5,442 5,442 5,442 5,442 
7 5,484 5,484 5,484 5,484 
8 5,518 5,518 5,518 5,518 
9 5,546 5,546 5,643 5,643 
10 5,663 5,664 5,656 5,657 
11 5,670 5,671 5,656 5,657 
12 5,663 5,664 5,629 5,629 
13 5,636 5,636 5,594 5,595 
14 5,622 5,623 5,595 5,595 
15 5,511 5,512 5,484 5,485 
16 5,442 5,444 5,416 5,416 
17 5,376 5,378 5,351 5,351 
18 5,335 5,337 5,310 5,311 
19 5,293 5,296 5,283 5,284 
20 5,273 5,276 5,278 5,278 
21 5,197 5,201 5,203 5,204 
22 5,131 5,136 5,138 5,139 
23 5,076 5,082 5,085 5,085 
24 5,041 5,048 5,052 5,052 
25 5,006 5,015 5,019 5,020 
26 4,979 4,988 4,993 4,994 
27 4,958 4,969 4,975 4,975 
28 4,944 4,956 4,963 4,964 
29 4,937 4,951 4,958 4,959 
30 4,937 4,952 4,961 4,962 
31 4,999 5,016 5,026 5,026 
32 5,058 5,076 5,087 5,088 
33 5,114 5,133 5,145 5,146 
34 5,155 5,176 5,189 5,190 
35 5,190 5,212 5,226 5,227 
36 5,155 5,179 5,194 5,195 
37 5,241 5,267 5,282 5,283 
38 5,318 5,344 5,360 5,361 
39 4,896 4,922 5,064 5,064 
40 5,096 5,123 5,259 5,259 
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Table 12b. U.S. Supply Quantities (1,000 MT): Other Scenarios 
Year Bio & GM No Adopt. Restrict. 
Bio-Control No 
Adopt. Restrict. 
GM 3% Total 
Yield Increase 
GM No Maint. 
Cost Decrease 
Foreign Supply 
Elasticity 1 
1  5,162   5,162   5,162   5,162   5,162  
2  5,252   5,155   5,155   5,155   5,155  
3  5,324   5,242   5,241   5,241   5,241  
4  5,380   5,319   5,318   5,318   5,318  
5  5,387   5,076   5,394   5,394   5,394  
6  5,366   5,134   5,442   5,442   5,442  
7  5,324   5,280   5,484   5,484   5,484  
8  5,262   5,511   5,518   5,518   5,518  
9  5,179   5,694   5,643   5,546   5,546  
10  5,076   5,820   5,657   5,664   5,567  
11  4,854   5,824   5,657   5,671   5,581  
12  4,810   5,801   5,629   5,664   5,581  
13  4,772   5,685   5,595   5,636   5,581  
14  4,982   5,681   5,595   5,623   5,685  
15  5,061   5,642   5,485   5,513   5,696  
16  5,092   5,559   5,416   5,444   5,676  
17  5,141   5,476   5,351   5,379   5,611  
18  5,208   5,410   5,310   5,338   5,539  
19  5,299   5,373   5,283   5,298   5,458  
20  5,122   5,357   5,276   5,278   5,246  
21  4,976   5,286   5,201   5,203   5,135  
22  4,875   5,226   5,136   5,139   5,034  
23  4,818   5,162   5,082   5,085   4,987  
24  4,800   5,119   5,048   5,052   4,954  
25  4,813   5,091   5,015   5,019   4,936  
26  4,827   5,070   4,988   4,994   4,931  
27  4,855   5,056   4,969   4,975   4,933  
28  4,918   5,050   4,956   4,963   4,942  
29  4,984   5,050   4,951   4,959   4,959  
30  5,040   5,057   4,952   4,961   4,961  
31  5,280   5,127   5,016   5,025   5,026  
32  5,561   5,193   5,076   5,086   5,087  
33  5,818   5,256   5,133   5,143   5,145  
34  6,022   5,304   5,176   5,186   5,189  
35  6,000   5,345   5,212   5,222   5,116  
36  6,141   5,309   5,179   5,189   5,090  
37  6,249   5,398   5,267   5,277   5,185  
38  6,358   5,474   5,344   5,354   5,288  
39  6,415   5,037   5,047   4,932   4,504  
40  6,442   5,240   5,241   5,133   4,739  
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Table 13a. U.S. Fresh Demand Quantities (1,000 MT): Base Scenarios 
Year Conventional Bio-Control Introduction 
GM 
Introduction 
Bio-Control & 
GM Introduction 
1 2,435 2,435  2,435  2,435 
2 2,435 2,435  2,435  2,435 
3 2,435 2,435  2,435  2,435 
4 2,436 2,436  2,436  2,436 
5 2,437 2,437  2,437  2,437 
6 2,437 2,437  2,437  2,437 
7 2,437 2,437  2,437  2,437 
8 2,438 2,438  2,438  2,438 
9 2,438 2,438  2,439  2,439 
10 2,439 
2,439 
 2,439  2,439 
11 2,439 2,439  2,439  2,439 
12 2,439 2,439  2,438  2,438 
13 2,439 2,439  2,438  2,438 
14 2,438 2,438  2,438  2,438 
15 2,438 2,438  2,437  2,437 
16 2,437 2,437  2,437  2,437 
17 2,436 2,436  2,436  2,436 
18 2,436 2,436  2,436  2,436 
19 2,436 2,436  2,436  2,436 
20 2,436 2,436  2,436  2,436 
21 2,435 2,435  2,435  2,435 
22 2,434 2,435  2,435  2,435 
23 2,434 2,434  2,434  2,434 
24 2,434 2,434  2,434  2,434 
25 2,433 2,434  2,434  2,434 
26 2,433 2,433  2,433  2,433 
27 2,433 
2,433 
 2,433  2,433 
28 2,433 2,433  2,433  2,433 
29 2,433 2,433  2,433  2,433 
30 2,433 2,433  2,433  2,433 
31 2,433 2,434  2,434  2,434 
32 2,434 2,434  2,434  2,434 
33 2,434 2,434  2,435  2,435 
34 2,435 2,435  2,435  2,435 
35 2,435 2,435  2,435  2,435 
36 2,435 2,435  2,435  2,435 
37 2,435 2,436  2,436  2,436 
38 2,436 2,436  2,436  2,436 
39 2,433 2,433  2,434  2,434 
40 2,434 2,434  2,435  2,435 
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Table 13b. U.S. Fresh Demand Quantities (1,000 MT): Other Scenarios 
Year Bio & GM No Adopt. Restrict. 
Bio-Control No 
Adopt. Restrict. 
GM 3% Total 
Yield Increase 
GM No Maint. 
Cost Decrease 
Foreign 
Supply 
Elasticity 1 
1  2,435   2,435   2,435   2,435   2,397  
2  2,435   2,435   2,435,   2,435   2,397  
3  2,436   2,435   2,435,   2,435   2,397  
4  2,436   2,436   2,436   2,436   2,398  
5  2,437   2,434   2,437   2,437   2,398  
6  2,436   2,434   2,437   2,437   2,398  
7  2,436   2,436   2,437   2,437   2,398  
8  2,436   2,438   2,438   2,438   2,398  
9  2,435   2,439   2,439   2,438   2,399  
10  2,434   2,440   2,439   2,439   2,399  
11  2,432   2,440   2,439   2,439   2,399  
12  2,432   2,440   2,438   2,439   2,399  
13  2,432   2,439   2,438   2,439   2,399  
14  2,433   2,439   2,438   2,438   2,399  
15  2,434   2,439   2,437   2,438   2,399  
16  2,434   2,438   2,437   2,437   2,399  
17  2,435   2,437   2,436   2,436   2,399  
18  2,435   2,437   2,436   2,436   2,399  
19  2,436   2,436   2,436   2,436   2,398  
20  2,434   2,436   2,436   2,436   2,397  
21  2,433   2,436   2,435   2,435   2,397  
22  2,432   2,435   2,435   2,435   2,397  
23  2,432   2,435   2,434   2,434   2,397  
24  2,432   2,434   2,434   2,434   2,396  
25  2,432,   2,434   2,434   2,434   2,396  
26  2,432   2,434   2,433   2,433   2,396  
27  2,432,   2,434,   2,433   2,433   2,396  
28  2,433,   2,434   2,433   2,433   2,396  
29  2,433,   2,434   2,433   2,433   2,396  
30  2,434   2,434   2,433   2,433   2,396  
31  2,436,   2,434   2,434   2,434   2,397  
32  2,438   2,435   2,434   2,434   2,397  
33  2,440   2,435   2,434   2,435   2,397  
34  2,442   2,436   2,435   2,435   2,397  
35  2,441   2,436   2,435   2,435   2,397  
36  2,443   2,436   2,435   2,435   2,397  
37  2,443   2,437   2,436   2,436   2,397  
38  2,444   2,437   2,436   2,436   2,398  
39  2,445   2,434   2,434   2,433   2,395  
40  2,445   2,435   2,435   2,434   2,396  
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Table 14a. U.S. Processed Demand Quantities (1,000 MT): Base Scenarios 
 
  
Year Conventional Bio-Control Introduction 
GM 
Introduction 
Bio-Control & 
GM Introduction 
1 1,659 1,659 1,659 1,659 
2 1,659 1,659 1,659 1,659 
3 1,660 1,660 1,660 1,660 
4 1,661 1,661 1,661 1,661 
5 1,661 1,661 1,661 1,661 
6 1,662 1,662 1,662 1,662 
7 1,662 1,662 1,662 1,662 
8 1,663 1,663 1,663 1,663 
9 1,663 1,663 1,664 1,664 
10 1,664 1,664 1,664 1,664 
11 1,664 1,664 1,664 1,664 
12 1,664 1,664 1,664 1,664 
13 1,664 1,664 1,663 1,663 
14 1,664 1,664 1,663 1,663 
15 1,663 1,663 1,662 1,662 
16 1,662 1,662 1,662 1,662 
17 1,661 1,661 1,661 1,661 
18 1,661 1,661 1,660 1,660 
19 1,660 1,660 1,660 1,660 
20 1,660 1,660 1,660 1,660 
21 1,659 1,659 1,659 1,659 
22 1,659 1,659 1,659 1,659 
23 1,658 1,658 1,658 1,658 
24 1,658 1,658 1,658 1,658 
25 1,657 1,657 1,657 1,657 
26 1,657 1,657 1,657 1,657 
27 1,657 1,657 1,657 1,657 
28 1,657 1,657 1,657 1,657 
29 1,657 1,657 1,657 1,657 
30 1,657 1,657 1,657 1,657 
31 1,657 1,657 1,657 1,657 
32 1,658 1,658 1,658 1,658 
33 1,658 1,659 1,659 1,659 
34 1,659 1,659 1,659 1,659 
35 1,659 1,659 1,660 1,660 
36 1,659 1,659 1,659 1,659 
37 1,660 1,660 1,660 1,660 
38 1,661 1,661 1,661 1,661 
39 1,656 1,656 1,658 1,658 
40 1,658 1,658 1,660 1,660 
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Table 14b. U.S. Processed Demand Quantities (1,000 MT): Other Scenarios 
Year Bio & GM No Adopt. Restrict. 
Bio-Control No 
Adopt. Restrict. 
GM 3% Total 
Yield Increase 
GM No Maint. 
Cost Decrease 
Foreign 
Supply 
Elasticity 1 
1  1,659   1,659   1,659   1,659  1,610 
2  1,660   1,659   1,659   1,659  1,610 
3  1,661   1,660   1,660   1,660  1,610 
4  1,661   1,661   1,661   1,661  1,611 
5  1,661   1,658   1,661   1,661  1,611 
6  1,661   1,659   1,662   1,662  1,611 
7  1,661   1,660   1,662   1,662  1,611 
8  1,660   1,663   1,663   1,663  1,612 
9  1,659   1,664   1,664   1,663  1,612 
10  1,658   1,666   1,664   1,664  1,612 
11  1,656   1,666   1,664   1,664  1,612 
12  1,655   1,665   1,664   1,664  1,612 
13  1,655   1,664   1,663   1,664  1,612 
14  1,657   1,664   1,663   1,664  1,612 
15  1,658   1,664   1,662   1,663  1,612 
16  1,658   1,663   1,662   1,662  1,612 
17  1,659   1,662   1,661   1,661  1,612 
18  1,659   1,662   1,660   1,661  1,612 
19  1,660   1,661   1,660   1,660  1,611 
20  1,658   1,661   1,660   1,660  1,610 
21  1,657   1,660   1,659   1,659  1,610 
22  1,656   1,660   1,659   1,659  1,609 
23  1,655   1,659   1,658   1,658  1,609 
24  1,655   1,658   1,658   1,658  1,609 
25  1,655   1,658   1,657   1,657  1,609 
26  1,655   1,658   1,657   1,657  1,609 
27  1,656   1,658   1,657   1,657  1,609 
28  1,656   1,658   1,657   1,657  1,609 
29  1,657   1,658   1,657   1,657  1,609 
30  1,658   1,658   1,657   1,657  1,609 
31  1,660   1,659   1,657   1,657  1,609 
32  1,663   1,659   1,658   1,658  1,609 
33  1,666   1,660   1,659   1,659  1,610 
34  1,668   1,660   1,659   1,659  1,610 
35  1,668   1,661   1,659   1,660  1,610 
36  1,669   1,660   1,659   1,659  1,609 
37  1,670   1,661   1,660   1,660  1,610 
38  1,671   1,662   1,661   1,661  1,610 
39  1,672   1,658   1,658   1,656  1,607 
40  1,672   1,660   1,660   1,659  1,608 
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Table 15. World Apple Prices ($/lb.): All Scenarios 
Country Conventional Bio-Control Introduction 
GM 
Introduction 
Bio-Control & GM 
Introduction 
U.S. 0.1317 0.1316 0.1317 0.1317 
CAN 0.1380 0.1380 0.1380 0.1380 
MEX 0.1500 0.1500 0.1500 0.1500 
CHILE 0.0720 0.0720 0.0720 0.0720 
NZ 0.0960 0.0960 0.0960 0.0960 
ARG 0.1714 0.1713 0.1713 0.1713 
BRAZ 0.1440 0.1440 0.1440 0.1440 
TWN 0.3050 0.3050 0.3050 0.3050 
INDIA 0.2581 0.2580 0.2580 0.2579 
CHI 0.1642 0.1642 0.1642 0.1641 
JAP 0.9100 0.9100 0.9100 0.9100 
RUS 0.1350 0.1350 0.1350 0.1350 
FRA 0.1409 0.1409 0.1409 0.1408 
ITALY 0.1331 0.1330 0.1330 0.1329 
GERM 0.1594 0.1593 0.1593 0.1593 
SP 0.1429 0.1428 0.1428 0.1428 
UK 0.3484 0.3483 0.3483 0.3483 
POL 0.0730 0.0730 0.0730 0.0730 
ROW 0.1821 0.1820 0.1820 0.1819 
     
 Bio & GM No Adopt. Restrict. 
Bio-Control No 
Adopt. Restrict. 
GM 3% Total 
Yield Increase 
GM No Maint. 
Cost Decrease 
Foreign Supply 
Elasticity 1 
U.S. 0.1314 0.1314 0.1314 0.1316 0.1540 
CAN 0.1380 0.1380 0.1380 0.1380 0.1390 
MEX 0.1500 0.1500 0.1500 0.1500 0.1510 
CHILE 0.0720 0.0720 0.0720 0.0720 0.0730 
NZ 0.0960 0.0960 0.0960 0.0960 0.0970 
ARG 0.1711 0.1710 0.1711 0.1713 0.1937 
BRAZ 0.1440 0.1440 0.1440 0.1440 0.1450 
TWN 0.3050 0.3052 0.3050 0.3050 0.4020 
INDIA 0.2578 0.2577 0.2578 0.2580 0.2805 
CHI 0.1639 0.1638 0.1639 0.1641 0.1866 
JAP 0.9100 0.9100 0.9100 0.9100 1.0060 
RUS 0.1350 0.1350 0.1350 0.1350 0.1360 
FRA 0.1407 0.1407 0.1407 0.1409 0.1634 
ITALY 0.1328 0.1327 0.1328 0.1330 0.1555 
GERM 0.1591 0.1590 0.1591 0.1593 0.1817 
SP 0.1426 0.1425 0.1426 0.1428 0.1630 
UK 0.3481 0.3480 0.3481 0.3483 0.3707 
POL 0.0730 0.0730 0.0730 0.0730 0.0740 
ROW 0.1818 0.1817 0.1818 0.1820 0.2045 
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APPENDIX: BASE GAMS CODE 
 
GAMS Coding of Scenario 1: Conventional 
 
set 
    T /1*40/ 
    age /1*35/ 
    den /low,high/ 
    country /US,CAN,MEX,CHILE,NZ,ARG,BRAZ,TWN,INDIA,CHI,JAP, 
                 RUS,FRA,ITALY,GERM,SP,UK,POL,ROW/ 
 
alias (age,agei) 
      (country,countryi); 
 
scalars 
         Discount /.05/ 
         RemovalCost average removal cost dollars per acre /1125/ 
         PriceLambda price used in remaining value /.20/; 
 
Parameters 
PlantCost(den) planting costs $ per acre /low 3094.52, high 5886/ 
DeElast(country) demand elasticity by country from USDA fresh 
         /US -.122, CAN -.2768,MEX -.40753,CHILE -.40631,NZ -.269,ARG -.34939, 
         BRAZ -.4314,TWN -0.2,INDIA -.46,CHI -.693,JAP -.19991, 
         RUS -.42815,FRA -.22477,ITALY -.21699,GERM -.20912, 
         SP -.30045,UK -.22409,POL -.40005,ROW -.321197 / 
BasePrices(country) used in the supply and demand functions 
         /US 0.1700,CAN 0.1374, MEX 0.1494, CHILE 0.0721, NZ 0.0958, 
         ARG 0.2125, BRAZ 0.1439, TWN 0.4500, INDIA 0.2992, CHI 0.2053, 
         JAP 1.0545, RUS 0.1350, FRA 0.1820, ITALY 0.1742, GERM 0.2005, 
         SP 0.1615, UK 0.3895, POL 0.0725, ROW .2232/ 
DeElastProcess(country) demand elasticity by country for processing est 
         /US -.24, CAN -.54,MEX -.80,CHILE -.80,NZ -.52,ARG -.70, 
         BRAZ -.86,TWN -0.4,INDIA -.92,CHI -1.00,JAP -.40, 
         RUS -.86,FRA -.44,ITALY -.42,GERM -.40, 
         SP -.60,UK -.44,POL -.80, ROW -.64/ 
BaseDemandProcess(country) base q to porcessed goods lbs 
         /US 3472504308,CAN 383689580,MEX 207364000,CHILE 936447000, 
         NZ 177825660,ARG 1389780000,BRAZ 367980654,TWN 1,INDIA 80326283.84, 
         CHI 8338680000,JAP 319870000,RUS 2978100000,FRA 683860000, 
         ITALY 882400000,GERM 1414046000,SP 341204226,UK 161038000, 
         POL 2699332192, ROW 12506347852 / 
BaseDemand(country) base quantity demanded for DFUN US LBS 
         /US 5226551041, CAN 862091193, MEX 1341245571, CHILE 320879530, 
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         NZ 127866800, ARG 294920365, BRAZ 2093223608, TWN 176368000, 
         INDIA 3935987908, CHI 39952689337, JAP 1484363794, 
         RUS 2326448242, FRA 16657957600, ITALY 2030663674, 
         GERM 3569247400, SP 1393664345, UK 1343703700, POL 1003974840, 
         ROW 37519043556/ 
SuElast(country) supply elasticities 
          /US .2,CAN .2,MEX .2,CHILE .2,NZ .2,ARG .2,BRAZ .2,TWN .2,INDIA .2, 
         CHI .2,JAP .2, RUS .2,FRA .2,ITALY .2,GERM .2,SP .2,UK .2,POL .2,ROW .2/ 
 
BaseSupply(country) base quantity supplied for SUFUN  LBS 
         /US 9753730210, CAN 887951151.2, MEX 1124346000, CHILE 2755750000, 
         NZ 1003084182, ARG 2308216200, BRAZ 2189167800, TWN 285017301.8, 
         INDIA 3871277600,  CHI 57450328371, JAP 1833786280, 
         RUS 2755750000, FRA 24539402600, ITALY 4389358600, GERM 4199763000, 
         SP 1456579220, UK 440920000, POL 5070580000,ROW 50025391408/ ; 
 
Parameters 
         DEAlpha(country) demand constant 
         DEBeta(country) demand Beta value 
         SUAlpha(country) supply constant 
         SUBeta(country) supply Beta value 
         DEAlphaProcess(country) demand constant 
         DEBetaProcess(country) demand Beta value; 
BaseDemand(country)= BaseDemand(country)/1000000; 
BaseSupply(country)= BaseSupply(country)/1000000; 
BaseDemandProcess(country)=BaseDemandProcess(country)/1000000; 
DEAlpha(country)= BasePrices(country)*(1-(1/DeElast(country))); 
DEBeta(country)= BasePrices(country)/(BaseDemand(country)*DeElast(country)); 
SUAlpha(country)=BasePrices(country)*(1-(1/SuElast(country))); 
SUBeta(country)=BasePrices(country)/(BaseSupply(country)*SuElast(country)); 
DEAlphaProcess(country)= BasePrices(country)*(1-(1/DeElastProcess(country))); 
DEBetaProcess(country)= BasePrices(country)/ 
                         (BaseDemandProcess(country)*DeElastProcess(country)); 
PlantCost(den)= PlantCost(den)/1000; 
RemovalCost= RemovalCost/1000; 
 
Table Yield(age,den) lbs per acre 
           low            high 
1          0               0 
2          2000         4000 
3          4000         12000 
4          12000        20000 
5          16000        32000 
6          20000        36000 
7          24000        36000 
8          28000        36000 
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9          32000        36000 
10        36000        36000 
11        36000        36000 
12        36000        36000 
13        36000        36000 
14        36000        36000 
15        36000        36000 
16        36000        36000 
17        36000        36000 
18        36000        36000 
19        36000        36000 
20        36000        36000 
21        36000        36000 
22        36000        36000 
23        36000        28000 
24        36000        20000 
25        36000        12000 
26        36000        4000 
27        36000        0 
28        36000        0 
29        36000        0 
30        36000        0 
31        36000        0 
32        36000        0 
33        36000        0 
34        36000        0 
35        28000        0; 
 
Yield(age,den)=  Yield(age,den)/1000; 
 
Table MaintCost(age,den) dollars per acre 
           Low      High 
1         0         0 
2         1672.5   2038.89 
3         1983.54  2673.48 
4         2582.54  3065.52 
5         2860.23  3801.24 
6         3065.14  3528.85 
7         3160.14  3528.85 
8         3255.14  3528.85 
9         3350.14  3528.85 
10       3445.14  3528.85 
11       3445.14  3528.85 
12       3445.14  3528.85 
13       3445.14  3528.85 
14       3445.14  3528.85 
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15       3445.14  3528.85 
16       3445.14  3528.85 
17       3445.14  3528.85 
18       3445.14  3528.85 
19       3445.14  3528.85 
20       3445.14  3528.85 
21       3445.14  3528.85 
22       3445.14  3528.85 
23       3445.14  3340.85 
24       3445.14  3152.85 
25       3445.14  2964.85 
26       3445.14  2776.85 
27       3445.14  2776.85 
28       3445.14  2776.85 
29       3445.14  2776.85 
30       3445.14  2776.85 
31       3445.14  2776.85 
32       3445.14  2776.85 
33       3445.14  2776.85 
34       3445.14  2776.85 
35       3257.14  2776.85;  
 
MAINTCOST(AGE,DEN)=MAINTCOST(AGE,DEN)/1000; 
 
Table InitInventory(age,den) 
          low       high 
1        11435 
2        11435 
3        11435 
4        11435 
5        11435 
6        15246 
7        15246 
8        15246 
9        15246 
10      15246 
11      15246 
12      15246 
13      15246 
14      15246 
15      15246 
16      11435 
17      11435 
18      11435 
19      11435 
20      11435 
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21       7623 
22       7623 
23       7623 
24       7623 
25       7623 
26       7623 
27       7623 
28       7623 
29       7623 
30       7623 
31       7623 
32       7623 
33       7623 
34       7623 
35       7623; 
 
InitInventory(age,den)   =    InitInventory(age,den)/1000; 
Scalar totalAcres; 
totalacres=sum(age, InitInventory(age,"low")); 
 
Table TransportationCost(country,countryi) dollars per pound producer price diff 
                  US              CAN           MEX           CHILE          NZ 
US          0.0000        0.0353        0.0233        0.1006        0.0769 
CAN              0.0353        0.0000        0.0120        0.0653        0.0416 
MEX              0.0233        0.0120        0.0000        0.0773        0.0536 
CHILE     0.1006        0.0653        0.0773        0.0000        0.0237 
NZ           0.0769        0.0416        0.0536        0.0237        0.0000 
ARG        0.0398        0.0751        0.0631        0.1404        0.1167 
BRAZ       0.0288        0.0065        0.0055        0.0718        0.0481 
TWN        0.2773        0.3126        0.3006        0.3779        0.3542 
INDIA            0.1265        0.1618        0.1498        0.2271        0.2034 
CHI          0.0325        0.0679        0.0559        0.1332        0.1095 
JAP          0.8818        0.9171        0.9052        0.9825        0.9587 
RUS         0.0378        0.0024        0.0144        0.0629        0.0392 
FRA          0.0093        0.0447        0.0327        0.1100        0.0863 
ITALY        0.0015        0.0368        0.0248        0.1021        0.0784 
GERM       0.0277        0.0631        0.0511        0.1284        0.1047 
SP            0.0112        0.0241        0.0121        0.0894        0.0657 
UK                 0.2168        0.2521        0.2401        0.3174        0.2937 
POL           0.1002        0.0649        0.0768        0.0005        0.0233 
ROW      0.0505        0.0858        0.0738        0.1511        0.1274 
 
+          ARG           BRAZ          TWN          INDIA          CHI 
US   0.0398        0.0288        0.2773        0.1265        0.0325 
CAN        0.0751        0.0065        0.3126        0.1618        0.0679 
MEX        0.0631        0.0055        0.3006        0.1498        0.0559 
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CHILE      0.1404        0.0718        0.3779        0.2271        0.1332 
NZ         0.1167        0.0481        0.3542        0.2034        0.1095 
ARG        0.0000        0.0686        0.2375        0.0867        0.0073 
BRAZ       0.0686        0.0000        0.3061        0.1553        0.0614 
TWN        0.2375        0.3061        0.0000        0.1508        0.2447 
INDIA      0.0867        0.1553        0.1508        0.0000        0.0939 
CHI        0.0073        0.0614        0.2447        0.0939        0.0000 
JAP        0.8420        0.9107        0.6045        0.7553        0.8493 
RUS        0.0776        0.0089        0.3150        0.1642        0.0703 
FRA        0.0305        0.0382        0.2680        0.1171        0.0232 
ITALY      0.0383        0.0303        0.2758        0.1250        0.0311 
GERM       0.0121        0.0566        0.2495        0.0987        0.0048 
SP         0.0510        0.0176        0.2885        0.1377        0.0437 
UK         0.1770        0.2456        0.0605        0.0903        0.1842 
POL        0.1400        0.0714        0.3775        0.2267        0.1327 
ROW        0.0107        0.0793        0.2268        0.0760        0.0179 
 
+                    JAP            RUS            FRA           ITALY         GERM 
US         0.8818        0.0378        0.0093        0.0015        0.0277 
CAN        0.9171        0.0024        0.0447        0.0368        0.0631 
MEX       0.9052        0.0144        0.0327        0.0248        0.0511 
CHILE      0.9825        0.0629        0.1100        0.1021        0.1284 
NZ         0.9587        0.0392        0.0863        0.0784        0.1047 
ARG              0.8420        0.0776        0.0305        0.0383        0.0121 
BRAZ       0.9107        0.0089        0.0382        0.0303        0.0566 
TWN        0.6045        0.3150        0.2680        0.2758        0.2495 
INDIA      0.7553        0.1642        0.1171        0.1250        0.0987 
CHI        0.8493        0.0703        0.0232        0.0311        0.0048 
JAP        0.0000        0.9196        0.8725        0.8804        0.8541 
RUS        0.9196        0.0000        0.0471        0.0392        0.0655 
FRA        0.8725        0.0471        0.0000        0.0079        0.0184 
ITALY      0.8804        0.0392        0.0079        0.0000        0.0263 
GERM       0.8541        0.0655        0.0184        0.0263        0.0000 
SP         0.8930        0.0266        0.0205        0.0126        0.0389 
UK         0.6650        0.2545        0.2074        0.2153        0.1890 
POL        0.9820        0.0624        0.1095        0.1016        0.1279 
ROW             0.8314        0.0882        0.0411        0.0490        0.0227 
 
+          SP              UK              POL            ROW 
US         0.0112        0.2168        0.1002        0.0505 
CAN        0.0241        0.2521        0.0649        0.0858 
MEX        0.0121        0.2401        0.0768        0.0738 
CHILE      0.0894        0.3174        0.0005        0.1511 
NZ         0.0657        0.2937        0.0233        0.1274 
ARG        0.0510        0.1770        0.1400        0.0107 
BRAZ      0.0176        0.2456        0.0714        0.0793 
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TWN        0.2885        0.0605        0.3775        0.2268 
INDIA     0.1377        0.0903        0.2267        0.0760 
CHI        0.0437        0.1842        0.1327        0.0179 
JAP        0.8930        0.6650        0.9820        0.8314 
RUS        0.0266        0.2545        0.0624        0.0882 
FRA        0.0205        0.2074        0.1095        0.0411 
ITALY      0.0126        0.2153        0.1016        0.0490 
GERM       0.0389        0.1890        0.1279        0.0227 
SP         0.0000        0.2280        0.0890        0.0617 
UK         0.2280        0.0000        0.3170        0.1663 
POL        0.0890        0.3170        0.0000        0.1506 
ROW        0.0617        0.1663        0.1506        0.0000; 
 
Variable OBJ 
Positive Variables 
         export(t,country, countryi) exp 
         Acres(t,Age,den) 
         TotalCost(t) 
         Removed (t,age,den) removed acres 
         RemainValue(age,den) remaining value at t40 
         Qdemand(t,country) 
         Qsupply(t,country) 
         Qprocess(t,country) 
         USsupply(t); 
 
Equations 
         Objective maximizing the surplus of apple production 
         USBalance(t) US trade balance equation 
         TradeBalance(t,country) ROW trade balance equation 
         acrespos(t) positive acres 
         AcresYrToYr(t,age,den) dynamic for acres from year to year 
         Remainder(Age,den) remaining value of the acres at time end 
         TotalCostEq(t) costs for apple tree plant to removal 
         USsupEq(t)calculating U.S. supply; 
 
Objective.. 
    OBJ=e=Sum((t,country),Qdemand(t,country)*(DeAlpha(country) 
                 +.5*DeBeta(country)*Qdemand(t,country))) 
    - sum((t,country)$(ord(country) ne 1), Qsupply(t,country)*(SuAlpha(country) 
                 +.5*SuBeta(country)*Qsupply(t,country))) 
    +sum((t,country), Qprocess(t,country)*(DeAlphaProcess(country) 
                 +.5*DEBetaProcess(country)*Qprocess(t,country))) 
    -Sum(t,TotalCost(t)) 
    +Sum((age,den)$(Ord(age) gt 1 and Ord(age) lt 35),RemainValue(age,den)) 
    -sum((t,country,countryi)$(ord(country) ne ord(countryi)), 
         TransportationCost(country,countryi)*export(t,Country,Countryi)); 
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USBalance(t).. 
     Qdemand(t,"US")+Sum(country$(ord(country) ne 1),export(t,"US",country)) 
          +Qprocess(t,"US") 
             =e=Sum((age,den),yield(age,den)*Acres(t,age,den)) 
                 +Sum(country$(ord(country) ne 1),export(t,country,"US")); 
 
TradeBalance(t,country)$(ord(country) ne 1).. 
    Qdemand(t,country) 
       +Sum(countryi$(ord(countryi) ne ord(country)),export(t,country,countryi)) 
         +Qprocess(t,country) =e= Qsupply(t,country) 
         +Sum(countryi$(ord(countryi) ne ord(country)), 
                         export(t,countryi,country)); 
 
TotalCostEq(t).. 
    TotalCost(t)=e= Sum(den, PlantCost(den)*Acres(t,'1',den) + 
                             sum(age, MaintCost(age,den)*Acres(t,Age,den) ) + 
                             sum(age, RemovalCost*Removed(t,age,den))); 
 
Acrespos(t).. Sum((Age,den),acres(t,Age,den))=l=TOTALACRES; 
 
AcresYrToYr(t,age,den)$(ord(t) lt 40).. 
     acres(t+1,age+1,den)=e=acres(t,age,den)- Removed(t,age,den); 
 
Remainder(age,den)$(ord(age) gt 1 and ord(age) lt 35).. 
     RemainValue(age,den)=e=Acres("40",age,den)* 
        Sum(agei$(ord(agei) gt ord(age)), (PriceLambda*yield(agei,den) 
        -MaintCost(agei,den) 
        -RemovalCost$(Ord(agei) eq 35))*(1/(1+Discount))**(ord(agei)-ord(age))); 
 
USsupEq(t).. 
         USSupply(t)=e=Sum((age,den),yield(age,den)*Acres(t,age,den)); 
 
Model BASE /ALL/; 
 
Acres.fx("1",age,den)=InitInventory(age,den); 
 
BASE.OPTFILE=1; 
BASE.WORKSPACE=100; 
 
option nlp=minos; 
option solprint=off; 
 
Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
Display 'first round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l; 
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PriceLambda=USBalance.m('40'); 
 
Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
display 'second round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l; 
PriceLambda=USBalance.m('40'); 
 
Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
display 'third round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l; 
PriceLambda=USBalance.m('40'); 
 
Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
display 'fourth round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l, 
          USbalance.m, TradeBalance.m; 
PriceLambda=USBalance.m('40'); 
 
Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
display 'fifth round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l, 
          USbalance.m, TradeBalance.m; 
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GAMS Coding of Scenario 2:Bio-Control Introduction 
 
set 
    T /1*40/ 
    age /1*35/ 
    den /low,high/ 
    country /US,CAN,MEX,CHILE,NZ,ARG,BRAZ,TWN,INDIA,CHI,JAP, 
                 RUS,FRA,ITALY,GERM,SP,UK,POL,ROW/ 
    tech/base,BIO/ 
alias (age,agei) 
      (country,countryi); 
scalars 
         Discount /.05/ 
         RemovalCost average removal cost dollars per acre /1125/ 
         PriceLambda price used in remaining value /.20/; 
Parameters 
DeElast(country) demand elasticity by country from USDA fresh 
         /US -.122, CAN -.2768,MEX -.40753,CHILE -.40631,NZ -.269,ARG -.34939, 
      BRAZ -.4314,TWN -0.2,INDIA -.46,CHI -.693,JAP -.19991, 
      RUS -.42815,FRA -.22477,ITALY -.21699,GERM -.20912, 
      SP -.30045,UK -.22409,POL -.40005,ROW -.321197 / 
BasePrices(country) used in the supply and demand functions 
         /US 0.1700,CAN 0.1374, MEX 0.1494, CHILE 0.0721, NZ 0.0958, 
         ARG 0.2125, BRAZ 0.1439, TWN 0.4500, INDIA 0.2992, CHI 0.2053, 
         JAP 1.0545, RUS 0.1350, FRA 0.1820, ITALY 0.1742, GERM 0.2005, 
         SP 0.1615, UK 0.3895, POL 0.0725, ROW .2232/ 
DeElastProcess(country) demand elasticity by country for processing est 
      /US -.24, CAN -.54,MEX -.80,CHILE -.80,NZ -.52,ARG -.70, 
      BRAZ -.86,TWN -0.4,INDIA -.92,CHI -1.00,JAP -.40, 
      RUS -.86,FRA -.44,ITALY -.42,GERM -.40, 
      SP -.60,UK -.44,POL -.80, ROW -.64/ 
BaseDemandProcess(country) base q to porcessed goods lbs 
         /US 3472504308,CAN 383689580,MEX 207364000,CHILE 936447000, 
         NZ 177825660,ARG 1389780000,BRAZ 367980654,TWN 1,INDIA 80326283.84, 
         CHI 8338680000,JAP 319870000,RUS 2978100000,FRA 683860000, 
         ITALY 882400000,GERM 1414046000,SP 341204226,UK 161038000, 
         POL 2699332192, ROW 12506347852 / 
BaseDemand(country) base quantity demanded for DFUN US LBS 
         /US 5226551041, CAN 862091193, MEX 1341245571, CHILE 320879530, 
      NZ 127866800, ARG 294920365, BRAZ 2093223608, TWN 176368000, 
      INDIA 3935987908, CHI 39952689337, JAP 1484363794, 
      RUS 2326448242, FRA 16657957600, ITALY 2030663674, 
      GERM 3569247400, SP 1393664345, UK 1343703700, POL 1003974840, 
      ROW 37519043556/ 
SuElast(country) supply elasticities 
         /US .2,CAN .2,MEX .2,CHILE .2,NZ .2,ARG .2,BRAZ .2,TWN .2,INDIA .2, 
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      CHI .2,JAP .2,RUS .2,FRA .2,ITALY .2,GERM .2,SP .2,UK .2,POL .2,ROW .2/ 
 
BaseSupply(country) base quantity supplied for SUFUN  LBS 
         /US 9753730210, CAN 887951151.2, MEX 1124346000, CHILE 2755750000, 
      NZ 1003084182, ARG 2308216200, BRAZ 2189167800, TWN 285017301.8, 
      INDIA 3871277600,  CHI 57450328371, JAP 1833786280, 
      RUS 2755750000, FRA 24539402600, ITALY 4389358600, GERM 4199763000, 
      SP 1456579220, UK 440920000, POL 5070580000,ROW 50025391408/ 
 
*Adoption rate component 
         AdRate(t) adoption rate for GM technology; 
AdRate(t)=.01*ord(t); 
AdRate(t)$(ord(t) le 5)=0; 
 
Table  PlantCost(tech,den) planting costs dollars per acre  (GM 1.5 cost inc) 
             low        high 
base    3094.52    5886 
bio       3094.52    5886    ; 
 
Parameters 
         DEAlpha(country) demand constant 
         DEBeta(country) demand Beta value 
         SUAlpha(country) supply constant 
         SUBeta(country) supply Beta value 
         DEAlphaProcess(country) demand constant 
         DEBetaProcess(country) demand Beta value; 
BaseDemand(country)= BaseDemand(country)/1000000; 
BaseSupply(country)= BaseSupply(country)/1000000; 
BaseDemandProcess(country)=BaseDemandProcess(country)/1000000; 
DEAlpha(country)= BasePrices(country)*(1-(1/DeElast(country))); 
DEBeta(country)= BasePrices(country)/(BaseDemand(country)*DeElast(country)); 
SUAlpha(country)=BasePrices(country)*(1-(1/SuElast(country))); 
SUBeta(country)=BasePrices(country)/(BaseSupply(country)*SuElast(country)); 
DEAlphaProcess(country)= BasePrices(country)*(1-(1/DeElastProcess(country))); 
DEBetaProcess(country)= BasePrices(country)/ 
                 (BaseDemandProcess(country)*DeElastProcess(country)); 
PlantCost(tech,den)= PlantCost(tech,den)/1000; 
RemovalCost= RemovalCost/1000; 
 
Table Yield(age,den) lbs per acre 
          low             high 
1         0                0 
2         2000          4000 
3         4000          12000 
4         12000        20000 
5         16000        32000 
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6          20000        36000 
7          24000        36000 
8          28000        36000 
9          32000        36000 
10        36000        36000 
11        36000        36000 
12        36000        36000 
13        36000        36000 
14        36000        36000 
15        36000        36000 
16        36000        36000 
17        36000        36000 
18        36000        36000 
19        36000        36000 
20        36000        36000 
21        36000        36000 
22        36000        36000 
23        36000        28000 
24        36000        20000 
25        36000        12000 
26        36000        4000 
27        36000        0 
28        36000        0 
29        36000        0 
30        36000        0 
31        36000        0 
32        36000        0 
33        36000        0 
34        36000        0 
35        28000        0    ; 
 
 
 
Table YieldBIO(age,den) lbs per acre (3% recovered- 5% susept.) 
           LOW          HIGH 
1         0                0 
2         2060          4120 
3         4120          12360 
4        12360         20600 
5        16480         32960 
6         20600        37080 
7         24720        37080 
8         28840        37080 
9         32960        37080 
10       37080        37080 
11       37080        37080 
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12        37080        37080 
13        37080        37080 
14        37080        37080 
15        37080        37080 
16        37080        37080 
17        37080        37080 
18        37080        37080 
19        37080        37080 
20        37080        37080 
21        37080        37080 
22        37080        37080 
23        37080        28840 
24        37080        20600 
25        37080        12360 
26        37080        4120 
27        37080        0 
28        37080        0 
29        37080        0 
30        37080        0 
31        37080        0 
32        37080        0 
33        37080        0 
34        37080        0 
35        28840        0; 
Yield(age,den)=  Yield(age,den)/1000; 
YieldBIO(age,den)=  YieldBIO(age,den)/1000; 
 
Table MaintCost(age,den) original 
          Low            High 
1          0                  0 
2          1672.5          2038.89 
3          1983.54        2673.48 
4          2582.54        3065.52 
5          2860.23        3801.24 
6          3065.14        3528.85 
7          3160.14        3528.85 
8          3255.14        3528.85 
9          3350.14        3528.85 
10        3445.14        3528.85 
11        3445.14        3528.85 
12        3445.14        3528.85 
13        3445.14        3528.85 
14        3445.14        3528.85 
15        3445.14        3528.85 
16        3445.14        3528.85 
17        3445.14        3528.85 
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18        3445.14        3528.85 
19        3445.14        3528.85 
20        3445.14        3528.85 
21        3445.14        3528.85 
22        3445.14        3528.85 
23        3445.14        3340.85 
24        3445.14        3152.85 
25        3445.14        2964.85 
26        3445.14        2776.85 
27        3445.14        2776.85 
28        3445.14        2776.85 
29        3445.14        2776.85 
30        3445.14        2776.85 
31        3445.14        2776.85 
32        3445.14        2776.85 
33        3445.14        2776.85 
34        3445.14        2776.85 
35        3257.14        2776.85  ; 
 
Table MaintCostBIO(age,den) dollars per acre added 45 dollars to represent price difference 
from base 45 dollar or 20% decrease in original fungicide 
          Low              High 
1         0                    0 
2         1717.5           2083.89 
3          2028.54        2718.48 
4          2627.54        3110.52 
5          2905.23        3846.24 
6          3110.14        3573.85 
7          3205.14        3573.85 
8          3300.14        3573.85 
9          3395.14        3573.85 
10        3490.14        3573.85 
11        3490.14        3573.85 
12        3490.14        3573.85 
13        3490.14        3573.85 
14        3490.14        3573.85 
15        3490.14        3573.85 
16        3490.14        3573.85 
17        3490.14        3573.85 
18        3490.14        3573.85 
19        3490.14        3573.85 
20        3490.14        3573.85 
21        3490.14        3573.85 
22        3490.14        3573.85 
23        3490.14        3385.85 
24        3490.14        3197.85 
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25        3490.14        3009.85 
26        3490.14        2821.85 
27        3490.14        2821.85 
28        3490.14        2821.85 
29        3490.14        2821.85 
30        3490.14        2821.85 
31        3490.14        2821.85 
32        3490.14        2821.85 
33        3490.14        2821.85 
34        3490.14        2821.85 
35        3302.14        2821.85 ; 
MAINTCOST(AGE,DEN)=MAINTCOST(AGE,DEN)/1000; 
MAINTCOSTBIO(AGE,DEN)=MAINTCOSTBIO(AGE,DEN)/1000; 
 
Table InitInventory(age,den) 
         low     high 
 
1        11435 
2        11435 
3        11435 
4        11435 
5        11435 
6        15246 
7        15246 
8        15246 
9        15246 
10      15246 
11      15246 
12      15246 
13      15246 
14      15246 
15      15246 
16      11435 
17      11435 
18      11435 
19      11435 
20      11435 
21       7623 
22       7623 
23       7623 
24       7623 
25       7623 
26       7623 
27       7623 
28       7623 
29       7623 
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30       7623 
31       7623 
32       7623 
33       7623 
34       7623 
35       7623;  
InitInventory(age,den)   =    InitInventory(age,den)/1000;  
Scalar totalAcres; 
totalacres=sum(age, InitInventory(age,"low")); 
 
Table TransportationCost (country,countryi) dollars per pound producer price diff 
                  US              CAN           MEX           CHILE          NZ 
US          0.0000        0.0353        0.0233        0.1006        0.0769 
CAN              0.0353        0.0000        0.0120        0.0653        0.0416 
MEX              0.0233        0.0120        0.0000        0.0773        0.0536 
CHILE     0.1006        0.0653        0.0773        0.0000        0.0237 
NZ           0.0769        0.0416        0.0536        0.0237        0.0000 
ARG        0.0398        0.0751        0.0631        0.1404        0.1167 
BRAZ       0.0288        0.0065        0.0055        0.0718        0.0481 
TWN        0.2773        0.3126        0.3006        0.3779        0.3542 
INDIA            0.1265        0.1618        0.1498        0.2271        0.2034 
CHI          0.0325        0.0679        0.0559        0.1332        0.1095 
JAP          0.8818        0.9171        0.9052        0.9825        0.9587 
RUS         0.0378        0.0024        0.0144        0.0629        0.0392 
FRA          0.0093        0.0447        0.0327        0.1100        0.0863 
ITALY        0.0015        0.0368        0.0248        0.1021        0.0784 
GERM       0.0277        0.0631        0.0511        0.1284        0.1047 
SP            0.0112        0.0241        0.0121        0.0894        0.0657 
UK                 0.2168        0.2521        0.2401        0.3174        0.2937 
POL           0.1002        0.0649        0.0768        0.0005        0.0233 
ROW      0.0505        0.0858        0.0738        0.1511        0.1274 
 
+          ARG           BRAZ          TWN          INDIA          CHI 
US   0.0398        0.0288        0.2773        0.1265        0.0325 
CAN        0.0751        0.0065        0.3126        0.1618        0.0679 
MEX        0.0631        0.0055        0.3006        0.1498        0.0559 
CHILE      0.1404        0.0718        0.3779        0.2271        0.1332 
NZ         0.1167        0.0481        0.3542        0.2034        0.1095 
ARG        0.0000        0.0686        0.2375        0.0867        0.0073 
BRAZ       0.0686        0.0000        0.3061        0.1553        0.0614 
TWN        0.2375        0.3061        0.0000        0.1508        0.2447 
INDIA      0.0867        0.1553        0.1508        0.0000        0.0939 
CHI        0.0073        0.0614        0.2447        0.0939        0.0000 
JAP        0.8420        0.9107        0.6045        0.7553        0.8493 
RUS        0.0776        0.0089        0.3150        0.1642        0.0703 
FRA        0.0305        0.0382        0.2680        0.1171        0.0232 
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ITALY      0.0383        0.0303        0.2758        0.1250        0.0311 
GERM       0.0121        0.0566        0.2495        0.0987        0.0048 
SP         0.0510        0.0176        0.2885        0.1377        0.0437 
UK         0.1770        0.2456        0.0605        0.0903        0.1842 
POL        0.1400        0.0714        0.3775        0.2267        0.1327 
ROW        0.0107        0.0793        0.2268        0.0760        0.0179 
 
+                    JAP            RUS            FRA           ITALY         GERM 
US         0.8818        0.0378        0.0093        0.0015        0.0277 
CAN        0.9171        0.0024        0.0447        0.0368        0.0631 
MEX       0.9052        0.0144        0.0327        0.0248        0.0511 
CHILE      0.9825        0.0629        0.1100        0.1021        0.1284 
NZ         0.9587        0.0392        0.0863        0.0784        0.1047 
ARG              0.8420        0.0776        0.0305        0.0383        0.0121 
BRAZ       0.9107        0.0089        0.0382        0.0303        0.0566 
TWN        0.6045        0.3150        0.2680        0.2758        0.2495 
INDIA      0.7553        0.1642        0.1171        0.1250        0.0987 
CHI        0.8493        0.0703        0.0232        0.0311        0.0048 
JAP        0.0000        0.9196        0.8725        0.8804        0.8541 
RUS        0.9196        0.0000        0.0471        0.0392        0.0655 
FRA        0.8725        0.0471        0.0000        0.0079        0.0184 
ITALY      0.8804        0.0392        0.0079        0.0000        0.0263 
GERM       0.8541        0.0655        0.0184        0.0263        0.0000 
SP         0.8930        0.0266        0.0205        0.0126        0.0389 
UK         0.6650        0.2545        0.2074        0.2153        0.1890 
POL        0.9820        0.0624        0.1095        0.1016        0.1279 
ROW             0.8314        0.0882        0.0411        0.0490        0.0227 
 
+          SP              UK              POL            ROW 
US         0.0112        0.2168        0.1002        0.0505 
CAN        0.0241        0.2521        0.0649        0.0858 
MEX        0.0121        0.2401        0.0768        0.0738 
CHILE      0.0894        0.3174        0.0005        0.1511 
NZ         0.0657        0.2937        0.0233        0.1274 
ARG        0.0510        0.1770        0.1400        0.0107 
BRAZ      0.0176        0.2456        0.0714        0.0793 
TWN        0.2885        0.0605        0.3775        0.2268 
INDIA     0.1377        0.0903        0.2267        0.0760 
CHI        0.0437        0.1842        0.1327        0.0179 
JAP        0.8930        0.6650        0.9820        0.8314 
RUS        0.0266        0.2545        0.0624        0.0882 
FRA        0.0205        0.2074        0.1095        0.0411 
ITALY      0.0126        0.2153        0.1016        0.0490 
GERM       0.0389        0.1890        0.1279        0.0227 
SP         0.0000        0.2280        0.0890        0.0617 
UK         0.2280        0.0000        0.3170        0.1663 
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POL        0.0890        0.3170        0.0000        0.1506 
ROW        0.0617        0.1663        0.1506        0.0000; 
 
Variable OBJ 
Positive Variables 
         export(t,country, countryi) exp 
         Acres(t,Age,den,tech) 
         TotalCost(t) 
         Removed (t,age,den,tech) removed acres 
         RemainValue(age,den,tech) remaining value at t40 
         Qdemand(t,country) 
         Qsupply(t,country) 
         Qprocess(t,country) 
         USsupply(t); 
Equations 
         Objective maximizing the surplus of apple production 
         USBalance(t) US trade balance equation 
         TradeBalance(t,country) ROW trade balance equation 
         acrespos(t) positive acres 
         AcresYrToYr(t,age,den,tech) dynamic for acres from year to year 
         Remainder(Age,den,tech) remaining value of the acres at time end 
         TotalCostEq(t) costs for apple tree plant to removal 
         USsupEq(t) 
         TechDynamics(t) technology dynamics to limit planting of GM variety; 
 
Objective.. 
    OBJ=e= 
    Sum((t,country),Qdemand(t,country)*(DeAlpha(country) 
+.5*DeBeta(country)*Qdemand(t,country))) 
  -sum((t,country)$(ord(country) ne 1), Qsupply(t,country)*(SuAlpha(country) 
+.5*SuBeta(country)*Qsupply(t,country))) 
 +sum((t,country), Qprocess(t,country)*(DeAlphaProcess(country) 
           +.5*DEBetaProcess(country)*Qprocess(t,country))) 
 -Sum(t,TotalCost(t)) 
 +Sum((age,den,tech)$(Ord(age) gt 1 and Ord(age) lt 35), 
           RemainValue(age,den,tech)) 
 -sum((t,country,countryi)$(ord(country) ne ord(countryi)), 
         TransportationCost(country,countryi)*export(t,Country,Countryi)); 
 
USBalance(t).. 
     Qdemand(t,"US")+Sum(country$(ord(country) ne 1),export(t,"US",country)) 
          +Qprocess(t,"US") =e=Sum((age,den),yield(age,den)*Acres(t,age,den,"base") 
                          +yieldBIO(age,den)*Acres(t,age,den,"BIO")) 
                         +Sum(country$(ord(country) ne 1),export(t,country,"US")); 
 
TradeBalance(t,country)$(ord(country) ne 1).. 
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  Qdemand(t,country) 
    +Sum(countryi$(ord(countryi) ne ord(country)),export(t,country,countryi)) 
    +Qprocess(t,country) =e= Qsupply(t,country) 
    +Sum(countryi$(ord(countryi) ne ord(country)), export(t,countryi,country)); 
 
TotalCostEq(t).. 
TotalCost(t)=e=  Sum(den, PlantCost("base",den)*Acres(t,'1',den,"base") + 
                      sum(age, MaintCost(age,den)*Acres(t,Age,den,"base")) + 
                      sum(age, RemovalCost*Removed(t,age,den, "base")))+ 
                 Sum(den, PlantCost("BIO",den)*Acres(t,'1',den,"BIO") + 
                      sum(age, MaintCostBIO(age,den)*Acres(t,Age,den,"BIO") ) + 
                      sum(age, RemovalCost*Removed(t,age,den,"BIO"))); 
 
Acrespos(t).. Sum((Age,den),acres(t,Age,den,"base")+ 
                            acres(t,Age,den,"bio"))=l=TOTALACRES; 
 
AcresYrToYr(t,age,den,tech)$(ord(t) lt 40).. 
     acres(t+1,age+1,den,tech)=e=acres(t,age,den,tech)- Removed(t,age,den,tech); 
 
Remainder(age,den,tech)$(ord(age) gt 1 and ord(age) lt 35).. 
     RemainValue(age,den,tech)=e= 
 (Acres("40",age,den,tech)* 
         Sum(agei$(ord(agei) gt ord(age)), (PriceLambda*yield(agei,den) 
     -MaintCost(agei,den) 
     -RemovalCost$(Ord(agei) eq 35))*(1/(1+Discount))**(ord(agei)-ord(age)))); 
 
USsupEq(t).. 
         USSupply(t)=e=Sum((age,den), 
                 yield(age,den)*Acres(t,age,den,"base") 
                +yieldBIO(age,den)*Acres(t,age,den,"BIO")); 
 
TechDynamics(t).. 
         Acres(t,"1","low","BIO")+Acres(t,"1","high","BIO") 
                               =l= AdRate(t)*Sum(den, Acres(t,"1",den,"Base")); 
Model BASE /ALL/; 
 
Acres.fx("1",age,den,"base")=InitInventory(age,den); 
Removed.fx(t,age,den,tech)$(ord(age) le 10)=0; 
 
BASE.OPTFILE=1; 
BASE.WORKSPACE=100; 
option nlp=minos; 
option solprint=off; 
Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
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display 'first round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l; 
 
  PriceLambda=USBalance.m('40'); 
  Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
 
display 'second round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l; 
 
  PriceLambda=USBalance.m('40'); 
  Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
 
display 'third round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l; 
 
  PriceLambda=USBalance.m('40'); 
  Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
 
display 'fourth round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l; 
 
  PriceLambda=USBalance.m('40'); 
  Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
 
display 'fifth round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l 
          USbalance.m, TradeBalance.m; 
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GAMS Coding of Scenario 3: GM Introduction 
 
set 
    T /1*40/ 
    age /1*35/ 
    den /low,high/ 
    country /US,CAN,MEX,CHILE,NZ,ARG,BRAZ,TWN,INDIA,CHI,JAP, 
                 RUS,FRA,ITALY,GERM,SP,UK,POL,ROW/ 
    tech/base,GM/ 
alias (age,agei) 
      (country,countryi); 
scalars 
         Discount /.05/ 
         RemovalCost average removal cost dollars per acre /1125/ 
         PriceLambda price used in remaining value /.20/; 
 
Parameters 
DeElast(country) demand elasticity by country from USDA fresh 
         /US -.122, CAN -.2768,MEX -.40753,CHILE -.40631,NZ -.269,ARG -.34939, 
      BRAZ -.4314,TWN -0.2,INDIA -.46,CHI -.693,JAP -.19991, 
      RUS -.42815,FRA -.22477,ITALY -.21699,GERM -.20912, 
      SP -.30045,UK -.22409,POL -.40005,ROW -.321197 / 
BasePrices(country) used in the supply and demand functions 
         /US 0.1700,CAN 0.1374, MEX 0.1494, CHILE 0.0721, NZ 0.0958, 
         ARG 0.2125, BRAZ 0.1439, TWN 0.4500, INDIA 0.2992, CHI 0.2053, 
         JAP 1.0545, RUS 0.1350, FRA 0.1820, ITALY 0.1742, GERM 0.2005, 
         SP 0.1615, UK 0.3895, POL 0.0725, ROW .2232/ 
DeElastProcess(country) demand elasticity by country for processing est 
      /US -.24, CAN -.54,MEX -.80,CHILE -.80,NZ -.52,ARG -.70, 
      BRAZ -.86,TWN -0.4,INDIA -.92,CHI -1.00,JAP -.40, 
      RUS -.86,FRA -.44,ITALY -.42,GERM -.40, 
      SP -.60,UK -.44,POL -.80, ROW -.64/ 
BaseDemandProcess(country) base q to porcessed goods lbs 
         /US 3472504308,CAN 383689580,MEX 207364000,CHILE 936447000, 
         NZ 177825660,ARG 1389780000,BRAZ 367980654,TWN 1,INDIA 80326283.84, 
         CHI 8338680000,JAP 319870000,RUS 2978100000,FRA 683860000, 
         ITALY 882400000,GERM 1414046000,SP 341204226,UK 161038000, 
         POL 2699332192, ROW 12506347852 / 
BaseDemand(country) base quantity demanded for DFUN US LBS 
         /US 5226551041, CAN 862091193, MEX 1341245571, CHILE 320879530, 
      NZ 127866800, ARG 294920365, BRAZ 2093223608, TWN 176368000, 
      INDIA 3935987908, CHI 39952689337, JAP 1484363794, 
      RUS 2326448242, FRA 16657957600, ITALY 2030663674, 
      GERM 3569247400, SP 1393664345, UK 1343703700, POL 1003974840, 
      ROW 37519043556/ 
SuElast(country) supply elasticities 
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         /US .2,CAN .2,MEX .2,CHILE .2,NZ .2,ARG .2,BRAZ .2,TWN .2,INDIA .2, 
      CHI .2,JAP .2,RUS .2,FRA .2,ITALY .2,GERM .2,SP .2,UK .2,POL .2,ROW .2/ 
 
BaseSupply(country) base quantity supplied for SUFUN  LBS 
         /US 9753730210, CAN 887951151.2, MEX 1124346000, CHILE 2755750000, 
      NZ 1003084182, ARG 2308216200, BRAZ 2189167800, TWN 285017301.8, 
      INDIA 3871277600,  CHI 57450328371, JAP 1833786280, 
      RUS 2755750000, FRA 24539402600, ITALY 4389358600, GERM 4199763000, 
      SP 1456579220, UK 440920000, POL 5070580000,ROW 50025391408/ 
 
*Adoption rate component 
AdRate(t) adoption rate for GM technology; 
AdRate(t)=.01*ord(t); 
AdRate(t)$(ord(t) le 10)=0; 
 
 
Table  PlantCost(tech,den) planting costs dollars per acre  (GM 1.5 cost inc) 
        low        high 
base    3094.52    5886 
GM      4641.78    8829 ; 
 
Parameters 
         DEAlpha(country) demand constant 
         DEBeta(country) demand Beta value 
         SUAlpha(country) supply constant 
         SUBeta(country) supply Beta value 
         DEAlphaProcess(country) demand constant 
         DEBetaProcess(country) demand Beta value; 
 
BaseDemand(country)= BaseDemand(country)/1000000; 
BaseSupply(country)= BaseSupply(country)/1000000; 
BaseDemandProcess(country)=BaseDemandProcess(country)/1000000; 
DEAlpha(country)= BasePrices(country)*(1-(1/DeElast(country))); 
DEBeta(country)= BasePrices(country)/(BaseDemand(country)*DeElast(country)); 
SUAlpha(country)=BasePrices(country)*(1-(1/SuElast(country))); 
SUBeta(country)=BasePrices(country)/(BaseSupply(country)*SuElast(country)); 
DEAlphaProcess(country)= BasePrices(country)*(1-(1/DeElastProcess(country))); 
DEBetaProcess(country)= 
BasePrices(country)/(BaseDemandProcess(country)*DeElastProcess(country)); 
PlantCost(tech,den)= PlantCost(tech,den)/1000; 
RemovalCost= RemovalCost/1000; 
 
Table Yield(age,den) lbs per acre 
          low            high 
1         0               0 
2         2000         4000 
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3         4000         12000 
4         12000         20000 
5         16000         32000 
6          20000        36000 
7          24000        36000 
8          28000        36000 
9          32000        36000 
10        36000        36000 
11        36000        36000 
12        36000        36000 
13        36000        36000 
14        36000        36000 
15        36000        36000 
16        36000        36000 
17        36000        36000 
18        36000        36000 
19        36000        36000 
20        36000        36000 
21        36000        36000 
22        36000        36000 
23        36000        28000 
24        36000        20000 
25        36000        12000 
26        36000        4000 
27        36000        0 
28        36000        0 
29        36000        0 
30        36000        0 
31        36000        0 
32        36000        0 
33        36000        0 
34        36000        0 
35        28000        0    ; 
 
Table YieldGM(age,den) lbs per acre (800 lb bins-5% recovered) 
           LOW          HIGH 
1         0                0 
2         2100          4200 
3         4200          12600 
4         12600         21000 
5         16800         33600 
6          21000        37800 
7          25200        37800 
8          29400        37800 
9          33600        37800 
10        37800        37800 
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11        37800        37800 
12        37800        37800 
13        37800        37800 
14        37800        37800 
15        37800        37800 
16        37800        37800 
17        37800        37800 
18        37800        37800 
19        37800        37800 
20        37800        37800 
21        37800        37800 
22        37800        37800 
23        37800        29400 
24        37800        21000 
25        37800        12600 
26        37800        4200 
27        37800        0 
28        37800        0 
29        37800        0 
30        37800        0 
31        37800        0 
32        37800        0 
33        37800        0 
34        37800        0 
35        29400        0    ; 
Yield(age,den)=  Yield(age,den)/1000; 
YieldGM(age,den)=  YieldGM(age,den)/1000; 
 
Table MaintCost(age,den) dollars per acre original 
           low                High 
1          0                  0 
2          1672.5         2038.89 
3          1983.54        2673.48 
4          2582.54        3065.52 
5          2860.23        3801.24 
6          3065.14        3528.85 
7          3160.14        3528.85 
8          3255.14        3528.85 
9          3350.14        3528.85 
10        3445.14        3528.85 
11        3445.14        3528.85 
12        3445.14        3528.85 
13        3445.14        3528.85 
14        3445.14        3528.85 
15        3445.14        3528.85 
16        3445.14        3528.85 
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17        3445.14        3528.85 
18        3445.14        3528.85 
19        3445.14        3528.85 
20        3445.14        3528.85 
21        3445.14        3528.85 
22        3445.14        3528.85 
23        3445.14        3340.85 
24        3445.14        3152.85 
25        3445.14        2964.85 
26        3445.14        2776.85 
27        3445.14        2776.85 
28        3445.14        2776.85 
29        3445.14        2776.85 
30        3445.14        2776.85 
31        3445.14        2776.85 
32        3445.14        2776.85 
33        3445.14        2776.85 
34        3445.14        2776.85 
35        3257.14        2776.85 
 ; 
 
Table MaintCostGM(age,den) dollars per acre(7% decrease from 220 per acre budget) 
            low               high 
1          0                   0 
2          1532.09        1867.73 
3          1817.02        2449.04 
4          2365.73        2808.17 
5          2620.12        3482.12 
6          2807.82        3232.61 
7          2894.85        3232.61 
8          2981.87        3232.61 
9          3068.90        3232.61 
10        3155.92        3232.61 
11        3155.92        3232.61 
12        3155.92        3232.61 
13        3155.92        3232.61 
14        3155.92        3232.61 
15        3155.92        3232.61 
16        3155.92        3232.61 
17        3155.92        3232.61 
18        3155.92        3232.61 
19        3155.92        3232.61 
20        3155.92        3232.61 
21        3155.92        3232.61 
22        3155.92        3232.61 
23        3155.92        3060.39 
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24        3155.92        2888.17 
25        3155.92        2715.95 
26        3155.92        2543.74 
27        3155.92        2543.74 
28        3155.92        2543.74 
29        3155.92        2543.74 
30        3155.92        2543.74 
31        3155.92        2543.74 
32        3155.92        2543.74 
33        3155.92        2543.74 
34        3155.92        2543.74 
35        2983.70        2543.74  ; 
MAINTCOST(AGE,DEN)=MAINTCOST(AGE,DEN)/1000; 
MAINTCOSTGM(AGE,DEN)=MAINTCOSTGM(AGE,DEN)/1000; 
 
Table InitInventory(age,den) 
           low           high 
 
1         11435 
2         11435 
3         11435 
4         11435 
5         11435 
6         15246 
7         15246 
8         15246 
9         15246 
10       15246 
11       15246 
12       15246 
13       15246 
14       15246 
15       15246 
16       11435 
17       11435 
18       11435 
19       11435 
20       11435 
21       7623 
22       7623 
23       7623 
24       7623 
25       7623 
26       7623 
27       7623 
28       7623 
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29       7623 
30       7623 
31       7623 
32       7623 
33       7623 
34       7623 
35       7623; 
InitInventory(age,den)   =    InitInventory(age,den)/1000; 
Scalar totalAcres; 
totalacres=sum(age, InitInventory(age,"low")); 
 
Table TransportationCost (country,countryi) dollars per pound producer price diff 
                  US              CAN           MEX           CHILE          NZ 
US          0.0000        0.0353        0.0233        0.1006        0.0769 
CAN              0.0353        0.0000        0.0120        0.0653        0.0416 
MEX              0.0233        0.0120        0.0000        0.0773        0.0536 
CHILE     0.1006        0.0653        0.0773        0.0000        0.0237 
NZ           0.0769        0.0416        0.0536        0.0237        0.0000 
ARG        0.0398        0.0751        0.0631        0.1404        0.1167 
BRAZ       0.0288        0.0065        0.0055        0.0718        0.0481 
TWN        0.2773        0.3126        0.3006        0.3779        0.3542 
INDIA            0.1265        0.1618        0.1498        0.2271        0.2034 
CHI          0.0325        0.0679        0.0559        0.1332        0.1095 
JAP          0.8818        0.9171        0.9052        0.9825        0.9587 
RUS         0.0378        0.0024        0.0144        0.0629        0.0392 
FRA          0.0093        0.0447        0.0327        0.1100        0.0863 
ITALY        0.0015        0.0368        0.0248        0.1021        0.0784 
GERM       0.0277        0.0631        0.0511        0.1284        0.1047 
SP            0.0112        0.0241        0.0121        0.0894        0.0657 
UK                 0.2168        0.2521        0.2401        0.3174        0.2937 
POL           0.1002        0.0649        0.0768        0.0005        0.0233 
ROW      0.0505        0.0858        0.0738        0.1511        0.1274 
 
 
+          ARG           BRAZ          TWN          INDIA          CHI 
US   0.0398        0.0288        0.2773        0.1265        0.0325 
CAN        0.0751        0.0065        0.3126        0.1618        0.0679 
MEX        0.0631        0.0055        0.3006        0.1498        0.0559 
CHILE      0.1404        0.0718        0.3779        0.2271        0.1332 
NZ         0.1167        0.0481        0.3542        0.2034        0.1095 
ARG        0.0000        0.0686        0.2375        0.0867        0.0073 
BRAZ       0.0686        0.0000        0.3061        0.1553        0.0614 
TWN        0.2375        0.3061        0.0000        0.1508        0.2447 
INDIA      0.0867        0.1553        0.1508        0.0000        0.0939 
CHI        0.0073        0.0614        0.2447        0.0939        0.0000 
JAP        0.8420        0.9107        0.6045        0.7553        0.8493 
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RUS        0.0776        0.0089        0.3150        0.1642        0.0703 
FRA        0.0305        0.0382        0.2680        0.1171        0.0232 
ITALY      0.0383        0.0303        0.2758        0.1250        0.0311 
GERM       0.0121        0.0566        0.2495        0.0987        0.0048 
SP         0.0510        0.0176        0.2885        0.1377        0.0437 
UK         0.1770        0.2456        0.0605        0.0903        0.1842 
POL        0.1400        0.0714        0.3775        0.2267        0.1327 
ROW        0.0107        0.0793        0.2268        0.0760        0.0179 
 
+                    JAP            RUS            FRA           ITALY         GERM 
US         0.8818        0.0378        0.0093        0.0015        0.0277 
CAN        0.9171        0.0024        0.0447        0.0368        0.0631 
MEX       0.9052        0.0144        0.0327        0.0248        0.0511 
CHILE      0.9825        0.0629        0.1100        0.1021        0.1284 
NZ         0.9587        0.0392        0.0863        0.0784        0.1047 
ARG              0.8420        0.0776        0.0305        0.0383        0.0121 
BRAZ       0.9107        0.0089        0.0382        0.0303        0.0566 
TWN        0.6045        0.3150        0.2680        0.2758        0.2495 
INDIA      0.7553        0.1642        0.1171        0.1250        0.0987 
CHI        0.8493        0.0703        0.0232        0.0311        0.0048 
JAP        0.0000        0.9196        0.8725        0.8804        0.8541 
RUS        0.9196        0.0000        0.0471        0.0392        0.0655 
FRA        0.8725        0.0471        0.0000        0.0079        0.0184 
ITALY      0.8804        0.0392        0.0079        0.0000        0.0263 
GERM       0.8541        0.0655        0.0184        0.0263        0.0000 
SP         0.8930        0.0266        0.0205        0.0126        0.0389 
UK         0.6650        0.2545        0.2074        0.2153        0.1890 
POL        0.9820        0.0624        0.1095        0.1016        0.1279 
ROW             0.8314        0.0882        0.0411        0.0490        0.0227 
 
+          SP              UK              POL            ROW 
US         0.0112        0.2168        0.1002        0.0505 
CAN        0.0241        0.2521        0.0649        0.0858 
MEX        0.0121        0.2401        0.0768        0.0738 
CHILE      0.0894        0.3174        0.0005        0.1511 
NZ         0.0657        0.2937        0.0233        0.1274 
ARG        0.0510        0.1770        0.1400        0.0107 
BRAZ      0.0176        0.2456        0.0714        0.0793 
TWN        0.2885        0.0605        0.3775        0.2268 
INDIA     0.1377        0.0903        0.2267        0.0760 
CHI        0.0437        0.1842        0.1327        0.0179 
JAP        0.8930        0.6650        0.9820        0.8314 
RUS        0.0266        0.2545        0.0624        0.0882 
FRA        0.0205        0.2074        0.1095        0.0411 
ITALY      0.0126        0.2153        0.1016        0.0490 
GERM       0.0389        0.1890        0.1279        0.0227 
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SP         0.0000        0.2280        0.0890        0.0617 
UK         0.2280        0.0000        0.3170        0.1663 
POL        0.0890        0.3170        0.0000        0.1506 
ROW        0.0617        0.1663        0.1506        0.0000; 
 
Variable OBJ 
 
Positive Variables 
         export(t,country, countryi) exp 
         Acres(t,Age,den,tech) 
         TotalCost(t) 
         Removed (t,age,den,tech) removed acres 
         RemainValue(age,den,tech) remaining value at t40 
         Qdemand(t,country) 
         Qsupply(t,country) 
         Qprocess(t,country) 
         USsupply(t); 
 
 Equations 
         Objective maximizing the surplus of apple production 
         USBalance(t) US trade balance equation 
         TradeBalance(t,country) ROW trade balance equation 
         acrespos(t) positive acres 
         AcresYrToYr(t,age,den,tech) dynamic for acres from year to year 
         Remainder(Age,den,tech) remaining value of the acres at time end 
         TotalCostEq(t) costs for apple tree plant to removal 
         USsupEq(t) 
         TechDynamics(t) technology dynamics to limit planting of GM variety; 
 
Objective.. 
 OBJ=e= Sum((t,country), Qdemand(t,country)*(DeAlpha(country) 
+.5*DeBeta(country)*Qdemand(t,country))) 
 -sum((t,country)$(ord(country) ne 1), Qsupply(t,country)*(SuAlpha(country) 
+.5*SuBeta(country)*Qsupply(t,country))) 
 +sum((t,country), Qprocess(t,country)*(DeAlphaProcess(country) 
          +.5*DEBetaProcess(country)*Qprocess(t,country))) 
 -Sum(t,TotalCost(t)) 
+Sum((age,den,tech)$(Ord(age) gt 1 and Ord(age) lt 35),  
RemainValue(age,den,tech)) 
 -sum((t,country,countryi)$(ord(country) ne ord(countryi)), 
         TransportationCost(country,countryi)*export(t,Country,Countryi)); 
 
USBalance(t).. 
     Qdemand(t,"US")+Sum(country$(ord(country) ne 1),export(t,"US",country)) 
          +Qprocess(t,"US") =e=Sum((age,den),yield(age,den)*Acres(t,age,den,"base") 
          +yieldGM(age,den)*Acres(t,age,den,"GM")) 
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          +Sum(country$(ord(country) ne 1),export(t,country,"US")); 
 
TradeBalance(t,country)$(ord(country) ne 1).. 
  Qdemand(t,country) 
    +Sum(countryi$(ord(countryi) ne ord(country)),export(t,country,countryi)) 
    +Qprocess(t,country)=e= Qsupply(t,country) 
    +Sum(countryi$(ord(countryi) ne ord(country)), export(t,countryi,country)); 
 
TotalCostEq(t).. 
TotalCost(t)=e=  Sum(den, PlantCost("base",den)*Acres(t,'1',den,"base") + 
                           sum(age, MaintCost(age,den)*Acres(t,Age,den,"base")) + 
                           sum(age, RemovalCost*Removed(t,age,den, "base")))+ 
              Sum(den, PlantCost("GM",den)*Acres(t,'1',den,"GM") + 
                      sum(age, MaintCostGM(age,den)*Acres(t,Age,den,"GM") ) + 
                      sum(age, RemovalCost*Removed(t,age,den,"GM")))  ; 
 
Acrespos(t).. Sum((Age,den),acres(t,Age,den,"base")+ 
                            acres(t,Age,den,"GM"))=l=TOTALACRES; 
 
AcresYrToYr(t,age,den,tech)$(ord(t) lt 40).. 
     acres(t+1,age+1,den,tech)=e=acres(t,age,den,tech)- Removed(t,age,den,tech); 
 
Remainder(age,den,tech)$(ord(age) gt 1 and ord(age) lt 35).. 
     RemainValue(age,den,tech)=e= 
 (Acres("40",age,den,tech)* 
         Sum(agei$(ord(agei) gt ord(age)), (PriceLambda*yield(agei,den) 
     -MaintCost(agei,den) 
     -RemovalCost$(Ord(agei) eq 35))*(1/(1+Discount))**(ord(agei)-ord(age)))); 
 
USsupEq(t).. 
         USSupply(t)=e=Sum((age,den), 
                 yield(age,den)*Acres(t,age,den,"base") 
                +yieldGM(age,den)*Acres(t,age,den,"GM")); 
 
TechDynamics(t).. 
         Acres(t,"1","low","GM")+Acres(t,"1","high","GM") 
                               =l= AdRate(t)*Sum(den, Acres(t,"1",den,"Base")); 
 
Model BASE /ALL/; 
 
     Acres.fx("1",age,den,"base")=InitInventory(age,den); 
    Removed.fx(t,age,den,tech)$(ord(age) le 10)=0; 
    Acres.fx(t,age,den,"GM")$(ord(t) le 10)=0; 
BASE.OPTFILE=1; 
BASE.WORKSPACE=100; 
option solprint=off; 
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Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
 
display 'first round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l; 
 
  PriceLambda=USBalance.m('40'); 
  Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
 
display 'second round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l; 
 
  PriceLambda=USBalance.m('40'); 
  Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
 
display 'third round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l; 
 
  PriceLambda=USBalance.m('40'); 
  Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
 
display 'fourth round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l; 
 
  PriceLambda=USBalance.m('40'); 
  Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
 
display 'fifth round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l 
          USbalance.m, TradeBalance.m; 
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GAMS Coding of Scenario 4: Bio-Control and GM Introduction 
 
set 
    T /1*40/ 
    age /1*35/ 
    den /low,high/ 
    country /US,CAN,MEX,CHILE,NZ,ARG,BRAZ,TWN,INDIA,CHI,JAP, 
                 RUS,FRA,ITALY,GERM,SP,UK,POL,ROW/ 
    tech/base,GM,BIO/ 
alias (age,agei) 
      (country,countryi); 
scalars 
         Discount /.05/ 
         RemovalCost average removal cost dollars per acre /1125/ 
         PriceLambda price used in remaining value /.20/; 
Parameters 
DeElast(country) demand elasticity by country from USDA fresh 
         /US -.122, CAN -.2768,MEX -.40753,CHILE -.40631,NZ -.269,ARG -.34939, 
      BRAZ -.4314,TWN -0.2,INDIA -.46,CHI -.693,JAP -.19991, 
      RUS -.42815,FRA -.22477,ITALY -.21699,GERM -.20912, 
      SP -.30045,UK -.22409,POL -.40005,ROW -.321197 / 
 
BasePrices(country) used in the supply and demand functions 
         /US 0.1700,CAN 0.1374, MEX 0.1494, CHILE 0.0721, NZ 0.0958, 
         ARG 0.2125, BRAZ 0.1439, TWN 0.4500, INDIA 0.2992, CHI 0.2053, 
         JAP 1.0545, RUS 0.1350, FRA 0.1820, ITALY 0.1742, GERM 0.2005, 
         SP 0.1615, UK 0.3895, POL 0.0725, ROW .2232/ 
DeElastProcess(country) demand elasticity by country for processing est 
      /US -.24, CAN -.54,MEX -.80,CHILE -.80,NZ -.52,ARG -.70, 
      BRAZ -.86,TWN -0.4,INDIA -.92,CHI -1.00,JAP -.40, 
      RUS -.86,FRA -.44,ITALY -.42,GERM -.40, 
      SP -.60,UK -.44,POL -.80, ROW -.64/ 
BaseDemandProcess(country) base q to porcessed goods lbs 
         /US 3472504308,CAN 383689580,MEX 207364000,CHILE 936447000, 
         NZ 177825660,ARG 1389780000,BRAZ 367980654,TWN 1,INDIA 80326283.84, 
         CHI 8338680000,JAP 319870000,RUS 2978100000,FRA 683860000, 
         ITALY 882400000,GERM 1414046000,SP 341204226,UK 161038000, 
         POL 2699332192, ROW 12506347852 / 
BaseDemand(country) base quantity demanded for DFUN US LBS 
         /US 5226551041, CAN 862091193, MEX 1341245571, CHILE 320879530, 
      NZ 127866800, ARG 294920365, BRAZ 2093223608, TWN 176368000, 
      INDIA 3935987908, CHI 39952689337, JAP 1484363794, 
      RUS 2326448242, FRA 16657957600, ITALY 2030663674, 
      GERM 3569247400, SP 1393664345, UK 1343703700, POL 1003974840, 
      ROW 37519043556/ 
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SuElast(country) supply elasticities 
         /US .2,CAN .2,MEX .2,CHILE .2,NZ .2,ARG .2,BRAZ .2,TWN .2,INDIA .2, 
      CHI .2,JAP .2,RUS .2,FRA .2,ITALY .2,GERM .2,SP .2,UK .2,POL .2,ROW .2/ 
BaseSupply(country) base quantity supplied for SUFUN  LBS 
         /US 9753730210, CAN 887951151.2, MEX 1124346000, CHILE 2755750000, 
      NZ 1003084182, ARG 2308216200, BRAZ 2189167800, TWN 285017301.8, 
      INDIA 3871277600,  CHI 57450328371, JAP 1833786280, 
      RUS 2755750000, FRA 24539402600, ITALY 4389358600, GERM 4199763000, 
      SP 1456579220, UK 440920000, POL 5070580000,ROW 50025391408/ 
 
*Adoption rate component 
AdRate(t) adoption rate for GM technology; 
AdRate(t)=.01*ord(t); 
AdRate(t)$(ord(t) le 5)=0; 
 
Table  PlantCost(tech,den) planting costs dollars per acre  (GM 1.5 cost inc) 
        low        high 
base    3094.52    5886 
GM      4641.78    8829 
bio     3094.52    5886    ; 
 
Parameters 
         DEAlpha(country) demand constant 
         DEBeta(country) demand Beta value 
         SUAlpha(country) supply constant 
         SUBeta(country) supply Beta value 
         DEAlphaProcess(country) demand constant 
         DEBetaProcess(country) demand Beta value; 
BaseDemand(country)= BaseDemand(country)/1000000; 
BaseSupply(country)= BaseSupply(country)/1000000; 
BaseDemandProcess(country)=BaseDemandProcess(country)/1000000; 
DEAlpha(country)= BasePrices(country)*(1-(1/DeElast(country))); 
DEBeta(country)= BasePrices(country)/(BaseDemand(country)*DeElast(country)); 
SUAlpha(country)=BasePrices(country)*(1-(1/SuElast(country))); 
SUBeta(country)=BasePrices(country)/(BaseSupply(country)*SuElast(country)); 
DEAlphaProcess(country)= BasePrices(country)*(1-(1/DeElastProcess(country))); 
DEBetaProcess(country)= 
BasePrices(country)/(BaseDemandProcess(country)*DeElastProcess(country)); 
PlantCost(tech,den)= PlantCost(tech,den)/1000; 
RemovalCost= RemovalCost/1000; 
 
Table Yield(age,den) lbs per acre 
          low             high 
1         0                0 
2         2000          4000 
3         4000          12000 
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4         12000        20000 
5          16000        32000 
6          20000        36000 
7          24000        36000 
8          28000        36000 
9          32000        36000 
10        36000        36000 
11        36000        36000 
12        36000        36000 
13        36000        36000 
14        36000        36000 
15        36000        36000 
16        36000        36000 
17        36000        36000 
18        36000        36000 
19        36000        36000 
20        36000        36000 
21        36000        36000 
22        36000        36000 
23        36000        28000 
24        36000        20000 
25        36000        12000 
26        36000        4000 
27        36000        0 
28        36000        0 
29        36000        0 
30        36000        0 
31        36000        0 
32        36000        0 
33        36000        0 
34        36000        0 
35        28000        0    ; 
 
Table YieldGM(age,den) lbs per acre (800 lb bins-5% recovered) 
          LOW          HIGH 
1         0                0 
2         2100          4200 
3         4200          12600 
4         12600        21000 
5         16800        33600 
6         21000        37800 
7         25200        37800 
8         29400        37800 
9         33600        37800 
10       37800        37800 
11       37800        37800 
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12       37800        37800 
13        37800        37800 
14        37800        37800 
15        37800        37800 
16        37800        37800 
17        37800        37800 
18        37800        37800 
19        37800        37800 
20        37800        37800 
21        37800        37800 
22        37800        37800 
23        37800        29400 
24        37800        21000 
25        37800        12600 
26        37800        4200 
27        37800        0 
28        37800        0 
29        37800        0 
30        37800        0 
31        37800        0 
32        37800        0 
33        37800        0 
34        37800        0 
35        29400        0    ; 
 
Table YieldBIO(age,den) lbs per acre (3% recovered- 5% susept) 
          LOW          HIGH 
1          0               0 
2          2060         4120 
3          4120         12360 
4          12360        20600 
5          16480        32960 
6          20600        37080 
7          24720        37080 
8          28840        37080 
9          32960        37080 
10        37080        37080 
11        37080        37080 
12        37080        37080 
13        37080        37080 
14        37080        37080 
15        37080        37080 
16        37080        37080 
17        37080        37080 
18        37080        37080 
19        37080        37080 
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20        37080        37080 
21        37080        37080 
22        37080        37080 
23        37080        28840 
24        37080        20600 
25        37080        12360 
26        37080        4120 
27        37080        0 
28        37080        0 
29        37080        0 
30        37080        0 
31        37080        0 
32        37080        0 
33        37080        0 
34        37080        0 
35        28840        0; 
 
Yield(age,den)=  Yield(age,den)/1000; 
YieldGM(age,den)=  YieldGM(age,den)/1000; 
YieldBIO(age,den)=  YieldBIO(age,den)/1000; 
 
Table MaintCost(age,den) dollars per acre 
            Low              High 
1          0                   0 
2          1672.5          2038.89 
3          1983.54        2673.48 
4          2582.54        3065.52 
5          2860.23        3801.24 
6          3065.14        3528.85 
7          3160.14        3528.85 
8          3255.14        3528.85 
9          3350.14        3528.85 
10        3445.14        3528.85 
11        3445.14        3528.85 
12        3445.14        3528.85 
13        3445.14        3528.85 
14        3445.14        3528.85 
15        3445.14        3528.85 
16        3445.14        3528.85 
17        3445.14        3528.85 
18        3445.14        3528.85 
19        3445.14        3528.85 
20        3445.14        3528.85 
21        3445.14        3528.85 
22        3445.14        3528.85 
23        3445.14        3340.85 
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24        3445.14        3152.85 
25        3445.14        2964.85 
26        3445.14        2776.85 
27        3445.14        2776.85 
28        3445.14        2776.85 
29        3445.14        2776.85 
30        3445.14        2776.85 
31        3445.14        2776.85 
32        3445.14        2776.85 
33        3445.14        2776.85 
34        3445.14        2776.85 
35        3257.14        2776.85 ; 
 
Table MaintCostGM (age,den) dollars per acre(7% decrease from 220 per acre budget) 
            low                high 
1          0                   0 
2          1532.09       1867.73 
3          1817.02        2449.04 
4          2365.73        2808.17 
5          2620.12        3482.12 
6          2807.82        3232.61 
7          2894.85        3232.61 
8          2981.87        3232.61 
9          3068.90        3232.61 
10        3155.92        3232.61 
11        3155.92        3232.61 
12        3155.92        3232.61 
13        3155.92        3232.61 
14        3155.92        3232.61 
15        3155.92        3232.61 
16        3155.92        3232.61 
17        3155.92        3232.61 
18        3155.92        3232.61 
19        3155.92        3232.61 
20        3155.92        3232.61 
21        3155.92        3232.61 
22        3155.92        3232.61 
23        3155.92        3060.39 
24        3155.92        2888.17 
25        3155.92        2715.95 
26        3155.92        2543.74 
27        3155.92        2543.74 
28        3155.92        2543.74 
29        3155.92        2543.74 
30        3155.92        2543.74 
31        3155.92        2543.74 
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32        3155.92        2543.74 
33        3155.92        2543.74 
34        3155.92        2543.74 
35        2983.70        2543.74  ; 
 
Table MaintCostBIO (age,den) dollars per acre added 45 dollars to represent price difference 
from base 45 dollar or 20% decrease in original fungicide 
            Low              High 
1          0                   0 
2          1717.5          2083.89 
3          2028.54        2718.48 
4          2627.54        3110.52 
5          2905.23        3846.24 
6          3110.14        3573.85 
7          3205.14        3573.85 
8          3300.14        3573.85 
9          3395.14        3573.85 
10        3490.14        3573.85 
11        3490.14        3573.85 
12        3490.14        3573.85 
13        3490.14        3573.85 
14        3490.14        3573.85 
15        3490.14        3573.85 
16        3490.14        3573.85 
17        3490.14        3573.85 
18        3490.14        3573.85 
19        3490.14        3573.85 
20        3490.14        3573.85 
21        3490.14        3573.85 
22        3490.14        3573.85 
23        3490.14        3385.85 
24        3490.14        3197.85 
25        3490.14        3009.85 
26        3490.14        2821.85 
27        3490.14        2821.85 
28        3490.14        2821.85 
29        3490.14        2821.85 
30        3490.14        2821.85 
31        3490.14        2821.85 
32        3490.14        2821.85 
33        3490.14        2821.85 
34        3490.14        2821.85 
35        3302.14        2821.85; 
MAINTCOST(AGE,DEN)=MAINTCOST(AGE,DEN)/1000; 
MAINTCOSTGM(AGE,DEN)=MAINTCOSTGM(AGE,DEN)/1000; 
MAINTCOSTBIO(AGE,DEN)=MAINTCOSTBIO(AGE,DEN)/1000; 
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Table InitInventory(age,den) 
         low       high 
1        11435 
2        11435 
3        11435 
4        11435 
5        11435 
6        15246 
7        15246 
8        15246 
9        15246 
10      15246 
11      15246 
12      15246 
13      15246 
14      15246 
15      15246 
16      11435 
17      11435 
18      11435 
19      11435 
20      11435 
21       7623 
22       7623 
23       7623 
24       7623 
25       7623 
26       7623 
27       7623 
28       7623 
29       7623 
30       7623 
31       7623 
32       7623 
33       7623 
34       7623 
35       7623; 
 
InitInventory(age,den)   =    InitInventory(age,den)/1000; 
Scalar totalAcres; 
totalacres=sum(age, InitInventory(age,"low")); 
 
Table TransportationCost (country,countryi) dollars per pound producer price diff 
                  US              CAN           MEX           CHILE          NZ 
US          0.0000        0.0353        0.0233        0.1006        0.0769 
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CAN              0.0353        0.0000        0.0120        0.0653        0.0416 
MEX              0.0233        0.0120        0.0000        0.0773        0.0536 
CHILE     0.1006        0.0653        0.0773        0.0000        0.0237 
NZ           0.0769        0.0416        0.0536        0.0237        0.0000 
ARG        0.0398        0.0751        0.0631        0.1404        0.1167 
BRAZ       0.0288        0.0065        0.0055        0.0718        0.0481 
TWN        0.2773        0.3126        0.3006        0.3779        0.3542 
INDIA            0.1265        0.1618        0.1498        0.2271        0.2034 
CHI          0.0325        0.0679        0.0559        0.1332        0.1095 
JAP          0.8818        0.9171        0.9052        0.9825        0.9587 
RUS         0.0378        0.0024        0.0144        0.0629        0.0392 
FRA          0.0093        0.0447        0.0327        0.1100        0.0863 
ITALY        0.0015        0.0368        0.0248        0.1021        0.0784 
GERM       0.0277        0.0631        0.0511        0.1284        0.1047 
SP            0.0112        0.0241        0.0121        0.0894        0.0657 
UK                 0.2168        0.2521        0.2401        0.3174        0.2937 
POL           0.1002        0.0649        0.0768        0.0005        0.0233 
ROW      0.0505        0.0858        0.0738        0.1511        0.1274 
 
+          ARG           BRAZ          TWN          INDIA          CHI 
US   0.0398        0.0288        0.2773        0.1265        0.0325 
CAN        0.0751        0.0065        0.3126        0.1618        0.0679 
MEX        0.0631        0.0055        0.3006        0.1498        0.0559 
CHILE      0.1404        0.0718        0.3779        0.2271        0.1332 
NZ         0.1167        0.0481        0.3542        0.2034        0.1095 
ARG        0.0000        0.0686        0.2375        0.0867        0.0073 
BRAZ       0.0686        0.0000        0.3061        0.1553        0.0614 
TWN        0.2375        0.3061        0.0000        0.1508        0.2447 
INDIA      0.0867        0.1553        0.1508        0.0000        0.0939 
CHI        0.0073        0.0614        0.2447        0.0939        0.0000 
JAP        0.8420        0.9107        0.6045        0.7553        0.8493 
RUS        0.0776        0.0089        0.3150        0.1642        0.0703 
FRA        0.0305        0.0382        0.2680        0.1171        0.0232 
ITALY      0.0383        0.0303        0.2758        0.1250        0.0311 
GERM       0.0121        0.0566        0.2495        0.0987        0.0048 
SP         0.0510        0.0176        0.2885        0.1377        0.0437 
UK         0.1770        0.2456        0.0605        0.0903        0.1842 
POL        0.1400        0.0714        0.3775        0.2267        0.1327 
ROW        0.0107        0.0793        0.2268        0.0760        0.0179 
 
+                    JAP            RUS            FRA           ITALY         GERM 
US         0.8818        0.0378        0.0093        0.0015        0.0277 
CAN        0.9171        0.0024        0.0447        0.0368        0.0631 
MEX       0.9052        0.0144        0.0327        0.0248        0.0511 
CHILE      0.9825        0.0629        0.1100        0.1021        0.1284 
NZ         0.9587        0.0392        0.0863        0.0784        0.1047 
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ARG              0.8420        0.0776        0.0305        0.0383        0.0121 
BRAZ       0.9107        0.0089        0.0382        0.0303        0.0566 
TWN        0.6045        0.3150        0.2680        0.2758        0.2495 
INDIA      0.7553        0.1642        0.1171        0.1250        0.0987 
CHI        0.8493        0.0703        0.0232        0.0311        0.0048 
JAP        0.0000        0.9196        0.8725        0.8804        0.8541 
RUS        0.9196        0.0000        0.0471        0.0392        0.0655 
FRA        0.8725        0.0471        0.0000        0.0079        0.0184 
ITALY      0.8804        0.0392        0.0079        0.0000        0.0263 
GERM       0.8541        0.0655        0.0184        0.0263        0.0000 
SP         0.8930        0.0266        0.0205        0.0126        0.0389 
UK         0.6650        0.2545        0.2074        0.2153        0.1890 
POL        0.9820        0.0624        0.1095        0.1016        0.1279 
ROW             0.8314        0.0882        0.0411        0.0490        0.0227 
 
+          SP              UK              POL            ROW 
US         0.0112        0.2168        0.1002        0.0505 
CAN        0.0241        0.2521        0.0649        0.0858 
MEX        0.0121        0.2401        0.0768        0.0738 
CHILE      0.0894        0.3174        0.0005        0.1511 
NZ         0.0657        0.2937        0.0233        0.1274 
ARG        0.0510        0.1770        0.1400        0.0107 
BRAZ      0.0176        0.2456        0.0714        0.0793 
TWN        0.2885        0.0605        0.3775        0.2268 
INDIA     0.1377        0.0903        0.2267        0.0760 
CHI        0.0437        0.1842        0.1327        0.0179 
JAP        0.8930        0.6650        0.9820        0.8314 
RUS        0.0266        0.2545        0.0624        0.0882 
FRA        0.0205        0.2074        0.1095        0.0411 
ITALY      0.0126        0.2153        0.1016        0.0490 
GERM       0.0389        0.1890        0.1279        0.0227 
SP         0.0000        0.2280        0.0890        0.0617 
UK         0.2280        0.0000        0.3170        0.1663 
POL        0.0890        0.3170        0.0000        0.1506 
ROW        0.0617        0.1663        0.1506        0.0000; 
 
Variable OBJ 
Positive Variables 
         export(t,country, countryi) exp 
         Acres(t,Age,den,tech) 
         TotalCost(t) 
         Removed (t,age,den,tech) removed acres 
         RemainValue(age,den,tech) remaining value at t40 
         Qdemand(t,country) 
         Qsupply(t,country) 
         Qprocess(t,country) 
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         USsupply(t); 
 
 Equations 
         Objective maximizing the surplus of apple production 
         USBalance(t) US trade balance equation 
         TradeBalance(t,country) ROW trade balance equation 
         acrespos(t) positive acres 
         AcresYrToYr(t,age,den,tech) dynamic for acres from year to year 
         Remainder(Age,den,tech) remaining value of the acres at time end 
         TotalCostEq(t) costs for apple tree plant to removal 
         USsupEq(t) 
         TechDynamics(t) technology dynamics to limit planting of GM variety; 
 
Objective.. 
    OBJ=e= Sum((t,country), Qdemand(t,country)*(DeAlpha(country) 
+.5*DeBeta(country)*Qdemand(t,country))) 
  -sum((t,country)$(ord(country) ne 1), Qsupply(t,country)*(SuAlpha(country) 
+.5*SuBeta(country)*Qsupply(t,country))) 
 +sum((t,country),  Qprocess(t,country)*(DeAlphaProcess(country) 
           +.5*DEBetaProcess(country)*Qprocess(t,country))) 
 -Sum(t,TotalCost(t)) 
  +Sum((age,den,tech)$(Ord(age) gt 1 and Ord(age) lt 35), 
           RemainValue(age,den,tech)) 
 -sum((t,country,countryi)$(ord(country) ne ord(countryi)), 
         TransportationCost(country,countryi)*export(t,Country,Countryi)); 
 
USBalance(t).. 
     Qdemand(t,"US")+Sum(country$(ord(country) ne 1),export(t,"US",country)) 
          +Qprocess(t,"US") 
     =e=Sum((age,den),yield(age,den)*Acres(t,age,den,"base") 
                          +yieldGM(age,den)*Acres(t,age,den,"GM") 
                          +yieldBIO(age,den)*Acres(t,age,den,"BIO")) 
                    +Sum(country$(ord(country) ne 1),export(t,country,"US")); 
 
TradeBalance(t,country)$(ord(country) ne 1).. 
  Qdemand(t,country) 
    +Sum(countryi$(ord(countryi) ne ord(country)),export(t,country,countryi)) 
    +Qprocess(t,country)=e= Qsupply(t,country) 
    +Sum(countryi$(ord(countryi) ne ord(country)), export(t,countryi,country)); 
 
TotalCostEq(t).. 
TotalCost(t)=e=  Sum(den, PlantCost("base",den)*Acres(t,'1',den,"base") + 
                      sum(age, MaintCost(age,den)*Acres(t,Age,den,"base")) + 
                      sum(age, RemovalCost*Removed(t,age,den, "base")))+ 
                 Sum(den, PlantCost("GM",den)*Acres(t,'1',den,"GM") + 
                      sum(age, MaintCostGM(age,den)*Acres(t,Age,den,"GM") ) + 
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                      sum(age, RemovalCost*Removed(t,age,den,"GM")))   + 
                 Sum(den, PlantCost("BIO",den)*Acres(t,'1',den,"BIO") + 
                      sum(age, MaintCostBIO(age,den)*Acres(t,Age,den,"BIO") ) + 
                      sum(age, RemovalCost*Removed(t,age,den,"BIO"))); 
 
Acrespos(t).. Sum((Age,den),acres(t,Age,den,"base")+ 
                            acres(t,Age,den,"GM") + 
                            acres(t,Age,den,"bio"))=l=TOTALACRES; 
 
AcresYrToYr(t,age,den,tech)$(ord(t) lt 40).. 
     acres(t+1,age+1,den,tech)=e=acres(t,age,den,tech)- Removed(t,age,den,tech); 
 
Remainder(age,den,tech)$(ord(age) gt 1 and ord(age) lt 35).. 
     RemainValue(age,den,tech)=e= 
 (Acres("40",age,den,tech)* 
         Sum(agei$(ord(agei) gt ord(age)), (PriceLambda*yield(agei,den) 
     -MaintCost(agei,den) 
     -RemovalCost$(Ord(agei) eq 35))*(1/(1+Discount))**(ord(agei)-ord(age)))); 
 
USsupEq(t).. 
         USSupply(t)=e=Sum((age,den), 
                 yield(age,den)*Acres(t,age,den,"base") 
                +yieldGM(age,den)*Acres(t,age,den,"GM") 
                +yieldBIO(age,den)*Acres(t,age,den,"BIO")); 
 
TechDynamics(t).. 
         Acres(t,"1","low","GM")+Acres(t,"1","high","GM")   + 
         Acres(t,"1","low","BIO")+Acres(t,"1","high","BIO") 
                               =l= AdRate(t)*Sum(den, Acres(t,"1",den,"Base")); 
 
Model BASE /ALL/; 
 
    Acres.fx("1",age,den,"base")=InitInventory(age,den); 
    Removed.fx(t,age,den,tech)$(ord(age) le 10)=0; 
    Acres.fx(t,age,den,"GM")$(ord(t) le 10)=0; 
 
BASE.OPTFILE=1; 
BASE.WORKSPACE=100; 
option nlp=minos; 
option solprint=off; 
Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
 
display 'first round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l; 
PriceLambda=USBalance.m('40'); 
  Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
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display 'second round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l; 
PriceLambda=USBalance.m('40'); 
  Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
 
display 'third round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l; 
PriceLambda=USBalance.m('40'); 
  Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
 
display 'fourth round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l; 
PriceLambda=USBalance.m('40'); 
  Solve BASE USING nlp MAXIMIZING OBJ; 
 
display 'fifth round', QDemand.l, Qprocess.l, QSupply.l, Acres.l, USsupply.l, 
          export.l,  TotalCost.l, Removed.l, RemainValue.l, USsupply.l, 
          USbalance.m, TradeBalance.m; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
